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BUBBLES   
DEFINING THE BUILDING BASIC BLOCKS FOR A U-SPACE SEPARATION 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE  

 

This Validation Plan is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking 
under grant agreement No 893206 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme. 

 

 

Abstract  

This document describes the approach to the definition of the BUBBLES Validation Plan. BUBBLES 
Validation Plan aims at validating the operational and interoperability requirements for the provision 
of separation management to UAS flying in Very Low Level airspaces where U-space services are 
available. BUBBLES Validation activities are organized in two phases, combining simulation and 
experimental activities. The first Validation Phase focuses on nominal performance, whereas the 
second Validation Phase takes into account non-nominal conditions. Since BUBBLES is an Exploratory 
Research project, the initial maturity gate is V0 and the validation activities aim at demonstrating the 
achievement of V1.  
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1 Executive Summary 

This document describes the approach to the definition of BUBBLES Validation Plan. To maintain 
coherence with the framework defined by the European Air Traffic Management Master Plan [1], 
BUBBLES Concept Validation Test Plan (CVALP) is based on the template for SESAR Industrial Research 
(IR) projects. This template has been developed to describe the validation activities of BUBBLES SESAR 
project. The IR CVALP template comprises four parts; part I covers the main body of the Validation 
Plan, whereas the other three targets safety, security, and human-machine interaction subjects which 
are out of the scope of an Exploratory Research project such as BUBBLES. However, due to the 
relevance of human performance in the detection and resolution of conflicts during the test flights 
conducted by BUBBLES, this validation plan includes a preliminary assessment of human performance 
issues. 

Since BUBBLES is an Exploratory Research (ER) project, the initial maturity gate is V0 and the validation 
activities aim at demonstrating the achievement of V1. Considering this goal, BUBBLES addresses the 
formulation of a Concept of Operations to provide the separation management service in the U-space 
and validation activities focusing on operational and interoperability requirements related to the initial 
logical system architecture. 

Whenever possible, BUBBLES uses experimental tools to validate requirements. However, in some 
cases, experimental validation requires a huge amount of data that cannot be collected within the 
scope of an ER project. Hence, some of the requirements are validated by simulation. When neither 
the simulation capabilities nor the amount of data available allow validation of a particular 
requirement, the validation exercise focuses on demonstrating that the validation method is feasible 
and can be used in future demonstration activities. 

The BUBBLES Validation Plan defines 5 high level validation objectives and 18 low level validation 
objectives to assess the BUBBLES concept, with reference to the SESAR KPAs: Safety, Capacity and 
Human Performance.  

Regarding the scenarios, 3 different Reference scenarios are defined in this document. BUBBLES has 
selected the city of Valencia, in Spain, to run simulations and perform experimental activities. Each 
exercise addresses these 3 scenarios with deviations adapted to the defined needs and objectives. 

BUBBLES Validation exercises are grouped into 2 phases, combining simulation and experimental 
activities. The first Validation Phase focuses on nominal performance through 2 exercises, whereas the 
second Validation Phase takes into account non-nominal conditions and consists of 3 exercises. This 
document details the validation activities conducted in both Validation Phases. For all these five 
exercises, the document describes the validation objectives, the validation scenarios, the exercise 
assumptions, the validation technique, the platforms used in the exercise, the data collection methods 
and the data analysis, and the exercise planning. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of the document 

This document provides the Concept Validation Test Plan (CVALP) for BUBBLES validation activities at 
V1 maturity level. It describes how stakeholder's needs (defined and formalised as a set of 
requirements in the D6.5 OSED/SPR/INTEROP document) are intended to be validated. 

As foreseen an Initial Concept of Operations (D2.1 [2]) for providing separation to UAS flying in the VLL 
was submitted at the end of 2020. During 2021, a first mock-up was designed and implemented to 
conduct an initial validation of the BUBBLES concept (Validation Phase I). The results of the validation 
process fed back to WP2 to update the concept formulation. Then, a second prototype was developed 
for the validation and evaluation of the updated BUBBLES concept (Validation Phase II). The results of 
the second validation phase will lead to the final version of the BUBBLES concept that will be submitted 
by the end of the project. 

Therefore, the present document contains the Validation Plan description for the first phase, where 
two exercises were carried out, as well as for the second phase, where three exercises were carried 
out. 

2.2 Intended readership 

The intended readers are the members of the BUBBLES consortium who are involved in validation 
activities and SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU) staff in charge of reviewing and approving the document.  

In addition, this document targets the following audiences: 

- Other Exploratory research projects. 
- Other Industrial research projects. 
- Other SESAR VLD projects. 
- International Regulatory authorities. 
- International Standardisation bodies. 

2.3 Structure of the document 

This document is structured as follows: 

• Section 1 provides an executive summary of the validation plan. 

• Section 2 defines the purpose of the document, identifies the intended readers, describes the 
structure of the document, and defines the acronyms used throughout the document. 

• Section 3 describes the context of the validation activities, including the definition of BUBBLES 
as a SESAR solution and the R&D needs. 

• Section 4 provides a high-level description of the Validation Plan, detailing the validation 
approach, the stakeholder’s expectations, the validation objectives and assumptions, the 
exercises list and the reference scenarios used. 

• Section 5 contains the details of each validation exercise, including the description of the 
platforms/tools used and the activities/time planning. 

• Section 6 includes the references used in this document. 
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2.4 Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AESA Spanish Aviation Safety and Security Agency 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

AN Availability Note 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

API Application Programming Interface 

APIC Autonomous Pilot in Command 

ARES Airspace Reservation/Restriction 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

ATM MP Air Traffic Management Master Plan 

BVLOS Beyond Visual Line of Sight 

CFIME Communication Fault Injector and Monitoring Environment 

ConOps Concept of Operations 

CORUS Concept of Operation for European UTM System 

CNS Communication, Navigation and Surveillance 

CPM Communications Performance Monitoring 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CSFIME Communication and Surveillance Fault Injector and Monitoring Environment 

CSV comma-separated values  

CTR Controlled Traffic Region 

CVALP Concept Validation Test Plan 

DDS Data Distribution Service 

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency 

EATMA European ATM Architecture 

EU European Union 
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EUROCAE European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment 

ER Exploratory Research 

E-ATMS European Air Traffic Management System 

E-OCVM European Operational Concept Validation Methodology 

FP Flight Plan 

FTE Flight Technical Error 

GCS Ground Control Station 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HPA Horizontal Position Accuracy 

HTB Hierarchical Token Bucket 

IBP Industrial Based Platform 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

ICD Interface Control Documents 

Indra Indra Sistemas S.A. 

IRS Interface Requirements Specification 

INTEROP Interoperability Requirements 

JSON Java Script Object Notation 

KPA Key Performance Area 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

MEDUSA Methodology for the U-space Safety Assessment  

MTOW Maximum Take-Off Weight 

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

NMAC Near Mid-Air Collision 

NN Neural Networks 

NSE Navigation System Error 

OSED Operational Service and Environment Definition 
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OVF Open Virtualization Format 

PIRM Programme Information Reference Model 

RMS Root Mean Square 

RNP Required Navigation Performance 

RPC Required Communication Performance 

RPIC Remote Pilot in Command 

RSP Required Surveillance Performance 

SAIL Specific Assurance and Integrity Levels 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research Programme 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission) 

SME Separation Management Environment 

SMS Separation Minima Service 

SPM Surveillance Performance Monitoring 

SPR Safety and Performance Requirements 

SUT System Under Test 

SVR Support Vector Regression 

SWIM System Wide Information Model 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TLS Target Level of Safety 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

TS  Technical Specification 

UC Use Case 

VALP Validation Plan 

VALR Validation Report 

VALS Validation Strategy 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

VLD Very Large Demonstration 
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VLOS Visual Line of Sight 

VO Validation Objective 

VTOL Vertical Take-Off and Landing 

UAS Unmanned Aerial System 

UL/DL Upload/Download 

UC University of Coimbra 

UNIROMA1 University of Rome 

UPV Polytechnic University of València 

USSP U-space Service Provider 

UTM Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic Management 

WP Waypoint 

Table 1: Acronyms and terminology 
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3 Context of the Validation 

3.1 Validation Plan context 

This document provides the final Validation Plan for the validation activities performed as part of the 
BUBBLES project. BUBBLES Validation Plan aims at validating the operational and interoperability 
requirements for the provision of separation management to UAS flying in Very Low Level airspaces 
where U-space services are available. 

A first mock-up is designed and implemented to validate the initial Concept of Operations [2] 
(Validation Phase I). The results of the validation process are fed back to WP2 to update the concept 
formulation. A second mock-up is developed for the validation and evaluation of the updated BUBBLES 
concept (Validation Phase II). The results of the second validation phase will lead to the final version 
of the BUBBLES concept that will be described in the BUBBLES deliverable D2.1, which will be 
submitted by the end of the project. This process is shown in the next figure. 

 

Figure 1. BUBBLES Validation Process 

As mentioned above, BUBBLES Validation activities are organized in two phases. The first phase is 
scheduled between July and November of 2021 and the second phase is planned between February 
and April 2022. The validation plan encompasses both simulation and experimental activities. 

Validation Phase I consists of two validation exercises conducted in three scenarios under nominal. 
The first validation exercise uses real-time simulation tools and the second one consists of test flights 
involving a small number of drones. 

Validation Phase II comprises three more validation exercises. The third and the fourth exercises 
consist of real-time simulations considering scenarios with nominal and abnormal conditions, as well 
as faulty conditions in some cases. The fifth validation exercise consists of extended flight tests 
involving a larger number of simultaneous drones and including the evaluation of the CNS performance 
to adapt the separation minima accordingly. To this purpose, CNS performance degradation are 
simulated. 

Different tools developed by the team (some of them based on Indra's UTM platform) are used in the 
validation exercises. Experimental validation activities are planned in scenarios selected from the 
sector types defined in the document D6.5 SPR/INTEROP-OSED [3], all of them set in Valencia (Spain). 
A U3 deployment scenario is used to support the test flights. 

3.2 SESAR Solution BUBBLES: a summary 

The separation management service is focused on the separation provision layer of conflict 
management. The objective of separation management service is to make available all the information 
required by the assigned separator (U-space airspace users or a U-space tactical conflict resolution 
service) to univocally identify the applicable separation mode, so that all tactical conflicts occurring 
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within a U-space airspace in which separation management service is provided are resolved according 
to a pre-established set of rules and procedures, and a target effectiveness of the separation provision 
barrier (i.e.: risk ratio) is achieved, as specified in the document D6.5 SPR/INTEROP-OSED [3].  

This concept of a service fits the definition of common information services given by CIR 2021/664 [4]: 
“a service consisting in the dissemination of static and dynamic data to enable the provision of U-space 
services for the management of traffic of unmanned aircraft.” Hence, the separation management 
service might be provided as a subset of CIS, and the information to be provided would be defined 
according to the risk assessment performed by the CAA. 

BUBBLES proposes the separation management service to be: Optional, in U-space airspaces where 
tactical conflict resolution is not provided by U-space services (i.e.: CORUS Y volumes), or Mandatory, 
in U-space airspaces where tactical conflict resolution is provided by U-space services (i.e.: CORUS Z 
volumes). In Y volumes, the separation management service shall act as a reinforcement of the 
capability of UAS operators to perform tactical deconfliction processes (i.e.: remain well clear) in a 
harmonized fashion, and in Z volumes, the separation management service shall act as a single point 
of truth to be used as reference for the different USSPs operating in the airspace, to guarantee all 
tactical deconfliction processes are executed in a harmonised, fair, and efficient manner. 

The definition of the separation mode requires the establishment of a series of rules and procedures 
to be followed, as well as the computation of the applicable separation minima. The BUBBLES ConOps 
for separation management in the U-space is based on the following set of principles: 

• Operation-centric and volume-based, 

• Time-based, 

• Risk-based, and 

• Performance-based. 

The separation management process proposed by BUBBLES is divided in four steps: (1) detection of a 
conflict; (2) formulation of solutions; (3) implementation of a solution; (4) and monitoring of the 
execution of the solution. A solution shall be formulated for any detected conflict so that it does not 
end up in a collision. The solution shall pursue to keep the aircraft away from the hazard by at least 
the applicable separation minima. The formulation of a solution of a conflict is a three-folded process 
consisting of: (1) a separator shall be designated and entrusted with the responsibility to resolve the 
conflict; (2) the designated separator shall use an agreed separation mode to avoid the hazard; and 
(3), the designated separator shall apply separation methods to keep the aircraft away from the hazard 
by the applicable separation minima at least. 

3.3 Key R&D Needs 

BUBBLES addresses the full scope of Application area 5 (U-space separation management service) 
within the SESAR 2020 Exploratory Research Call H2020-SESAR-2019-2 (ER4) [5] topic SESAR-ER4-31-
2019: U-space. The Technical Specifications (TS) of the call identifies the following R&D needs: 
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• To define when separation shall be procedural1 and when tactical2 separation shall be applied, 
taking into account how such separation services should behave when airspace is shared with 
manned aviation, with and without ATC. 

• For tactical separation: 
o To establish who will take the role of the separator (the U-space service or the drone), 

what the separation minima will be, and what the separation management processes (or 
separation methods) will be. 

o To establish which is the required communications, navigation and surveillance systems 
performance to support the provision of tactical separation. 

• For procedural separation: 
o To develop navigation performance requirements.  

• To establish how separation services3 relate to complementary collision-avoidance 
technologies and procedures. 

In addition, the Strategic Research an Innovation Agenda (SRIA) for the Digital European Sky [6] 
includes “Advanced separation management (U-space integration and new separation modes)” among 
the identified high-level R&I needs/challenges. Namely: 

• Connected and automated ATM requires advanced separation management (U-space 
integration and new separation modes) including … Predictive modelling and machine 
learning will contribute to develop advanced modes of separation (e.g. dynamic 
separation) benefiting from automation and improved connectivity. Formation flying, 
self-separation between drones themselves or with manned aviation (stay well clear) and 
pair-wise separation… 

• Air-ground integration and autonomy requires ATM/U-space convergence: the goal 
here is to define the Trajectory Based Operation (TBO) concept and requirements for 
drones to operate in U-space, interoperable with TBO in ATM. This concept is necessary 
to facilitate their access and operations in controlled airspace and requires the 
development of separation standards for drones/drones and drones/manned aircraft, 
supported by procedures and performance-based requirements. 

• U-space and Urban Air Mobility requires different solutions for separation management 
for all types of vehicles in all types of airspace (including airborne detect and avoid (DAA) 
as well as ground-based and hybrid solutions). 

 

                                                           

 

1 Procedural separation means that two drones on different routes can be deemed separated without needing 
to check their positions in real time. 

2 When tactical separation is applied, the surveillance tracks must be separated beyond defined separation 
minima. 

3 The TS [5] remarks the difference between separation provision and collision avoidance and clearly establish 

that the scope of the topic considers “the formal process whereby drones are separated from other drones and 
manned aviation according to agreed concepts and minima, equating to the ICAO second layer of conflict 
management for manned aviation: separation provision”. 
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4 BUBBLES Validation Plan  

4.1 Validation Approach 

The BUBBLES validation plan is focused on testing the Concept of Operations developed by the project. 
In particular, the algorithms to compute the Separation Minima, developed in WP4, as well as the 
operational and interoperability requirements for the provision of separation management in the U-
space developed in WP6. 

The validation plan encompasses five exercises, combining simulation and experimental activities. 
Validation experiments are designed to test key parts of the Separation Management provision 
process. The following figure shows a summary of the main figures of the BUBBLES validation 
approach: 

Validation Exercises made use of a mock-up developed by the BUBBLES and consisting of the following 
platforms/tools: 

• The INDRA-SIM Industrial Based Platform (IBP). This platform has two operating modes. 
Operating mode 1, a simulation mode, will be used in the Validation Exercise #01, whereas 
mode 2, a real-time mode, will be used in Validation Exercise #02 to provide U-space services 
in the test-flights. 

• The BB-Planer tool prototype applies the collision model developed in Task 4.1 and a 
trajectory simulator to compute collision rates. This prototype is used in Validation Exercises 
#01, #03, and #04 to two different purposes: (1) to define the trajectories which used in 
simulation activities and (2) to obtain collision rates using a statistical approach. 

• The BUBBLES-AI tool prototype, implementing the AI algorithms developed in Task T4.2. This 
prototype is used in the Validation Exercises #01 and #5 to compute separation minima and 
identify separation methods in order to attain a specific conflict rate. 

• The BUBBLES simulation environment 001, composed of the Gazebo/PX4 simulation tool and 
the Fault Injection tool. This prototype will be used in the Validation Exercise #03 to validate 
part of the Safety Requirements. 

• The BUBBLES Communications impairment and shaping tool (COMMIS). This tool will be used 
in the Validation Exercise #03 for performance and faulty conditions assessment to validate 
part of the Safety Requirements. 

• BUBBLES Surveillance Performance Monitoring tool (SPM), used to evaluate surveillance 
performance in Validation Exercises #03, as a non-real time tracker, and #05, in real-time 
during test flights. This tool was named BUBBLES tracking & evaluation system in deliverables 
of BUBBLES Work Package 7. 

5 High level 
objectives

18 Low level 
objectives

3 Reference 
Scenarios

5 Validation 
Exercices

8 Platforms/tools 
Developed

Figure 2. Main figures of the Validation Plan 
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• BUBBLES Separation Management Environment (SME) platform, used in Validation Exercise 
#05 to provide U-space services in the test-flights considering abnormal conditions in the CNS 
performance. 

Within SESAR 2020 Performance Framework [7], BUBBLES Validation addresses the following Key 
Performance Areas (KPAs): 

• Safety. Safety has two different dimensions: the safety outcome of the system (occurrence of 
accidents and incidents) on the one hand; and the safety management practices and culture 
on the other hand. In the context of BUBBLES, only the first of these definitions applies.  

• Capacity. The overall capacity framework splits into subsidiary focus areas related to Airspace 
Capacity, Airport Capacity, ARES airspace and Resilience. In the context of BUBBLES, the focus 
area addressed is Airspace Capacity.  

• Human performance (HP). HP is used to denote the human capability to successfully 
accomplish tasks and meet job requirements. The capability of a human to successfully 
accomplish tasks depends on a number of variables that are usually investigated within the 
discipline of Human Factors. These are: procedure and task design, design of technical systems 
and tools, the physical work environment, individual competences and training background as 
well as recruitment and staffing. HP also depends on the way in which Social Factors and issues 
related to Change & Transition are managed. In the context of BUBBLES, the project addresses 
two HP Indicators through the test-flight exercises: HP2 Sustainability of technical system in 
supporting the tasks of human actors and HP4 Feasibility with regard to HP-related transition 
factors. 

4.2 Stakeholder’s expectations 

This section describes the stakeholders involved in all the Validation Activities and their expectations.  

As described in CORUS ConOps [8], a U-space stakeholder is an individual, team, or organisation with 
interest in, or concerns relative to, the U-space undertaking. Concerns are those interests, which 
pertain to the undertaking’s development, its operation or any other aspect that is critical or otherwise 
important to one or more stakeholders. 

The identified stakeholders involved in the Validation Plan for the separation management service 
defined by BUBBLES are included in the following table: 

Stakeholder Involvement Why it matters to stakeholder 

Sponsor (SESAR 
JU) 

Funding and program 
management. 

Compliance to the BUBBLES project proposal and use 
of the results at program level. 

BUBBLES 
consortium 
EUROCONTROL, 
INDRA, UPV, 
UNIROMA1, UC 

Platform/tools 
development and 
exercises execution. 

Conduct the BUBBLES validation exercises. Validate 
the results achieved in BUBBLES project. Academic 
achievement. Identification of potentially exploitable 
results. 
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Drone operator Legal entity who owns 
or rents drones. 

Validate the coordination between the different U-
space services provided by the UTM Indra’s platform 
as well as the proper functioning of the U-space. 

Drone pilot Person in charge of 
flying the drones. 

In BUBBLES, drone pilots are the same as drone 
operators. 

U-space Service 
Provider (USSP) 

Provides U-space 
services to VLL users. 

Some services necessary for separation provision are 
simulated. Results will provide a foundation reference 
for tactical U-Space-based separation service 
structure and performances. 

Air Navigation 
Service Provider 
(ANSP) 

Provides Air Traffic 
Services to airspace 
users. 

BUBBLES performs test-flights in controlled airspace 
where Air Navigation Services are provided. 

Organizations in 
charge of 
approving UAS 
operations (in 
this case AESA 
and ENAIRE) 

Main authority which 
governs the airspace 
for the given 
geographical region. 
Enables and handles 
operational 
declarations and 
authorizations. 

Operations are performed according to Implementing 
(2019/947) and Delegated (2019/945) regulations, 
following all relevant procedures related to 
declaration and authorization of operations. Feedback 
will be useful for these procedures. 

Interest in verifying compatibility between traffics and 
UAS. 

Local authorities Additional authorities 
that manage part of 
the airspace in a given 
region. 

The integration of the use of drones in the urban 
transport is based on their safety and acceptability. 

Airspace Users Users of the airspace 
other than drone 
operators. 

Ensure airspace compatibility between all types of 
aviation and drones. 

Regulatory 
(EASA) 

The EASA has laid 
down a regulatory 
framework for initial 
U-space operation. 

Verify the effect of the U-space regulation 
(Commission Implementing Rule 2021/664) on real-
life operations and envisage possible amendments 
when the required technology is mature enough. 

Standardisation 
bodies ( 
EUROCAE, ISO ) 

International 
standardisation bodies 
developing standards 
are for the U-space 

Verify if the developed standards and those which 
being develop are applicable to real-life operations. 

Drone 
manufacturer 

Enterprise that design 
and manufacture 
drones. 

Test-flights will be used to test the functioning of some 
U-space services and therefore drone manufacturers 
will be able to see how to adapt their drones to the 
evolution of U-space. 
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Public Public opinion for test-
flights 

Citizens’ perception of UAS operations safety is crucial 
to increase their acceptance by general public. 

Industry Opinion U-space and drones could be a potential market and 
they should be adapted to the U-space regulations. 

Table 2: Stakeholders' expectations 

4.3 Validation Objectives 

BUBBLES targets the following high level Validation Objectives: 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.0 

Objective Validate that the algorithms developed in WP4 provide the separation minima 
needed to achieve the conflict ratio which guarantees that a given Target Level 
of Safety (TLS) is attained. 

Title Conflict ratio Assessment 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled and 
Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V1 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-02.0 

Objective Validate the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space services 
simulated in BUBBLES mock-up and their impact on human performances in 
test-flights performed in relevant scenarios under nominal conditions. 

Title Test-flights I 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility>, <human performance>, <acceptability> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Controlled and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban 
environments. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.0 

Objective Validate the impact of surveillance degradation, considering abnormal and 
faulty conditions, in the CNS performance and conflict metrics. 

Title Performance degradation assessment 

Category <safety> 
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Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled 
and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V2 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-04.0 

Objective Validate the performance-based separation concept developed in the BUBBLES 
ConOps through real-time simulations. 

Title BUBBLES Performance-based separation simulation 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled 
and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V2 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.0 

Objective Validate the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space services 
simulated in BUBBLES mock-up II and their impact on human performances in 
test-flights performed in relevant scenarios under nominal and abnormal 
conditions. 

Title Test-flights II 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility>, <human performance>, <acceptability> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 

V Phase V2 

Table 3. General Validation Objectives 

4.4 Validation Assumptions 

The following table shows the general BUBBLES Validation Assumptions, applicable for both Validation 
Phases. The first number of the identifier corresponds to the number of the validation exercise. 
Assumptions #0 are those that apply to all validation exercises. 

Identifier Title Description Justification Impact on Assessment 

BUBBLES- 
A01 

No manned 
aircraft 

The scenarios 
only include UAS. 
The traffic mix is 
different from 
the expected 
traffic mix in 
normal 

According to IR 
2021/664, dynamic 
airspace 
reconfiguration must 
be used to segregate 
traffic provided with 

Medium 
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operations for 
scenario 1 (only 
scenario where 
manned aircraft 
could enter U-
Space, according 
to IR 2021/664). 

ATC service and U-
Space. 

BUBBLES-
A02 

Only UAS-UAS 
conflicts 

The tools only 
consider conflicts 
between UAS. 

No manned aircraft 
or obstacles are 
considered in any 
validation phase. 

Low 

BUBBLES-
A03 

Only Multi-
Rotor UAS are 
used in 
simulations. 

The tools only 
process data 
from Multi-Rotor 
UAS. 

Current limitation of 
a tool to be used in 
the validations, which 
is not able to simulate 
Flight Plans of fixed-
wing UAS. 

Low 

BUBBLES-
A04 

Digital Elevation 
Model of 
Valencia 

Simulations are 
performed in 
Valencia, so the 
digital elevation 
model of this area 
is used. 

Information comes 
from a reliable source 
(Spanish Instituto 
Geográfico Nacional 
from). 

Medium 

BUBBLES-
A05 

Simple 
simulated 
trajectories 

Trajectories 
generated for the 
simulated tool 
are quite simple 
(rectilinear and 
horizontal) 

Previous literature 
has found out conflict 
frequency is barely 
affected by the use of 
simple trajectories. 

Low 

Table 4: Validation Assumptions overview 

4.5 Validation Exercises List 

Each high-level Validation Objective (OBJ) defined in section 4.3 is addressed by a Validation Exercise 
(EXE), matching in number and order, i.e., EXE#1 addresses OBJ#1 and so on.  

The following table shows the set of exercises included in BUBBLES Validation Phase I and Phase II: 

Identifier EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-001 

Title Validation of the Target Level of Safety achievable through the 
provision by the U-space of pair-wise separation minima to Unmanned 
Air Systems. 
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Description Real time simulations in U-3 scenarios are run covering a variety of 
missions and traffic density levels applying specific pair-wise separation 
minima and methods identified using the algorithms developed by 
BUBBLES in WP4. 

The objective is to compute the Conflict Rate and to compare it with 
the Conflict Rate used to derive the separation minima and methods in 
order to validate the algorithms developed in WP4. 

Expected Achievements To obtain Conflict Rates consistent with the target values used to 
determine pair-wise separation minima and methods using the 
algorithms developed in WP4. 

V Phase V1 

Use Cases Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 from the SPR-INTEROP/OSED 

Validation Technique Real time simulation, intercomparison exercise. 

Start Date June 2021 

End Date October 2021 

Validation Coordinator Indra 

Validation Platform • INDRA-SIM Industrial Based Platform (IBP) version 001 mode 1. 

• BB-Planer tool prototype version 001. 

• BUBBLES-AI tool prototype version 001. 

Validation Location Madrid, Valencia, and Rome 

Dependencies Algorithm to define separation minima and methods developed in 
WP4. 

Identifier EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-002 

Title Validation of the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space 
services. 

Description Execution of test-flights in a representative environment airspace (test 
sites). Different U-3 operations are considered in nominal conditions. 

The objective is to validate the operational feasibility and acceptability 
of U-space services included in BUBBLES mock-up and their impact on 
human performances. An elementary Human Performance (HP) 
assessment is performed using questionnaires. 

Expected Achievements To detect and solve potential conflicts through the use of the UTM 
Indra’s platform and to receive feedback from pilots. 

V Phase V1 
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Use Cases Scenarios 1 and 2 from the SPR-INTEROP/OSED 

Validation Technique Test flights 

Start Date June 2021 

End Date October 2021 

Validation Coordinator UPV 

Validation Platform INDRA-SIM Industrial Based Platform (IBP) version 001 mode 2. 

Validation Location Valencia 

Dependencies Algorithm to define separation minima and methods developed in 
WP4. 

Test flights and documentation organization. 

Identifier EXE-BUBBLES-V2-VALP-003 

Title Validation of the degradation impact on CNS performance 

Description This exercise uses real-time simulation tools. Different non-nominal 
and faulty conditions are simulated by injecting communication and 
positioning errors, as well as system induced errors, to validate their 
impact in U-space CNS performance. 

Expected Achievements To assess the effect of non-nominal and faulty conditions on the 
separation provision. 

V Phase V2 

Use Cases Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 from the SPR-INTEROP/OSED 

Validation Technique Real time simulation 

Start Date November 2021 

End Date March 2022 

Validation Coordinator UC 

Validation Platform • BUBBLES Simulation environment 001 

• BUBBLES Communications impairment and shaping (COMMIS) 
tool 001 

• BUBBLES Surveillance Performance Monitoring tool (SPM) 
version 001 

• BB-Planer-Conflict toolbox tool prototype version 001 

Validation Location Coimbra 
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Dependencies Algorithm to define separation minima and methods developed in 
WP4. 

Identifier EXE-BUBBLES-V2-VALP-004 

Title Validation of BUBBLES ConOps through real time simulations in 
simulated scenarios. 

Description Real time simulations in U-3 scenarios are run covering a variety of 
missions and traffic density applying specific pair-wise separation 
minima. Strategic and Tactical processes are included in the simulation 
tool to evaluate the performance-based separation model proposed in 
the ConOps. 

Expected Achievements Compare simulation results with the theoretical effectiveness of the 
Separation Provision mitigation barrier through the Risk Ratio, and the 
effectiveness of the layered airspace structure through the conflict 
ratio. 

V Phase V2 

Use Cases Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 from the SPR-INTEROP/OSED 

Validation Technique Real time simulation 

Start Date March 2022 

End Date April 2022 

Validation Coordinator UPV 

Validation Platform BB-Planer tool prototype version 002. 

Validation Location Valencia 

Dependencies Recalculation of separation minima values and development of a new 
component for BB-Planner. 

Identifier EXE-BUBBLES-V2-VALP-005 

Title Validation of the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space 
services with large number of simultaneous UAS. 

Description Validation of the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space 
services simulated in BUBBLES mock-up and their impact on human 
performances, in scenarios where several simultaneous aircraft 
operate. An elementary Human Performance (HP) assessment will be 
performed using questionnaires. 

This exercise will use test-flights, involving larger number of UAS than 
in Phase I, in a representative environment airspace (test sites). 
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Different U-3 operations will be considered in nominal and abnormal 
conditions. CNS monitoring/alerting will be used.  

Expected Achievements To detect and solve potential conflicts. To receive feedback from pilots. 
Check how the separation minima adapt to the environment according 
to the CNS performance conditions. 

V Phase V2 

Use Cases Scenario 1 from the SPR-INTEROP/OSED 

Validation Technique Test flights 

Start Date March 2022 

End Date April 2022 

Validation Coordinator UPV 

Validation Platform BUBBLES Separation Management Environment (SME) platform version 
001. 

Validation Location Valencia 

Dependencies Recalculation of separation minima values. Test flights and 
documentation organization. Connection between the drones and the 
SME platform. 

Table 5: Validation Exercises list 

4.6 Validation scenarios 

For the BUBBLES Validation activities, in order to obtain representative results, three different 
scenarios representing low to high complexity are proposed, all of them U3 scenarios consistent with 
the operational scenarios and Use cases defined in document D6.5 SPR-INTEROP/OSED. Namely, the 
following three scenarios are used: 

• Scenario 1: a rural area with low population and traffic density in uncontrolled airspace. 

• Scenario 2: an urban area with medium population and traffic density which is inside the CTR 
of an airport, so it is controlled airspace, but is far enough from the city airport not to be 
influenced by it. 

• Scenario 3: an urban area with high population and traffic demand that is close to an airport; 
therefore, it is a controlled airspace, including the immediate vicinity of the city airport. 

In the validation exercises, the simulations are conducted in the VLL of Valencia, where these 3 
scenarios have been identified. The selected area includes the city of Valencia and its surroundings, its 
port and its airport, so both rural and urban areas are covered, as well as controlled and uncontrolled 
airspace and the airport environment. In this area, points of interest are also identified for the 
simulations, such as the airport CTR, hospitals, industrial parks, logistics warehouses, surveillance 
control areas, etc. For the test-flights activities, only the first two scenarios are used due to 
bureaucratic issues for flying within the Airport Environment. 
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4.6.1 Reference Scenarios 

As mentioned above, 3 different scenarios are used, representing both rural and urban environments 
and with an increasing degree of complexity. The extended description of each scenario is as follows: 

Scenario #1:  

Rural area with low population and traffic density, in uncontrolled airspace. Higher risk operations, 
such as manned aviation or certified operations will very rarely happen in this VLL volume. This is a low 
complexity scenario that could be related to low density uncontrolled airspace, among the different 
U-space sector types proposed in the OSED (UC_LD). 

The most typical operations that could be found here would be tasks related to photography, 
agriculture or the inspection of power lines or railway rails, for example. Typical trajectories to be 
found here could be grid scans (for agriculture), rectilinear missions (for inspection) and random 
trajectories (for recreational or photography flights). 

The expected traffic mix is mainly comprised of Open category (primarily A3), for VLOS operations, and 
specific category SAIL I-II for BVLOS operations. Higher-risk traffic classes are only expected in rare 
occasions in this scenario. 

Some examples of this scenario could be the towns in the surroundings of the city of Valencia (Spain) 
outside the CTR of the Valencia Airport (LEVC). For the validation exercises it has been chosen the area 
of the north of Valencia, around Puçol and El Puig, as can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Reference scenario 1 
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In Figure 3, the red line delimits the CTR of Valencia airport (LEVC), and the green area is the one 
assigned for the UC_LD environment (Uncontrolled airspace with Low Density) in the OSED. 

To perform the Validation Exercises that involve simulations, the area of 25 km2 shown in white in 
Figure 3 is used. This area has been selected because it is outside the CTR of LEVC, being uncontrolled 
airspace, and it is the location of numerous crops where topographical surveys can be carried out, 
there are industrial estates from where goods can be transported, and power lines and train tracks 
where inspections can be carried out. 

Coordinates of the white area: 

Lat. Long. 

39°37'15.74"N 0°20'21.57"O 

39°39'5.79"N 0°17'47.26"O 

39°37'14.76"N 0°15'19.86"O 

39°35'19.70"N 0°17'51.17"O 

For the Validation Exercises that consist in test-flights, flights are performed in representative real 
scenarios within the green area in Figure 3, always in a rural environment and uncontrolled airspace. 

After the BUBBLES analysis done in WP2, the maximum capacity in an area of 25 km2 in this type of 
scenario will be 18 UAS/h with a maximum number of 2 Flight Layers. 

Scenario #2:  

A medium-sized city which is inside the CTR of an airport, but far enough not to be considered 
influenced by the airport environment. Manned flights (VFR) are not the common traffic but can be 
found sporadically. This is a medium complexity scenario that could be related to a controlled airspace 
with medium density, among those defined by the OSED (C_MD). 

The most typical operations that could be found here would be commercial delivery, transport 
between industrial hubs or hospitals, and police surveillance. So, the typical trajectories could be scans, 
network of nodes (trajectories between hospitals or external industries) or radial paths for delivery 
missions.  

Regarding traffic mix, most VLOS operations would be A1, A2 or SAIL I-II, while SAIL III-IV would 
represent the most common BVLOS operation. Operations corresponding to SAIL V-VI and also in 
certified category are expected to happen occasionally too, as well as VFR operations. 

Some examples of this scenario could be the cities of Catarroja, Massanassa, Meliana or Alboraya, all 
near Valencia but outside the Airport Environment.  For the validation exercises it has been chosen the 
area of the port of Valencia as scenario 2, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

In Figure 4, the darker red line delimits the CTR, and the other lighter red lines mark the airport 
environment of Valencia airport (LEVC), the purple area is the one assigned for the C_MD environment 
(Controlled airspace with Medium density) in the OSED. 

To perform the Validation Exercises that involve simulations, the reduced area of 25 km2 within this 
zone, shown in white in Figure 4. This area has been selected because it is inside the CTR but outside 
the APT environment of LEVC, being a controlled airspace, and it is the location there are industrial 
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estates and logistic warehouses of the port from where goods can be transported, as well as areas 
susceptible to police surveillance. 

 

Figure 4. Reference scenario 2 

Coordinates of the white area: 

Lat. Long. 

39°28'53.06"N 0°20'2.25"O 

39°27'17.48"N   0°17'15.79"O 

39°25'2.59"N   0°18'50.57"O 

39°26'9.91"N   0°21'43.33"O 

For the Validation Exercises that consist in test-flights, flights are performed in representative real 
scenarios within the purple area, always in an urban environment and controlled airspace outside the 
Airport Environment. 

After the BUBBLES analysis done in WP2, the maximum capacity in an area of 25 km2 in this type of 
scenario will be 23 UAS/h with a maximum number of 3 Flight Layers. 

Scenario #3:  

A big city, that is close to an airport, and has high population and traffic demand. Manned flights enter 
this airspace regularly (mainly VFR, but also IFR can be found in VLL in the vicinity of the airport). This 
is a highly complex scenario that could be related to a high-density airport environment, among those 
proposed by the OSED (APT_HD). 

The most typical operations that could be found here would be delivery, transport between hospitals, 
air taxis, logistic delivery between industrial parks or police surveillance. So, the typical trajectories 
could be network of nodes, rectilinear missions, radial paths, or network from outside to inside the 
area using a city ring road. 
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Although some Open category VLOS operations can be found as A1 and A2, most operations in this 
scenario are expected to be under Specific category, mainly in SAIL III-IV and SAIL V-VI classes. Certified 
and manned operations, although less common, are expected to happen regularly in this scenario. 

As scenario 3, for the validation exercises, it has been chosen the city of Valencia and its proximity 
close to the airport, as can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Reference scenario 3 

In Figure 5, the red lines mark the airport environment of Valencia airport (LEVC) and the orange area 
is the one assigned for the APT_HD environment (Airport Environment airspace with High density) in 
the OSED.  

To perform the Validation Exercises that involve simulations, the reduced area of 25 km2 within this 
zone, shown in white in Figure 5 is used. This area has been selected because it is inside the Airport 
environment of LEVC, and it would be a location where there are many points of interest: the city 
centre, where there would be many delivery flights, hospitals, train tracks, football fields or squares 
susceptible to crowd surveillance, typical policing areas or a route between the city and the airport for 
air taxis. 

Coordinates of the white area: 

Lat. Long. 

39°29'5.96"N   0°26'27.06"O 

39°29'44.74"N   0°24'24.35"O 

39°28'32.45"N     0°20'56.40"O 

39°26'41.36"N   0°22'12.45"O 

39°27'42.99"N   0°25'16.80"O 

After the BUBBLES analysis done in WP2, the maximum capacity in an area of 25 km2 in this type of 
scenario will be 28 UAS/h with a maximum number of 6 Flight Layers. 
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5 Validation Exercises 

5.1 Validation Exercise #01 Plan 

5.1.1 Validation Exercise description and scope 

Validation Exercise #01 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-001) addresses the first general Validation Objective 
(OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.0), which consists of validating the algorithms developed in WP4 to provide 
the separation minima needed to achieve the conflict ratio which guarantees that a given Target Level 
of Safety (TLS) is attained. This exercise uses real-time simulation tools and different typical U-3 
operations are considered, covering nominal and non-nominal conditions. 

Validation Objective #1 is split into three sub-objectives that are defined in section 5.1.2. Each 
Validation sub-objective is addressed by a specific set of simulations using different simulation 
procedures/tools. 

• Validation Exercise #1.1, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.1 and 
using BB-Planner tool and INDRA-SIM IPB in mode 1. 

• Validation Exercise #1.2, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.2 and 
using BB-Planner tool and BUBBLES AI tool. 

• Validation Exercise #1.3, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.3 and 
using BB-Planner tool and BUBBLES AI tool. 

These Validation Exercises consist of simulations carried out using several components of the BUBBLES 
validation mock-up in the scenarios defined in section 5.1.3.2. The description of each scenario is 
enriched with the definition of a range of possible capacities and traffic mixes, as well as with a set of 
typical missions (each of them leading to representative UAS trajectories). A particular value of 
capacity, mix of traffic and missions is called “scenario instance”, which is referred to as “instance k.n”, 
where k stands for the validation scenario (1≤k≤3) and n for each particular instance (n≥1). Conflict 
rates obtained using different mock up components are referred to as “conflict rate k.n.j”, where k and 
n have the same meaning as in the case of the scenario instances, whereas j stands for the mock up 
component used to compute it, encoded as: 

• j=1⇒ conflict rate computed using BB-Planner conflict; 

• j=2 ⇒ conflict rate computed using INDRA-SIM IBP Mode 1;  

• j=3 ⇒ conflict rate computed using BUBBLES AI Tool. 
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5.1.1.1 Validation Exercise 1.1  

 

Figure 6. Layout of Validation Exercises #1.1 and #1.2 

Figure 6 summarizes Validation Exercise #1.1 (dark-blue frame on the right of the figure), which 
comprises the following steps: 

1. BB-Planner Tool prototype version 001 is used to: 

a. Generate representative trajectories in one instance of each validation scenario 
defined in the Validation Plan (i., validation scenario #k, instance #k1). 

b. Compute the conflict ratio k1.1 between these trajectories applying the separation 
minima defined for validation scenario #k, instance #k1 using the collision model 
developed in task T4.1. 

c. Export trajectories in CSV format (input format for BUBBLES-AI Tool prototype in 
Validation Exercise #1.2). 

d. Export flight plans in JSON format (input format for INDRA-SIM IBP version 001). 

2. INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 uses the flight plans referred to in d) to reproduce the trajectories 
using the simulator built-in in this platform to detect and record conflicts.  

3. From the results provided by INDRA-SIM IBP version 001, conflict rate k1.2 is computed and 
compared with conflict rate k1.1.  

Task 4.1 conflict model and the BB-planner tool is considered validated if both conflict rates comply 
with the acceptance criteria defined in the Validation Plan. 
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5.1.1.2 Validation Exercise 1.2  

For Exercises 1.2 and 1.3, the concept of run of a scenario instance must be defined. A run is a specific 

set of trajectories obtained as outcome of a scenario instance. Different runs of one scenario instance 

produce different sets of trajectories because of the randomized execution of the mission tasks. 

Scenario instance runs are denoted with k.n {r} indicating run r of instance n of scenario k. A set of runs 

for the same scenario instance is denoted with a set of run identifiers, for example, 5 runs in instance 

k.n are represented by k.n_{r1, …, r5}. The conflict metric computed for specific runs of an instance is 

thus denoted with k.n_{r1,...,r5}.j, with j being the mock-up component as described above. 

In some modalities, the BUBBLES-AI component computes specific configurations of a scenario 
instance, for example, denoting a specific subset of UAS, assignment of flight levels, different 
separation thresholds used to determine conflicts, etc. Configurations of a scenario instance are 
denoted by k.n^c, runs of a configuration with k.n^c_{r1,…,r5} and conflict metrics computed for such 
a configuration with k.n^c_{r1, …, r5}.j. When a configuration is not specified, the default configuration 
in which all UAS generate trajectories with nominal separation minima is assumed. 

 

Figure 7. Layout of Training phase for Validation Exercises #1.2 and #1.3 

Figure 7 shows the training phase that is common for Validation Exercises 1.2 and 1.3. During the 
training phase, 5 runs of a scenario instance are generated by BB-Planner and used to create AI models 
for such instance. More specifically, a set of machine learning regression problems are defined and 
solved by BUBBLES-AI. These AI models are used in the Validation Exercises #1.2 and #1.3 to provide 
estimated probability of conflicts for each UAS pair in this instance of the scenario. The 5 runs used for 
training are not used for computing the validation results, thus avoiding any bias in the results. 

Figure 8. Layout of Validation Exercise #1.2 
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Figure 8 shows the validation phases for Validation Exercise 1.2. In the standard direct prediction 
mode, the AI models for instance k2.n are used to predict conflict metrics k2.2 for any other run of the 
same instance. This mode can be applied to estimate conflicts for all UAS involved in the scenario or 
for a given subset of them. In the direct prediction with optimization, a further input is provided in 
terms of a number of UAS (i.e., the size of a subset of UAS), and the AI models are used to determine 
the specific subset of UAS of the desired size that minimize the conflict metric.  

In all the cases, the estimated values are compared with results obtained by BB-Planner on a different 
set of runs (test data) and a percentage error is computed. It is important to emphasize that the 
prediction values k2.2 are computed as prediction of the regression models computed in the training 
phase, taking a few milliseconds of computational times. While computation coming from a simulator 
or a trajectory generator (e.g., k2.1) is a much longer process. 

5.1.1.3 Validation Exercise 1.3 

Figure 9 shows the validation phase for Validation Exercise 1.3. Here the BUBBLES-AI module is 

provided with two inputs: the AI models computed in the training phase and target conflict metrics for 

a scenario instance k.n. BUBBLES-AI generates a configuration of the scenario instance k.n^c and 

separation thresholds that guarantee achievement of the target conflict metrics. The predicted 

configuration is then used to generate a new set of trajectories with BB-Planner. The conflict results of 

this new set of trajectories are then compared to the target conflict metrics to assess the quality of the 

predictions. 

As in Exercise #1.2, also the computation of a configuration instance in Exercise #1.3 is performed in 
fraction of a second. 

Figure 9. Layout of Validation Exercises #1.3 

5.1.2 Validation objectives 

This Validation Exercise is related to the general Validation Objective (VO) OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-
01.0: validate that the algorithms developed in WP4 provide the separation minima needed to achieve 
the conflict ratio which guarantees that a given Target Level of Safety (TLS) is attained. 
This general VO is split into three sub-objectives, explained in the table below, that are addressed by 
means of different simulation procedures/tools. 
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Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.1 

Objective Validation of the collision model and the algorithms developed in T4.1 through 
the conflict rates obtained in the simulations. The objective is the comparison 
of the values of number of tactical conflicts and conflict frequency for the 
different scenarios.  

Title VO Ex#1.1 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled and 
Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-01.1-001 

The error in the number of conflicts isvery good. 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-01.1-002 

The error in the frequency of conflicts is very good. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.2 

Objective Validation of the AI predictive machine learning methods developed in 4.2 to 
predict conflict metrics. 

Title VO Ex#1.2 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled and 
Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-01.2-001 

The error in the number of horizontal overlapping is considered excellent. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.3 

Objective Validation of the AI inverse predictive machine learning methods developed in 
T4.2 to define separation minima and methods to attain specific values of 
conflict and collision rates. 

Title VO Ex#1.3 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 
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Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled and 
Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas) 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-01.3-001 

The error in the number of horizontal overlapping should is between very good 
and excellent. 

Table 6: Validation Objectives and Success Criterion Exercise #01 

Since this is an Exploratory Research project and tools under development are used, the error for the 
Success Criterion is expected to be within reasonable qualitative limits. Below 50% error is an 
acceptable result, below 20% is a very good result and below 5% is considered an excellent result. 

5.1.3 Validation scenarios 

5.1.3.1 Reference Scenarios 

Validation Exercise #01 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-001) uses the three validation scenarios already 
defined in the BUBBLES project in section 4.6. See Section 4.6.1 Reference Scenarios. 

5.1.3.2 Solution Scenarios 

For each of the scenarios defined in section 4.6.1, the maximum number of drones and the flight layers 
they would have before saturation, i.e., the number of drones flying randomly that would comply with 
the maximum TLS, is computed using the tools developed in WP2. After that, the estimated capacity 
for a 25 km2 area per flight layer for each scenario is obtained: 

Scenario 1: 

• Max. number of UAS per flight level (FL): 18 UAS / h 

• Max. number of FL: 2 (50 and 280 ft, separation of 70 meters between FL) 

Scenario 2: 

• Max. number of UAS per flight level (FL): 23 UAS / h 

• Max. number of FL: 3 (50, 185 and 320 ft, separation of 41 meters between FL) 

Scenario 3: 

• Max. number of UAS per flight level (FL): 28 UAS / h 

• Max. number of FL: 6 (50, 120, 190, 255, 325 and 395 ft, separation of 21 meters between FL) 

In case a 3D distribution in several Flight Layers (FL) is considered, separation between layers must be 
3 times the vertical distance (e.g., in Scenario 1, two layers must be separated approx. 70 m, Scenario 
2 could fit 3 layers separated approx. 41 m, and Scenario 3 fits around 6 layers separated approx. 21 
m). 

Then a first value for sector capacity can be obtained by multiplying the estimated capacity per FL and 
the amount of flight layers that could fit in the U-space sector, assuming a maximum height of 120-
150 m: 

• Scenario 1 (low density): 36 UAS (density of 1.4 drones per km2). 

• Scenario 2 (medium density): 69 UAS (density of 2.8 drones per km2). 
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• Scenario 3 (high density): 168 UAS (density of 6.7 drones per km2). 

For each of the scenarios described above, a traffic mix is proposed according to the aircraft categories 
differentiated by BUBBLES and described in the OSED.: 

  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Traffic Class UC_LD C_MD APT_HD 

Open 

A1 15,00% 10,00% 4,00% 

A2 17,00% 15,00% 5,00% 

A3 22,60% 7,50% 3,00% 

Specific 

SAIL I-II 30,00% 25,00% 12,00% 

SAIL III-IV 12,00% 35,00% 42,00% 

SAIL V-VI 3,00% 5,00% 28,00% 

Certified 
No passenger 0,30% 1,10% 2,00% 

Passenger 0,10% 1,40% 4,00% 

Table 7. Traffic mix per scenario Exercise #01 

Thus, with this traffic mix and the densities described for each of the scenarios, the following numbers 
of drones per Flight Layer (FL) in each category are obtained: 

  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Traffic Class UC_LD C_MD APT_HD 

Open 

A1 3 2 1 

A2 3 4 1 

A3 4 2 1 

Specific 

SAIL I-II 5 6 3 

SAIL III-IV 2 8 12 

SAIL V-VI 1 1 8 

Certified 
No passenger 0 0 1 

Passenger 0 0 1 

Table 8. Number of drones per Flight Layer Exercise #01 

Taking into account the number of FL in each scenario, the total number of drones would be: 

  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Traffic Class UC_LD C_MD APT_HD 

Open 

A1 6 7 7 

A2 6 10 8 

A3 8 5 5 

Specific 

SAIL I-II 11 17 20 

SAIL III-IV 4 24 71 

SAIL V-VI 1 1 47 

Certified 
No passenger 0 1 3 

Passenger 0 0 7 

Table 9. Total number of drones per scenario Exercise #01 

For each of the scenarios, two different simulations are launched in each exercise: one considering a 
single flight layer and all drones flying randomly (data from Table 8 will be taken), named ‘Chaotic case’ 
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and another considering all flight layers with missions assigned to each drone according to its category 
(data from will be Table 9 taken), named ‘Normal case’. 

The typical missions assigned per traffic class are: 

• A1: VLOS for recreational, photography, film or police surveillance. 

• A2: VLOS for recreational or agricultural tasks (with camera). 

• A3: VLOS outside urban areas for agricultural (spraying), recreational, localised inspections or 
photogrammetric flights 

• SAIL I-II: BVLOS in rural areas for agricultural (spraying), power lines/railway rails/wind farms/ 
photovoltaic plants or road inspections. 

• SAIL III-IV: BVLOS for delivery in urban areas, mapping operations (cartography, topography…) 
or police surveillance. 

• SAIL V-VI: BVLOS for delivery with bigger drones or police surveillance in more populated areas 
or near airports. 

• Certified No passenger: Surveillance (agglomeration of people) or toxic payload. 

• Certified Passenger: Airtaxi. 

With all this information, the 3 scenarios are organised in their two modes (chaotic and normal), 
assigning a flight plan to each drone, including a mission, a FL, and the type of trajectory, as shown in 
the following table as an example. 

Nº 
UAS Cat. Use - Mission Trayectory type FL 

AGL 
(ft) 

1 A1 Hobby flights Random  1 50 

2 A1 Photography Random path in an area defined 1 50 

3 A1 Film Scan 1 50 

12 A2 Agriculture - Remote sensing Scan 1 50 

13 A3 Crop and livestock monitoring Scan 1 50 

22 SAIL I-II Agriculture - Crop Spraying Scan 2 280 

23 SAIL I-II Wind farm inspection Random path in an area defined 2 280 

26 SAIL I-II Power line inspection Lineal 2 280 

27 SAIL I-II Railway line inspection Lineal 2 280 

30 SAIL I-II Road line inspection Lineal 2 280 

31 SAIL I-II Surveillance Scan 2 280 

32 SAIL III-IV Topographic operation Scan 2 280 

33 SAIL III-IV Delivery - Medical supply Radial 2 280 

35 SAIL III-IV Delivery Radial 2 280 

36 SAIL V-VI Delivery Radial 2 280 
Table 10. Example of Flight Plan assignation for Scenario 1 Exercise #01 

Thus, the three scenarios are as follows. 
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Figure 12. Scenario 3 - Normal case Exercise #01 

5.1.4 Exercise Assumptions 

Identifier Title Description Justification Impact on Assessment 

A#11 Train-test 
independency  

Test data must 
be independent 
from training 
data. 

Train-test independency is 
necessary to guarantee 
unbiased evaluation. 

Very high 

Figure 10. Scenario 1 - Normal case Exercise #01 Figure 11. Scenario 2 - Normal case Exercise #01 
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A#12 Stationary 
randomness 

Distributions of 
random 
variables 
unchanged 
between train 
and test. 

Stationary random 
processes are needed for 
unbiased evaluation. 

Very high 

A#13 Representative 
data sets 

Generation of 
representative 
data sets. 

Data must be 
representative of the use 
case under analysis, 
sampling the data input 
space according to a real 
distribution. 

High 

A#14 Sufficient size 
of the data set 

The data set 
should contain a 
sufficient 
number 
of samples. 

Too few samples may lead 
to underfitting of the 
models. 

Medium 

Table 11: Validation Exercise #01 Assumptions 

5.1.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance 

The main limitation of these validation exercises is the use of simulated tools for generating data that 
is a necessary condition due to the lack of real data and to the need of collecting many data 
(considering also many Monte Carlo simulations) that would be not feasible with a realistic simulator. 
To mitigate this limitation, realistic models are used to generate UAS trajectories, including typical 
noise on sensors and actuators. 
Although the results are affected by the quality of the data, it is important to highlight that the AI 
prediction and inverse prediction models are domain and data-independent and can be thus validated 
on other data as soon as they will become available. 

5.1.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique 

5.1.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics 

To support the execution of this Validation Exercise, the BUBBLES team developed a mock-up 
consisting of three components: 

• The INDRA-SIM Industrial Based Platform (IBP) version 010. This platform has two operating 
modes. Operating mode 1 is used in Validation Exercise #01, whereas mode 2 is used in 
Validation Exercise #2. 

• The BB-Planer tool prototype version 001 applies the collision model developed in Task 4.1 
and a trajectory simulator to compute collision rates. This prototype is used in Validation 
Exercise #01 for two different purposes: (1) to define the trajectories which will be used in all 
the Validation Exercise #1 simulations and (2) to obtain collision rates using a statistical 
approach. 
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• The BUBBLES-AI tool prototype version 001, implementing the algorithms developed in Task 
T4.2. This prototype will be used in the Validation Exercise #1 to compute separation minima 
and identify separation methods in order to attain a specific conflict rate. 

Next, all the platforms/tools will be described. 

INDRA-SIM IBP platform 

The BUBBLES INDRA-SIM IBP is based on the Indra UTM platform, modified to incorporate the 
separation management algorithms obtained from WP4. This IBP has two operating modes, being 
Mode 1 the one used in this exercise: 

 

Figure 13. Configuration of INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 Mode 1 

Figure 13 shows the configuration of the INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 Mode 1. When operating in this 
mode, the platform: 

1. Creates or imports flight plans in JSON format with a structure previously agreed. 
2. Assign to each aircraft the separation minima applicable according to the type of traffic and 

the sector type where the flight will take place. 
3. Reproduces the flight plans calculating the corresponding trajectories taking into account the 

type of the drone and its dynamics, as well as ground information.  
4. Generates tracks for each trajectory using the tracker built-in in the platform. 
5. Detects conflicts between UAS taking into account pairwise separation minima obtained the 

collision model developed in WP4. 
6. Records the conflicts and the information about the involved UAS for post-processing. 

The Indra U-space platform used to validate the separation methods and distances is able to receive 
the flight plans in JSON format to perform the validation. These flight plans are considered as already 
authorised (no strategic deconfliction performed in the platform) and any tactical conflict is detected 
and registered. Therefore, the U-space platform provides the necessary U-space services and auxiliary 
subsystems to do so: 

• Registration: This service enables the registration of the different users in the platform 
(operators, pilots, drones, authorities…). This registration is role-based and provides 
information to the rest of U-space services in order to use it during their procedures and 
calculations. 

• Geo-awareness and geofencing provision: This U-space service provides geo-fence and other 
flight restriction information to drone pilots and operators for their consultation before, 
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during, and after the flight. It includes existing aeronautical information like restricted areas, 
CTRs, temporary restrictions from the national airspace authority… It also includes the 
provision of ground information. 

Regarding the geo-fencing provision, this service allows dynamic changes in geo-fences. This 
dynamic modification is informed immediately to drone pilots and operators.  

• Ground Service: collects and provides relevant terrain maps with different levels of precision 
for the drone operation. Provides the ground information to calculate the trajectory of the 
drone operation during the flight plan creation. 

• Flight Plan Management: service used to store and manage all the flight plans received 
including the status of the flight plan. 

• Tracking service: Indra U-space platform provides a tracking service able to receive, process 
and fuse all the cooperative and non-cooperative tracking information obtained from the 
drone GCS, third party systems, external sensors, or other devices. In this case, the Simulation 
Tool sends the information to the tracking service. After processing and fusing all the 
information, the service calculates an accurate single track 

• Traffic Information: this service provides all the traffic information included in the U-space 
platform. It receives the information from tracking service, conformance monitoring service, 
and conflict management service. The information provided depends on the role and the 
ownership of the operations. 

• Conformance Monitoring: Indra U-space platform provides a conformance monitoring service 
to check if the drone track provided by the tracking service is following the authorised flight 
plan trajectory. This service calculates the lateral, vertical and longitudinal deviation of the 
drone track taking into account the type of the drone and its dynamics. In case of deviation, 
an alert is calculated and sent along with the track information. In addition, this monitoring 
service provides alerts in case the drone violates a restricted geo-fence without specific 
authorisation to fly through.  

Other alerts due to lack of telemetry, GNSS information and emergency alerts received from 
the pilot GCS are also processed and displayed. 

• Conflict Management: this is the main U-space service used to validate the separation 
methods and distances. This U-space service checks for possible tactical conflicts in real-time 
and provides the information to the respective U-space users. In addition, the conflict 
management service includes the modifications required from other BUBBLES WPs to 
incorporate the separation management algorithms obtained. The service is able to calculate 
the following conflicts: 

o Drone vs drone. 

o Drone vs manned aviation. 

If the separation calculated is less than the minimum separation distance obtained, a tactical 
conflict is declared and monitored. It is understood as the minimum distance the sum of the 
distance defined to have a tactical conflict for pairwise operations (bubbles in contact). 

• Simulation Tool: this tool provided by Indra is used to simulate the UAS traffic that is used to 
validate the separation methods and distances. Between the capabilities of this tool are: 

o Simulation of cooperative and non-cooperative UAS traffic (telemetry or track 
information) 
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o Simulation of noise including noise in speed and position information. 

o Simulation of trajectory deviations including lateral, vertical and temporary 
(longitudinal) deviations. 

The simulation tool sends the telemetry or track information to the tracking service of the 
Indra´s U-space platform. 

 

BB-Planner tool prototype 

BB-Planner is a software tool developed by the Polytechnic University of Valencia (UPV), initially 
created to generate realistic trajectories of different types of UAS. Due to the evolution of the project, 
inside this software UPV team has developed two independent toolboxes: BB-Planner-Tracker toolbox, 
for the generation of trajectories, and BB-Planner-Conflict toolbox, to calculate the conflict rate 
between the generated trajectories. 

BB-Planner-Tracker toolbox 

The main purpose of this software can be summarized into two points:  
1. Generation of realistic trajectories, following the dynamics of multirotor and fixed wing UAS 

and generate them in the shortest possible time.  
2. Export the generated trajectories to the rest of formats required by the partners of BUBBLES 

(JSON/CSV).  

The first part of the generation of trajectories consists of making a flight plan with the characteristics 
of the mission to be simulated. The tool offers the user a range of mission types that cover the most 
frequently used, as shown in Figure 15. 
Taking into account the option selected, the user is guided through a series of independent 
procedures. The procedure common to all cases consists of: 

1. Choose the UASs that are used for the mission we are generating. 
2. Set a series of waypoints that define the take-off. 
3. Select the points that limit the area of the mission. 
4. Select the waypoints where the landing will take place. 

Figure 14. Example INDRA-SIM platform interface. Case with and without tactical conflict. 
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This process can be repeated as many missions are necessary to define the scenario.  

Once all the flight plans have been entered, the user moves on to the second part of trajectory 
generation, where the user can define the errors used for the whole scenario, the formats in which 
they want to save the trajectories, and the desired parameters for the simulation. 

 

Figure 15. BB-Planner Platform interface. Trajectory generation 

Once the process of defining the set of missions making up the scenario has been completed, the user 
can run the generation of trajectories. BB-Planner-tracker provides several options to add different 
types of noise to the trajectory: (1) flight technical error and navigation system error to the position 
error, (2) detection probability, (3) probability of long gap, and (4) latency errors. 

By default, trajectory data are stored as a binary .mat file, which is readable by Matlab and will be used 
for further conflict frequency analysis. The generated trajectory can also be stored as a CSV file. If the 
user selects this option, two files are generated. The first one with the trajectories without any errors 
and the second one with the sum of all the errors selected. 

The flight plan of each aircraft is separately stored as a JSON file. This file includes the UAS used, 
mission location, take-off, and landing point, as well as all the waypoints through which the UAS is 
traveling, using the format needed by INDRA. The simulation is performed with the UAS flying at a 
constant speed, a value that is defined by the cruise speed of each UAS. For this reason, the UAS 
dynamics have been designed by using linear equations and rotation matrices to determine each 
aircraft's position, linear and angular velocity. 
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Some examples of generated trajectories using BB-Planner-Tracker mode: 

BB-Planner-Conflict toolbox 

The main purpose of this second part of the software is to calculate the frequency of conflict for any 
combination of trajectories defined within the same operation taking into account strategic and 
tactical mitigation measures.  

To perform this analysis of conflicts between each pair of aircraft, BB-Planner-Conflict allows the 
selection of the set of trajectories to be analysed, together with the desired separation values for 
vertical and horizontal separation, Figure 18. In this way, different values of horizontal and vertical 
separations can be analysed to assess the risks of each one. 

Figure 17. Trajectory generation examples 

Figure 16. Trajectory generation examples 3D 
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Figure 18. BB-Planner Platform interface. Frequency of conflict computation. 

Examples of frequency of conflict calculation using BB-Planner-Conflict mode: 

 

Figure 19. Example of Conflict Rate calculation 

The correct functioning of the platform with its two operating modes has been verified, checking that 
it corresponds to the functional description of the platform. 

BUBBLES-AI tool 

The BUBBLES-AI tool developed by UNIROMA1 implements predictive and inverse predictive models 
for real-valued functions related to risk analysis. The BUBBLES-AI tool is developed in Python using 
Machine Learning libraries (Scikit-learn and Tensorflow), Jupyter Notebook for easy front-end and 
Docker containerization technology for portability and easy deployment.  

An overview of the software architecture is presented in the figure below. 
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Figure 20. BUBBLES-AI tool Software architecture. 

The BUBBLES-AI tool includes the following functionalities: 

1. Training of machine learning models from data representing sets of UAS trajectories and 
scenario configuration parameters. 

2. Prediction of conflict metrics for new scenario configurations. 

3. Inverse prediction to determine scenario configurations (including separation minima) that 
guarantee specified target values of the conflict metrics. 

The analysis performed in BUBBLES-AI is general with respect to specific conflict metrics to be 
computed. Several examples of such metrics are described below with the obtained results. 

Machine Learning models 

The core of the AI models is a set of regression models, one for each UAS pair, estimating the 
probability of conflicts for each UAS pair in the scenario. To train such regression models, two different 
machine learning techniques are used and compared: 

• Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

• Feed-forward Neural Networks (NN) 

Depending on the nature of the input data and before the training phase, the data fed to both the 
models are normalized according to min-max scaling:  

                                    

where max, min are respectively the upper and lower bounds of the chosen feature range (i.e., [0,1] 
in this case), while  is defined as follows: 

                  

where X represents the original input value and  refer respectively to the minimum and 
maximum value of the corresponding variable in the data set. 
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When the output function shows an exponential trend with respect to the input values, the machine 
learning models have been trained on the logarithm of the output data, by applying the logarithmic 
function to the output data:  

       

where y represents actual output data and Y is the value used for the training. Obviously, in this case, 
the predicted value is returned after an exponential transformation. 

• Support Vector Regression 

SVR uses the same principle as SVM (Support Vector Machine), but with a few small differences: SVR 
is a regressor, while SVM is a classifier. Thus, since SVR is a regressor, it performs regression, predicting 
continuous variables. 

For SVR, the following best parameters are found through Grid Search:  

- Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel. 

- . 
- C = 10 . 

where   is the kernel coefficient and C represents the regularization parameter. In particular, the 
Kernel is the function used to map a lower dimensional data into a higher dimensional data, while the 
regularization parameter represents a control on the fitting parameters. 

• Feed-forward Neural Networks 

For what concern the Neural Network (NN), we a structure made by four Dense layers, all using ReLu 
activation functions, is determined:  

- 1 Dense X 128 units. 
- 1 Dense X 256 units. 
- 2 Dense X 512 units. 
- 1 Dense X 1 unit. 

Here below is reported a more detailed structure of the used neural network:  

 Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
dense (Dense)               (None, 128)                 512        
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_1 (Dense)           (None, 256)                33024      
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_2 (Dense)            (None, 512)               131584     
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_3 (Dense)            (None, 512)               262656     
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_4 (Dense)            (None, 1)                    513        
================================================================= 
Total params: 428,289 
Trainable params: 428,289 
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Non-trainable params: 0 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Training is performed by using Root Mean Square Propagation (RMS Propagation) optimizer with a 
learning rate of 0.001. Early stopping technique is used in order to prevent the network from 
continuing training even when the validation loss function no longer improves. 

Implementation details 

BUBBLES-AI tool is deployed as a set of Python libraries that can be easily used to write program scripts 
for data analysis, training and predictions. The libraries are deployed as Docker containers to guarantee 
portability and easy-of-use. Users can make use the BUBBLES-AI tools in two ways: 1) by programming 
Python scripts importing BUBBLES-AI modules directly in the docker container; 2) through a web 
interface using Jupyter Notebook. 

Screenshots of the docker terminal and Jupyter notebook interfaces are shown below. 

 

Figure 21. BUBBLES-AI tool Docker terminal 
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Figure 22. BUBBLES-AI tool Jupyter notebook 

The BUBBLES-AI tool contains the following modules: 

• Pre-process: functionality to pre-process data 

• Train: functionalities to train ML models 

• Predictions: functionalities to predict input and output values using trained models 

• DataSet: functionalities to manage all the process for data loading, analysis, training, and 
prediction 

• ML trainable models: Support Vector Regression and Neural Networks 

The Python modules are highly configurable either by configuration files or with Python programming. 
The user interface has been carefully designed to allow also non-expert Python programmers to 
effectively write code for data analysis, training, and prediction. Several examples in form of tutorial 
are provided to explain how to use the main functionalities of the tool. 
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5.1.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique 

Exercises #1.1-#1.3 are intercomparison exercises consisting of comparing simulation results obtained 
applying different simulation platforms to the same scenarios and predictive values obtained by AI & 
ML tools against simulation results. 

5.1.7 Analysis Specification 

5.1.7.1 Data collection methods  

Data used for the validation activities are produced and analyzed by the simulation tools described in 
the previous sections. In particular, to validate the estimation and prediction of safety performance 
measures (such as, for example, traffic conflict frequency) the collected data contain information 
about such measures and the variables that affect them. 
Data about performance measures are produced by a trajectory simulation tool and a conflict 
computation tool implemented within the BB-Planner software. Such collected data present variability 
in the input variables, thus showing several values of safety and performance measures depending on 
the values of the input variables. 
These data are then analysed by INDRA IBP and by BUBBLES-AI software to train the models and make 
predictions for new values of the input variables and evaluate the effectiveness of the AI approach.  
 

BB-Planner software 

The output data of the BB-Planner-Tracker toolbox is provided in the following two formats: 

• Comma-separated values (.CSV) 

The parameters defined below are shown in the same order in which they are found in the generated 
files. This file provides the data for each step time defined in the simulation. 

o UAS id. 

o Relative time (seconds). 

o X position (meters). 

o Y position (meters). 

o Height (meters). 

o Target angle x (same as course North Up) (degrees). 

o Target angle z (degrees). 

o Linear velocity (m/s). 

o Angular velocity x (rad/s). 

o ROC – rate of climb (m/s). 

o Type of trajectory. 

 

• JavaScript Object Notation (.JSON) 

For this format, BB-Planner uses the data structure provided by INDRA. This file does not provide the 
complete trajectory data, only the waypoints needed to recreate the tool trajectory. 
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The output data of the BB-Planner-Conflict toolbox, i.e. the conflict frequency values, are provided in 
a JSON file and contains the following information: 

• Frequency of conflict (conflict/h) ["Freq_conflict_conflict_per_hour"]: Since horizontal and 
vertical separation minima define cylindrical volumes, this frequency considers when both 
horizontal and vertical threshold are violated by the distance between UAS. 

• Frequency of horizontal overlap (overlap/h) ["Freq_horizontal_overlap_overlap_per_hour"]: 
The horizontal threshold (λxy) ranges from 500 to 1300 m; this metric represents how many 
times this threshold is breached in one hour(there are cases in which UAS 1 at 2000 m and UAS 
5 at 400 m can cause a conflict of this type). 

• Frequency of vertical overlap (overlap/h) ["Freq_vertical_overlap_overlap_per_hour"] The 
vertical threshold (λz) ranges from vertical separation/2 to vertical separation/3: this metric 
represents how many times this threshold is breach in one hour (it only happens with UAS that 
are in adjacent flight layres). 

• Probability of traffic conflict given a horizontal overlap (values 0 - 1, can be multiplied by 100 
to express them in %) ["Prob_conflict_TC_H"] First it is checked if the horizontal threshold is 
infringed by the horizontal separarion; if so, it is checked if the vertical is also violated. 

INDRA-SIM IBP Platform 

The tactical data will be collected in a log and exported in .csv format including the following 
information: 

• ConflictId 

• DroneId 1 (Drone 1 of the pair of drones involved) 

• DroneId 2 (Drone 2 of the pair of drones involved) 

• FP 1 ("undefined" if FP is not found) 

• FP 2 ("undefined" if FP is not found) 

• InitTime 

• EndTime 

• Duration (duration of the conflict in seconds) 

• MinDistance3D 

• DistX (horizontal distance projected at the time of minimum 3D distance) 

• DistY (vertical distance at the time of minimum 3D distance) 

• Collision (takes values "collision" or "no_collision" depending on whether the minimum 3D 
distance has been less than 2m at any time) 

BUBBLES-AI tool 

Data sets for analysis of safety performance measures are formatted as .CSV files with the first row 
naming the labels of variables used in the data set and the remaining rows containing the values for 
each data set sample. The CSV file thus has variables (in the columns) that can be either input variables, 
output variables or stddev variables (in any order). 

For example, to train a function f(A,B,C,D) -> X (mean), S (stddev) the CSV file has six columns labelled 
A, B, C. D, X, S. 

A CSV file can contain more output variables if multiple models are needed to be computed. For 
example, the same CVS file can contain data to train two functions: f1(A,B,C,D) -> X (mean), S (stddev) 
and f2(A,B,C,E) -> Y (mean), T (stddev) with columns A, B, C. D, E, X, S, Y, T. 
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Names of the variables (I.e., labels of the columns) used in CSV files can be freely chosen, they must 
only be unique and not change in different files for the same scenario (e.g., training and test data). The 
BUBBLES-AI tool has a configuration option in which input, output and stddev variables can be 
dynamically chosen in the training and predicting scripts. 

An example of CSV file containing results for conflict frequency is provided below. In this file, the 
columns nuas, speed, and hthr represent input variables and the last two columns fh_avg, 
fh_std contain mean and standard deviation of the output variable (in this case, frequency of 
horizontal conflicts). 

nuas,speed,dur,area,hthr,vthr,n_traj,nsim,fh_avg,fh_std 

3,30.0,3,2000, 250,1000,30,2118,0.227556,0.132597 

3,30.0,3,2000, 500,1000,30,1640,0.315373,0.157857 

3,30.0,3,2000, 750,1000,30,1204,0.584083,0.254732 

... 

4,30.0,3,2000,1000,1000,30,825,1.327090,0.414439 

4,40.0,3,2000, 250,1000,30,1259,0.481876,0.188242 

4,40.0,3,2000, 500,1000,30,966,0.922898,0.305284 

... 

12,50.0,3,2000, 500,1000,30,720,12.360405,1.129428 

12,50.0,3,2000, 750,1000,30,720,18.285952,1.231930 

12,50.0,3,2000,1000,1000,30,720,23.123437,3.300292 

  
Real Data Example (.csv file): 

Input 

 

Output 

 

5.1.7.2 Analysis method 

Data generated by BB-Planner tool are analysed in several ways for the following purposes: 
1) compute statistical safety performance metrics. 
2) data augmentation. 
3) training and prediction using machine learning models. 
4) performance evaluation of the ML models.  

 
Conflict metrics 
 
The trajectories generated by BB-Planner are analysed to compute different metrics that are all 
relevant for risk assessment, showing different perspectives of the problem. 
For each pair of UAS, we can compute: 

1. Probability of a conflict for two UAS.  
2. Number of conflicts along the whole trajectories. 
3. Percentage of time in which two UAS are in conflict over the union or intersection flight 

time interval. 
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Notice that the main difference between the first metric and the second metric is that in the first case, 
at most one conflict is considered for each UAS pair, while in the second one, multiple conflicts for a 
UAS pair are computed. 
 
Model creation 
The following procedure can be applied to any of the above conflict metrics. 
For a set of N UAS: 

• NxN conflict probability matrix, showing all the conflict probabilities. 

• NxN conflict percentage matrix, showing all the conflict percentages. 

• Expected number of conflicts EC=\sum_{I,j} (prob_ij* 1 + (1-prob_ij) *0 ), with I<j 
corresponding to the sum of the probabilities of each pair prob_ij, with I<j. 

• Conflict frequency, as the expected conflicts EC divided by the total flight time of the N UAS. 
 
The detection of a conflict according to horizontal and vertical thresholds is obtained as described in 
the next paragraph. 
Data augmentation techniques are also used to increase the data set by adding samples produced from 
available data. Examples of such techniques include combining trajectories coming from different 
runs, generating similar trajectories through generative models, etc. 
Training and prediction are implemented with standard ML tools and models, as briefly described in 
a previous section of this document.  
Results of prediction models are analysed with the following statistical tools: 

• For determining statistical analysis of a set of results of a random process: mean and standard 
deviation of such set of data are computed. 

• When comparing two sets of results coming from different simulations for the same input 
values (I.e., differing only from the samples of the random variables): p-value of a paired t-
test are computed. 

• When comparing a single value (e.g., a prediction or a single run in a simulator) against a set 
of values for the same input values, but coming from different samples of the random 
variables, the standard score is computed.  

Frequency of conflict calculation 

The calculation of whether two aircraft are in conflict is performed after the trajectories are created. 
The algorithm used for this detection, is divided into 3 parts for each time instant. 

1. It detects for each instant of time the number of aircraft in flight to perform a pairwise analysis. 
a. If necessary, the algorithm is able to limit the observations to a user-defined area. 

2. The horizontal and vertical distance is calculated for all combinations of aircrafts in flight. 
3. The first distance obtained below each of the fixed limits (λxy λz) is counted as a conflict. This 

conflict should last for a minimum time, to avoid false positives caused by noise. The time set 
is determined by the CPA (closest point of approach), this value indicates the time until the 
chosen pair of aircraft is at the closet point. All the previous instants of that point, a conflict 
must occur if the distance is below the thresholds. 
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Figure 23. Example of counter interation 

Probability PTC|H: Probability that given a horizontal conflict, a vertical conflict will occur. 

 
Figure 24. Conflict representation 

5.1.8 Exercise Planning and management 

5.1.8.1 Activities  

Validation Exercise #01 will consist of 3 validation sub-exercises, as mentioned before: 

• Validation Exercise #1.1, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.1, 
using BB-Planner tool and INDRA-SIM IPB in mode 1. 

• Validation Exercise #1.2, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.2, 
using BB-Planner tool and BUBBLES AI tool direct predictions. 

• Validation Exercise #1.2, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.3, 
using BB-Planner tool and BUBBLES AI tool inverse predictions. 

The activities are divided in Preparatory Phase (in June 2021), Execution Phase and post-Execution 
Phase (July-October 2021). 
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Activities Resp. 

Platform/ 
Tool used 

Output 

P
re

p
ar

at
o

ry
 P

h
as

e
 

A0.1 
Define all scenarios (define input/random/output 
variables) 

UPV  Document 

A0.2 Generate examples for scenario 1 for test the format UPV BB-planner Document 

A0.3 
Test the examples for scenario 1 in all the tools/platforms 
to identify format issues or possible bugs. 

UPV 
INDRA 
UNIROMA1 

INDRA-SIM 
BB-planner 
BUBBLES-AI 

Test data 

A0.4 Define ML models for Ex#1.2 UNIROMA1  Document 

A0.5 Define data set parameters for each scenario for Ex#1.2 UNIROMA1  Document 

A0.6 Generate trajectories and flight plans for scenario 1 UPV BB-planner JSON/CSV 

A0.7 Generate trajectories and flight plans for scenario 2 UPV BB-planner JSON/CSV 

A0.8 Generate trajectories and flight plans for scenario 3 UPV BB-planner JSON/CSV 

A0.9 Stablish separation minima for each scenario for Ex#1.1 UPV  Document 

A0.10 Define target output values for each scenario for Ex#1.3 UPV  Document 

Ex
ec

u
ti

o
n

 P
h

as
e 

A1.1.1 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for scenario 1 UPV BB-planner Data/JSON 

A1.1.2 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in INDRA-SIM IBP for scenario 1 INDRA INDRA-SIM Data 

A1.1.3 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for scenario 2  UPV BB-planner Data/JSON 

A1.1.4 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in INDRA-SIM IBP for scenario 2 INDRA INDRA-SIM Data 

A1.1.5 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for scenario 3 UPV BB-planner Data/JSON 

A1.1.6 Ex#1.1 Simulation runs in INDRA-SIM IBP for scenario 3 INDRA INDRA-SIM Data 

A1.2.1 
Ex#1.2 Train ML models for scenario 1 (test predictions 
BUBBLES-AI) and generate trajectories 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.2.2 
Ex#1.2 Train ML models for scenario 2 (test predictions 
BUBBLES-AI) and generate trajectories 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.2.3 
Ex#1.2 Train ML models for scenario 3 (test predictions 
BUBBLES-AI) and generate trajectories 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.2.4 
Ex#1.2 Compute test predictions output values for scenario 
1 in BB-Planner 

UPV BB-planner Data 

A1.2.5 
Ex#1.2 Compute test predictions output values for scenario 
2 in BB-Planner 

UPV BB-planner Data 

A1.2.6 
Ex#1.2 Compute test predictions output values for scenario 
3 in BB-Planner 

UPV BB-planner  

A1.3.1 Ex#1.3 Compute inverse predictions in BUBBLES-AI for 
target values in scenario 1 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.3.2 Ex#1.3 Compute inverse predictions in BUBBLES-AI for 
target values in scenario 2 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.3.3 Ex#1.3 Compute inverse predictions in BUBBLES-AI for 
target values in scenario 3 

UNIROMA1 BUBBLES-AI Data 

A1.3.4 Ex#1.3 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for prediction in 
scenario 1 

UPV BB-Planner Data 

A1.3.5 Ex#1.3 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for prediction in 
scenario 2 

UPV BB-Planner Data 

A1.3.6 Ex#1.3 Simulation runs in BB-Planner for prediction in 
Scenario 3 

UPV BB-Planner Data 

P
o

st
-

ex
ec

u

ti
o

n
 

P
h

as
e

 

A2.1.1 Ex#1.1 Evaluate results for scenario 1 UPV   Document 

A2.1.2 Ex#1.1 Evaluate results for scenario 2 UPV   Document 
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A2.1.3 Ex#1.1 Evaluate results for scenario 3 UPV   Document 

A2.2.1 Ex#1.2 Evaluate predictions for scenario 1 UPV   Document 

A2.2.2 Ex#1.2 Evaluate predictions for scenario 2 UPV   Document 

A2.2.3 Ex#1.2 Evaluate predictions for scenario 3 UPV   Document 

A2.3.1 Ex#1.3 Evaluate inverse predictions for scenario 1 UNIROMA1   Document 

A2.3.2 Ex#1.3 Evaluate inverse predictions for scenario 2 UNIROMA1  Document 

A2.3.3 Ex#1.3 Evaluate inverse predictions for scenario 3 UNIROMA1   Document 

A2.3.4 Validation Exercise report D5.4 INDRA  Document 

Table 12. Detailed list of activities Exercise #01 

5.1.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise  

The participants involved in Exercise #01 and their roles and responsibilities are described in the table 
below. 

Participants involved Rol Responsibility 

Joan Vila BB-planner coordinator Coordinate activities assigned to UPV 

Pablo Morcillo BB-planner developer Execute activities assigned to UPV 

Luca Iocchi BUBBLES-AI coordinator Coordinate activities assigned to UNIROMA1 

Damiano Brunori BUBBLES-AI developer Execute activities assigned to UNIROMA1 

Cristian Martín 
INDRA-SIM IBP coordinator 
and WP5 leader 

Coordinate activities assigned to INDRA 

Javier Quero  INDRA-SIM IBP developer Execute activities assigned to INDRA 

Edilberto Rodríguez  INDRA-SIM IBP developer Execute activities assigned to INDRA 

Victor Sánchez  INDRA-SIM IBP developer Execute activities assigned to INDRA 

Juan Vicente Balbastre Project and WP5 Coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Cecilia Claramunt WP5 Coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Table 13. Roles and Responsibilities Exercise #01 

5.1.8.3 Time planning 

The following table shows the time planning of each activity of the preparatory, execution and post-
execution phases. According the BUBBLES Validation Plan calendar, Validation Exercise #01 is planned 
between June and October of 2021, so the first week is the week of the 1st of June 2021 and week 22 
is the week of the 31st of October 2021. 

Activity Week Resp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22  

A0.1                       UPV 
A0.2                       UPV 
A0.3                       UPV / INDRA 

UNIROMA1 
A0.4                       UNIROMA1 
A0.5                       UNIROMA1 
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A0.6                       UPV 
A0.7                       UPV 
A0.8                       UPV 

A0.9                       UPV 

A0.10                       UPV 

A1.1.1                       UPV 
A1.1.2                       INDRA 
A1.1.3                       UPV 
A1.1.4                       INDRA 
A1.1.5                       UPV 
A1.1.6                       INDRA 
A1.2.1                       UNIROMA1 
A1.2.2                       UNIROMA1 
A1.2.3                       UNIROMA1 
A1.2.4                       UPV 
A1.2.5                       UPV 
A1.2.6                       UPV 
A1.3.1                       UNIROMA1 
A1.3.2                       UNIROMA1 
A1.3.3                       UNIROMA1 
A1.3.4                       UPV 

A1.3.5                       UPV 

A1.3.6                       UPV 

A2.1.1                       UPV 
A2.1.2                       UPV 
A2.1.3                       UPV 
A2.2.1                       UPV 
A2.2.2                       UPV 
A2.2.3                       UPV 
A2.3.1                       UNIROMA1 
A2.3.2                       UNIROMA1 
A2.3.3                       UNIROMA1 
A2.3.4                       INDRA 

Table 14: Time planning Exercise #01 

5.1.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions 

The identified risks and mitigation actions of Validation Exercise #01 are described in the table below. 
The values of Impact and Probability columns corresponds to: 1-Very Low, 2-Low, 3-Medium, 4-High, 
5-Very High. 

Risks Impact Probability Mitigation Actions 

Data sets not suitable for 
ML training. 

4 1 More data will be acquired repeating 
the process of data set creation. 
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Results of AI predictions 
are significantly far from 
success rate. 

4 2 Scenarios will be refined to analyse the 
impact of some choices to the results. 

Simulations for 
generating data require 
much more time than 
expected. 

3 3 Scenarios will be refined to simplify the 
conditions bringing to high 
computational costs. 

Table 15: Risks and mitigation actions Exercise #01 
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5.2 Validation Exercise #02 Plan 

5.2.1 Validation Exercise description and scope 

Validation Exercise #02 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-002) addresses the second general Validation 
Objective (OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.0). This validation exercise is focused on the realization of test-
flights to validate the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space services simulated using 
BUBBLES mock-up and their impact on human performance.  

The flight tests consist of flights simulating real missions in relevant U-3 scenarios. Operations are 
planned in Open Category and in Specific Category under National Standard Scenarios, named STS-ES 
(similar to EU STS, but without CE marked UAS). Nominal conditions are considered, and conflicts are 
induced in a controlled way to validate the safety assessment performed in MEDUSA analyses. During 
the operations, traffic information is sent to a U-space simulated platform, the INDRA-SIM IBP in Mode 
2, which shall detect any conflict and raise the required alerts so that pilots can execute evasive 
manoeuvres to regain the separation minima and keep well clear. Performance of the platform 
regarding conflict detection and alert declaration, along with delays induced by the different actors, 
will be assessed post-flight, comparing these values to previous assumptions. The tests include 
elementary Human Performance (HP) assessment using questionnaires based on the ones developed 
by EUROCONTROL for the SESAR VLD project PODIUM (conveniently tailored to the U-space services 
involved in the separation management). The goal of the questionnaires is to receive feedback from 
the pilots on different factors affecting the tactical conflict management, especially those involved in 
the computation of separation minima (mainly, reaction times). Pilots will fill in the forms just after 
the end of each mission. 

The actors from the consortium involved in this validation exercise are: 

• UAS operator: WUAS-UPV, an operator from Polytechnical University of Valencia. The 
operator is in charge of flight planning and execution, as well as performing all necessary 
arrangements to obtain all required permissions and authorizations. The operator has a wide 
assortment of DJI multicopters (the biggest commercial UAS brand in terms of market share) 
and also two fixed-wing VTOL UAS. 

• Tactical separation service provider: Indra uses their U-space platform to simulate the 
provision of a U-space-based separation service. An SDK-modified version of UAS GCS APP is 
used to send telemetry data to the platform, as a simulation of network identification and 
flight information services. This data are used to evaluate conflicts, acting accordingly. 

Another relevant actor involved is: 

• Competent authority: AESA (Spanish Civil Aviation Authority) handles operational declaration 
and authorization processes. 

5.2.2 Validation objectives 

This Validation Exercise is related to the general Validation Objective (VO) OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-
02.0: validate the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space services simulated in BUBBLES 
mock-up and their impact on human performances in test-flights performed in relevant scenarios 
under nominal conditions. 
This general VO is split into the following sub-objectives: 
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Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-02.1 

Objective Validate that the INDRA IBP platform detects the conflicts induced in the test 

flights, according to a set of separation minima.  
Title Conflict detection 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility>, <human performance> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Controlled and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban 
environments. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.1-001 

The platform timely detects the conflicts and issues the appropriate alerts to 
pilots to solve them. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-02.2 

Objective Validate that the services provided by INDRA IBP work correctly in different 
environments, checking that the environment does not affect the service 
provided. 

Title UTM platform operation 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility>, <human performance> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Controlled and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban 
environments. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.2-001 

The separation minima have been properly applied on each scenario. 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.2-002 

The service has worked well in any environment (controlled or uncontrolled 
airspaces and rural or urban areas). 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-02.3 

Objective Receive feedback from pilots on their experiences using the BUBBLES mock-up 
and their U-space service needs. 

Title Questionnaires 

Category <operational feasibility>, <human performance>, <acceptability> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Controlled and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban 
environments. 
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V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.3-001 

Pilots must fill a survey after each mission with their views and comments. The 
last days comments are better than during the first days of the test-flights. 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.3-002 

Pilots get acquainted with the functioning of the INDRA IBP and give positive 
feedback. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-02.4 

Objective Check that the delays assumed to compute reference separation minima are 
realistic. 

Title Delays measurement 

Category <human performance> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions, Controlled and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban 
environments. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-02.4-001 

Measured delays are similar to the ones used in D4.1 to calculate the separation 
minima. 

Table 16. Validation Objectives and Success Criterion Exercise #02 

All Validation Sub-objectives will be addressed by means of a set of test-flights that are going to be 
flown in the Validation Scenarios described in the following section. 

5.2.3 Validation scenarios 

5.2.3.1 Reference Scenarios 

Validation Exercise #02 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-002) uses two of the validation scenarios already 
defined in the BUBBLES project in section 4.6 (Scenario 1 and Scenario 2). For more details, see Section 
4.6.1 Reference Scenarios. 

5.2.3.2 Solution Scenarios 

Flights will be performed in Valencia, where two scenarios, defined in accordance with the Reference 
Scenarios, have been considered: 

• Scenario 1: This scenario corresponds to rural areas in uncontrolled airspace, where most 
operations have low risk, such as agricultural operations, linear inspections or BVLOS transport 
between cities. In this scenario, BVLOS operations can be performed under the scope of an 
operational declaration (STS-ES-02). The first batch of test flights are planned in this scenario, 
set up in rural areas near Valencia. 
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• Scenario 2: This scenario is a medium risk environment in controlled airspace inside CTR of the 
airport but outside the airport environment. The second batch of test flights are planned in 
this scenario, set up in the city of Valencia, neat is port and coast area. 

To execute this validation exercise, a series of representative use cases are defined, according to 
expected operations to be performed in each of the two previously described scenarios. In order to 
gather the required data, conflicts are not spontaneously generated but induced. To this purpose, a 
narrative has been added to each use case, explaining a plausible cause of the provoked conflict. 

For each scenario, 3 to 5 use cases involving 2-3 UAS and the trigger of a conflict have been defined, 
resulting in a total of 9 use cases, which are thoroughly described in the tables below. 

Scenario 1 

Use Case UAS Mission Induced Conflict 

Case 1.1  

A 
Matrice 300 
(A3) 

Crop spraying 

A Mavic drone deviates from its route (ej. Navigation 
failure due to electromagnetic interference) and 
approaches the other drones, causing conflict. 

B 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-02) 

High-power line 
inspection 

C 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A3) 

Agricultural tasks 

Case 1.2  

A 
Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-02) 

Medical supply 
between a village 
and an isolated 
house 

The drone Mavic goes outside the approved volume 
(e.g. the photographer wants to take shots from outside 
his approved volume). B 

Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A2) 

Photography 

C 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A3) 

Agricultural tasks 

Case 1.3  

A 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-02) 

Fire prevention 
surveillance 

Mavic drone detects smoke nearby and leaves its area 
of operation before its flight plan is updated. 

B 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A3) 

Agricultural tasks 

C 
Matrice 300 
(A3) 

Photogrammetry 
mission in 
agricultural parcel 

Case 1.4  

A 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A1) 

Recreational 

Matrice 300 RTK drone detects a suspicious activity and 
proceeds to follow the vehicle. 

B 
Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-02) 

Crop theft 
surveillance 

C 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A3) 

Agricultural tasks 

Table 17. Missions to be conducted during the test flights in scenario 1 Exercise #02 

Scenario 2 

Use Case UAS Mission Induced Conflict 

Case 2.1  A 
Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-01) 

Transport of medical 
equipment to the Alboraya 
health centre 

The police drone, a Mavic, is a priority 
user and the Flight Authorisation 
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B 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(A2) 

Police action after a traffic 
accident in Ronda Norte of 
Valencia 

service does not update the Matrice 
flight in time, causing conflict. 

Case 2.2  
A 

Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-01) 

Railway rails inspection The filming drone temporarily loses 
the control and leaves its area of 
operation. B 

Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-01) 

Filming 

Case 2.3  

A 
Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-01) 

Transport in Industrial Park 
The Mavic's flight start is delayed and 
creates conflict with the other drone. 

B 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-01) 

Building in Industrial Park 

Case 2.4 

A 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-01) 

Beach surveillance 

The transport drone is a priority user 
and the Flight Authorisation service 
does not update the Matrice drone, 
causing conflict. 

B 
Matrice 300 
(STS-ES-01) 

Large-distance transport 
between Malvarrosa 
Hospital to the North of 
Valencia (Only the beginning 
of the flight) 

Case 2.5 

A 
Matrice 300 300 
(STS-ES-01) 

Logistic transport port of 
Valencia 

Children appear jumping into the sea 
from the breakwater and the drone 
comes out of its operational volume to 
call their attention from the 
loudspeaker. 

B 
Mavic 2 Ent. 
(STS-ES-01) 

Security Surveillance in the 
port of Valencia 

Table 18. Missions to be conducted during the test flights in scenario 2 Exercise #02 

For each use case a preliminary location has been chosen, according to the local environment and the 
constraints imposed by the simulated operations’ objectives (in order to maintain representativeness). 
Although flights are intended to be performed in the locations described below along with the 
mentioned aircraft models, availability issues could arise due to unforeseen circumstances. Thus, in 
the case any of the flights could not be performed according to planned parameters, new similar 
parameters will be chosen to perform such flights. In addition, UAS operations performed in Spain 
must comply with strict limitations due to a national regulation previous to EU regulation. To allow 
operations to be performed while maintaining representativeness, flights in urban environments will 
usually take place in areas with lower local building and population densities. In the case of simulated 
BVLOS operations in urban areas, only VLOS segments of them will be performed. 

Next, all the use cases shown in the table are detailed. In each of the use cases, operating volumes and 
missions are defined for each UAS in order to prepare the Flight Plan of each one. 

For better representativeness, each Use Case is flown several times with different configurations of 
the initial Flight Plan, one of them flying the ideal trajectories and the other ones with deviations (basic 
reference conflict mentioned in the table). In addition, in the ideal case, all pilots are alerted, but in 
some other cases, one of the pilots are not alerted and will have to solve the conflict with only visual 
information. 

• Use case 1.1 

In this Use Case, corresponding to a rural area of Valencia, three UAS are operating: a medium-sized 
rotorcraft is performing a crop-spraying operation (aircraft A); a small-sized rotorcraft is flying in a 
linear pattern, assessing the status of the local power lines (aircraft B); and a medium-sized rotorcraft 
is performing agricultural tasks (Aircraft C). 
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The planned trajectories are assumed to be previously deconflicted via flight authorisation service. 
However, a degradation of the navigation system of aircraft B, changing its course so it is no longer 
parallel to the power lines, thus exiting its approved operational volume and triggering the conflict.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in A3 category. 

o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in STS-ES-02 (SAIL I-II operation). 

o Aircraft C: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A3 category. 

The identified operation area is a rural environment in the south from of the municipality of El Puig, at 
12 km north of Valencia. The following image shows the real operational volumes of each aircraft. Ref. 
coordinates: 39º34’29’’ N, 0º18’33’’ W. 

 
Figure 25. Tests Flights Use Case 1.1 Exercise #02 

• use case 1.2 

This Use case is representative of a low populated rural area, where population is steadily reducing 
and aging, due to urban migration. In the area, a medium sized UAS is transporting food and medicine 
from a local town to an isolated dwelling, where an old couple resides (aircraft A). Meanwhile, a small 
rotorcraft is performing a multimedia production operation, sponsored by the town hall, to advertise 
the town (aircraft B), hoping to attract tourists of inhabitants. At the same time, a medium sized UAS 
is performing agricultural tasks in the extended lands of this town (Aircraft C). 

Although the trajectories are initially deconflicted, the pilot of aircraft B decides to take extra takes of 
the town’s antique church, ignoring the time limits of the authorised flight plan. Thus, aircraft B is still 
operating when aircrafts A and C come back to the town, triggering the conflict.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-02 (SAIL III-IV operation). 
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o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A2 category. 

o Aircraft C: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A3 category. 

The identified operation area is the municipality of Chóvar, currently at risk of depopulation and 
situated at 43 km north of Valencia. Ref. coordinates.: 39°50'57.76"N, 0°19'17.41"W. 

 
Figure 26. Tests Flights Use Case 1.2 Exercise #02 

• Use case 1.3 

This use case takes place in a hilly area with vegetation, in which there is a certain level of wildfire risk. 
A medium-sized fixed-wing aircraft is performing a long-range BVLOS operation, monitoring the area 
as a wildfire pre-emptive measure. In the proximity of the hilly zone, a medium sized rotorcraft is 
overflying an agricultural area, performing a thermal photography survey (Aircraft B). At the same 
time, a medium sized UAS is performing agricultural tasks (Aircraft C). 

During its operation, aircraft A detects smoke in the border of the hilly area, changing its flight plan 
from a surveying grid to a circular loiter over the area of interest. An updated flight authorisation is 
issued, considering the aircraft as a priority user. However, flight authorisation service does not update 
the authorisation of aircraft B in time, triggering the conflict as aircrafts A and C approaches the 
loitering area.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise, operating in STS-ES-02 (SAIL I-II operation). 

o Aircraft B: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in A3 category. 

o Aircraft C: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A3 category. 

The identified operation area is a hilly area south of Gilet, near the municipality of Sagunto (north of 
Valencia). Ref. coordinates.: 39º39’32’’ N, 0º19’19’’ W.  
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Figure 27. Tests Flights Use Case 1.3 Exercise #02 

• Use case 1.4 

The last use case of scenario 1 takes place around a small coastal town. Here, a tourist is performing a 
recreational operation over the beach (Aircraft A), while local police is performing a surveillance 
operation over the nearby fields, to prevent theft (Aircraft B), and a medium sized UAS is performing 
agricultural tasks (Aircraft C). 

The induced conflict arises after the police detects suspicious activities and applies for an extended 
flight authorisation. As this is a priority user, the flight authorizations of aircrafts A and C are updated 
prompting these users to vacate the area. However, aircraft B is moving swiftly and approaches the 
area before aircrafts A and C has vacated, prompting the conflict. 

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A1 category. 

o Aircraft B: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-02 (SAIL I-II operation).  

o Aircraft C: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A3 category. 

The identified operation area is the coastal area of the town of Puçol, north of Valencia, along with 
nearby fields. Ref. coordinates.: 39°36'40.29"N, 0°15'59.13"W. 
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Figure 28. Tests Flights Use Case 1.4 Exercise #02 

The computed separation distances for the test-flights performed in scenario 1 are: 

Horizontal 
Separation (m) 

NMAC 
Threshold 

Collision Avoidance 
Threshold 

Separation 
Threshold 

Tactical Conflict 
Threshold 

A1 15,64 48,30 160,26 185,26 
A2 15,64 48,30 160,26 185,26 
A3 17,14 83,89 307,81 357,81 
SAIL_I-II 17,04 95,42 364,13 424,13 
SAIL_III-IV 17,94 90,62 404,11 474,11 
SAIL_V-VI 18,14 96,01 431,90 506,90 
Certi_No_pass 21,14 156,48 716,29 841,29 
Certi_Pass 22,64 320,97 992,74 1142,74 

Table 19. Horizontal Separation distances - Scenario 1 Exercise #02 

Vertical 
Separation (m) 

NMAC 
Threshold 

Collision Avoidance 
Threshold 

Separation 
Threshold 

Tactical Conflict 
Threshold 

A1 22,86 25,66 28,45 31,25 

A2 22,86 25,66 28,45 31,25 

A3 23,36 26,16 28,95 31,75 

SAIL_I-II 22,86 25,66 28,45 31,25 

SAIL_III-IV 23,36 26,16 28,95 31,75 

SAIL_V-VI 23,36 26,16 28,95 31,75 

Certi_No_pass 24,36 27,16 29,95 32,75 

Certi_Pass 24,86 27,66 30,45 33,25 
Table 20. Vertical Separation distances - Scenario 1 Exercise #02 
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• Use Case 2.1 

This use case considers the interaction between two priority users: a police UAS assessing the local 
situation after a traffic accident in a peripheric road (aircraft A) and a medical delivery UAS transporting 
samples from a peripheric health centre to a hospital/clinic where they can be analysed (aircraft B). 

Regarding aircraft A, only the final part of the simulated operation is performed, instead of the whole 
route between the hospital and the health centre.  

Aircraft B, acting as a priority operation, takes off as soon as flight authorization is granted, after 
checking there are no UAS close enough to the take-off point. Aircraft A, another priority operation, is 
operating far enough not to imply an imminent threat to aircraft B, but nonetheless a conflict is 
triggered a bit before aircraft B reaches cruise altitude, prompting a vertical evasive manoeuvre.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL III-IV operation).  
o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in A2 category. 

The identified operation area is a non-built-up area between the cities of Valencia and Alboraya. In this 
area lie both the road where the accident is simulated and the health clinic. Flights are performed over 
sparsely populated zones to prevent unnecessary risks. Ref. coordinates.: 39º 29’ 27’’ N, 0º 21’ 10’’ W. 

 
Figure 29. Tests Flights Use Case 2.1 Exercise #02 

• Use case 2.2 

In this use case, a conflict between an UAS performing a visual inspection of railways in the outskirts 
of a city (aircraft A) and a UAS filming the city over the riverbed (aircraft B) is depicted. 

The induced conflict represents a loss of GNSS signal by aircraft B and the excursion from the approved 
operational volume, all while continuing its course through the riverbed.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
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o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL III-IV operation). 

o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL I-II operation). 

The identified operation area is the south-eastern border of the city of Massanassa (a small village in 
the south of Valencia), where a railway skirts the city, also intersecting with the riverbed. Ref. 
coordinates.: 39°24'23.06"N, 0°23'52.59"W 

 
Figure 30. Tests Flights Use Case 2.2 Exercise #02 

• Use case 2.3 

This use case is representative of operations performed in an industrial area. In this case, aircraft A is 
performing industrial logistics operation between two factories, while aircraft B is monitoring the 
construction of another one in a nearby lot. 

The induced conflict is provoked because of a delay in the operation of aircraft A. Trajectories are 
deconflicted considering both space and time, and because of the delay, aircraft A arrives late to its 
destination, at a moment aircraft B is closer to it because of this delay. 

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL I-II operation). 

o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL I-II operation). 

The identified operation area is an industrial park between Massanassa and Alfafar (small villages in 
the south of Valencia). Ref. coordinates.: 39°24'54.54"N, 0°23'4.10"W. 
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Figure 31. Tests Flights Use Case 2.3 Ex#02 

• Use case 2.4 

This use case takes place over Valencia’s coastline. While a small rotorcraft is performing a police 
surveillance operation over the beach (aircraft A), another rotorcraft takes off from a nearby hospital, 
delivering urgent medical treatment to a person in distress situated on the other side of the beach, 2 
km apart (aircraft B). 

Aircraft B, acting as a priority operation, takes off as soon as flight authorization is granted, after 
checking there are no UAS close enough to the take-off point. Aircraft A, another priority operation, is 
operating far enough not to imply an imminent threat to aircraft B, but nonetheless a conflict is 
triggered a bit before aircraft B reaches cruise altitude, prompting a vertical evasive manoeuvre.  

Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL III-IV operation). 

o Aircraft B: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL III-IV operation). 

The identified operation area is the Malvarrosa Beach (in the coastal area of the city of Valencia). Ref. 
coordinates.: 39°28'36.79"N, 0°19'26.84"W. 

 
Figure 32. Tests Flights Use Case 2.4 Ex#02 

• Use case 2.5 

This use case takes place in Valencia’s harbour depicting a logistics operation (aircraft A) and a 
surveillance one (aircraft B). 
The conflict arises when aircraft B, detecting suspicious activity, exits the approved operational 
volume, triggering a conflict with aircraft A. 
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Real operational conditions correspond to: 
o Aircraft A: DJI Matrice 300 RTK operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL I-II operation). 

o Aircraft B: DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise operating in STS-ES-01 (SAIL III-IV operation). 

The identified operation area is the harbour of the city of Valencia. Ref. coordinates.: 39°26'32.94"N, 
0°18'55.23"W. 

 
Figure 33. Tests Flights Use Case 2.5 Ex#02 

The computed separation distances for the test-flights performed in scenario 2 are: 

Horizontal 
Separation (m) 

NMAC 
Threshold 

Collision Avoidance 
Threshold 

Separation 
Threshold 

Tactical Conflict 
Threshold 

A1 8,57 25,26 102,00 127,00 
A2 8,57 25,26 102,00 127,00 
A3 10,07 44,87 198,36 248,36 
SAIL_I-II 9,97 50,02 234,20 294,20 
SAIL_III-IV 10,87 48,77 263,64 333,64 
SAIL_V-VI 11,07 51,67 281,90 356,90 
Certi_No_pass 14,07 87,30 471,01 596,01 
Certi_Pass 15,57 179,74 640,19 790,19 

Table 21. Horizontal Separation distances - Scenario 2 Exercise #02 

Vertical 
Separation (m) 

NMAC 
Threshold 

Collision Avoidance 
Threshold 

Separation 
Threshold 

Tactical Conflict 
Threshold 

A1 11,68 13,08 14,48 15,87 

A2 11,68 13,08 14,48 15,87 

A3 12,18 13,58 14,98 16,37 

SAIL_I-II 11,68 13,08 14,48 15,87 

SAIL_III-IV 12,18 13,58 14,98 16,37 

SAIL_V-VI 12,18 13,58 14,98 16,37 

Certi_No_pass 13,18 14,58 15,98 17,37 

Certi_Pass 13,68 15,08 16,48 17,87 
Table 22. Vertical Separation distances - Scenario 2 Exercise #02 
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5.2.4 Exercise Assumptions 

Identifier Title Description Justification Impact on 
Assessment 

A#21 U-space 
availability 

Operations are not 
performed in actual U-
space airspace. 

Currently there is no U-space 
airspace, so all provided services 
will be simulated. 

Low 

A#22 Induced 
conflicts 

Tactical conflicts will be 
induced artificially. 

Spontaneous conflicts would 
require more time and aircrafts. 

Low 

A#23 Operator 
awareness 

Operators are aware of 
conflicts before they 
happen so operator 
response time may not 
correspond to natural 
response times. 

Operations are planned with 
induced. 

High 

A#24 Operational 
constraints 

Operations will be 
performed in Open 
category or in Specific 
category SAIL I-II.  

The traffic mix is different from the 
expected traffic mix in normal 
operations. BVLOS operations are 
restricted. Procedures to 
authorize Specific operations with 
SAIL higher than II are being 
developed. 

Medium 

A#25 No manned 
aircraft 

The scenarios only 
include UAS.  

According to IR 2021/664, 
dynamic airspace reconfiguration 
must be used to segregate traffic 
provided with ATC service and U-
space. 

Medium 

A#26 Automation 
mode 1-U 

According to BUBBLES 
concept described in 
D2.1, the automation 
mode used in test 
flights will be 1-U. 

The USSP, via tactical conflict 
resolution service, is in charge of 
conflict detection, and it shall 
communicate the tactical conflict 
situation to the RPIC, who is in 
charge of proposing the solution 
and implementing it. 

Very low 

A#27 Separation 
method: 
vertical 
manoeuvres 

According to BUBBLES 
concept described in 
D2.1, the separation 
method used in test 
flights will be vertical 
manoeuvres. 

For safe and organised operations, 
all drones will solve conflicts 
through vertical manoeuvres, in 
order to avoid unexpected 
conflicts as traffic information will 
not be available at the pilots' 
controllers. 

Very low 

Table 23: Validation Exercise #02 Assumptions 
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5.2.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance 

Assumption #21 may affect the level of significance when translating the results to actual U-space 
services. In order to minimize this impact, all relevant U-space services related to Tactical Separation 
service are simulated, using a common platform which a similar architecture to what is expected in the 
future. 

Assumption #22 means this Exercise cannot obtain information regarding the possible causes of 
spontaneous conflicts, and the subsequent effectiveness of mitigation barriers. This is a minor issue, 
as these are not the main objectives of Exercise 2. 

Assumption #23 may lead to erroneous reaction time estimations, as operators are aware of conflicts, 
causing pilots to be more alert than what would be expected in a nominal situation. To minimize this 
aspect, the pilot of each aircraft shall not have any additional information from other traffics, apart 
from the information generically provided by U-space services, so that the exact time of conflict 
declaration is unknown to the pilot. 

In order to minimize impact from Assumption #24, certain operational aspects shall be simulated. 
During test flights, UAS are purposely considered as different traffic classes so the capacity of the 
service to detect conflicts using different separation distances for each UAS is validated. When needed, 
BVLOS conditions are simulated, using Visual Observers for such purpose. 

Because of Assumption #25, results are not applicable to manned aircraft in terms of separations to 
be applied, delays in response and compliance with related Safety Criteria, Objectives and 
Requirements. This complex matter is considered in the following iterations of the model and 
validation exercises. 

5.2.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique 

5.2.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics 

To support the execution of this Validation Exercise, the BUBBLES team developed a mock-up 
consisting of: 

• The INDRA-SIM Industrial Based Platform (IBP) version 001. This platform has two operating 
modes. In this case, it will be used the Operating mode 2. 

• Several drones flying in pairs in real environments with missions assigned and causing 
conflicts. 
 

Next, the platform and the drones used are described. 

INDRA-SIM IBP platform 

The BUBBLES INDRA-SIM IBP is based on the Indra UTM platform, modified to incorporate the 
separation management algorithms obtained from WP4. This IBP has two operating modes, being 
Mode 2 the one used in this exercise: 
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Figure 34. Configuration of INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 Mode 2 (pre-flight phase). 

 

Figure 35. Configuration of INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 Mode 2 (in-flight phase). 

Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the configuration of the INDRA-SIM IBP version 001 Mode 2. When 
operating in this mode, the platform: 

1. In the pre-flight phase (Figure 34): 
a. Creates or imports flight plans in JSON format with a structure previously agreed. 
b. Assign to each aircraft the separation minima applicable according to the type of traffic 

and the sector type where the flight will take place. 
c. Submits the flight plan to the Flight Plan Authorisation function, which checks whether 

there is any conflict with any approved flight plan. 
i. If there is no conflict, the flight plan is approved. 

ii. If there is any conflict, the flight plan is rejected and an alternative is proposed. 
If the UAS operator accepts the modified flight plan, it is approved. 

2. In the in-flight phase (Figure 35): 
a. The platform receives the telemetry and trajectory information emitted by the UAS. 
b. Generates tracks for each individual trajectory using the tracker built-in in the 

platform.  
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c. Detects conflicts between UAS taking into account pairwise separation minima 
obtained the collision model developed in WP4. 

d. Records the conflicts and the information about the involved UAS for post-processing. 

The Indra U-space platform used includes the following U-space services (including the mandatory U-
space services of EASA regulation): 

• Registration: This service enables the registration of the different users in the platform 
(operators, pilots, drones, authorities…). This registration is role based and provides 
information to the rest of U-space services in order to use it during its their procedures and 
calculations. 

• Geo-awareness and geofencing provision: This U-space service provides geo-fence and other 
flight restriction information to drone pilots and operators for their consultation before, during 
and after the flight. It includes existing aeronautical information like restricted areas, CTRs, 
temporary restrictions from national airspace authority, etc. It also includes the provision of 
ground information. 

Regarding the geo-fencing provision, this service allows dynamic changes in geo-fences. This 
dynamic modification is informed immediately to drone pilots and operators.  

• Network e-Identification: Enables drone information and other relevant information to be 
verified without physical access to the unmanned aircraft. 

• Flight Planning: this service allows the user operator to plan his/her drone operations. This 
service will be in charge of calculating the trajectory of the drone using the information form 
other U-space services like geo-awareness or registration. This service uses the geospatial 
information provided by the Ground Service. 

• Ground Service: collects and provides relevant terrain map with different levels of precision 
for the drone operation. Provides the ground information to calculate the trajectory of the 
drone operation during the flight plan creation. 

• Flight Plan Authorisation service: this service will assess the planned flight plan for 
authorisation against airspace rules, geo-fences and other existing flight plans. This service has 
been modified including the modifications required from other BUBBLES WPs to incorporate 
the separation management algorithms obtained and minimum distances to assess against 
these new values the possible conflicts against other existent flight plans. 

In case of any conflict is detected, the flight plan will be strategically deconflicted. Otherwise, 
the flight plan will be automatically authorised in case no manual authorisation by competent 
authority is required.  

• Strategic Deconfliction: this service is in charge of calculating and providing an alternative 
trajectory to a flight plan with conflicts. During the calculation of the alternative trajectory, 
different strategies of deconfliction are used along with the ground service information. This 
service has been modified taking into account the modifications required from other BUBBLES 
WPs to incorporate the separation management algorithms obtained. 

• Flight Plan Management: service used to store and manage all the flight plans received 
including the status of the flight plan. 

• Tracking service: Indra U-space platform will provide a tracking service able to receive, process 
and fuse all the cooperative and non-cooperative tracking information obtained from the 
drone GCS, third party systems, external sensors or other devices. In this case, the Simulation 
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Tool will send the information to the tracking service. After processing and fusing all the 
information, the service calculates an accurate unique track. 

• Traffic Information: this service provides all the traffic information included in the U-space 
platform. It receives the information form tracking service, conformance monitoring service 
and conflict management service. The information provided depends on the role and the 
ownership of the operations. 

• Conformance Monitoring: Indra U-space platform will provide a conformance monitoring 
service to check if the drone track provided by the tracking service is following the authorised 
flight plan trajectory. This service calculates the lateral, vertical and longitudinal deviation of 
the drone track taking into account the type of the drone and its dynamics. In case of deviation, 
an alert is calculated and risen sent along with the track information. In addition, this 
monitoring service provides alerts in case the drone violates a restricted geo-fence without 
specific authorisation to fly through. 

Other alerts due to lack of telemetry, GNSS information and emergency alerts received from 
the pilot GCS will also be processed and displayed. 

• Conflict Management: this is the main U-space service used to validate the separation 
methods and distances. This U-space service checks for possible tactical conflicts in real-time 
and provides the information to the respective U-space users. In addition, the conflict 
management service includes the modifications required from other BUBBLES WPs to 
incorporate the separation management algorithms obtained. The service is able to calculate 
the following conflicts: 

o Drone vs drone. 

o Drone vs manned aviation. 

If the separation calculated is less than the minimum separation distance obtained, a tactical 
conflict is be declared and monitored. It is understood as minimum distance the sum of the 
distance defined to have a tactical conflict for pairwise operations (bubbles in contact). 

• Legal Recording: During the validation activities, a service to record the information of the 
flights include, at least, FP information, FP status update, telemetry or track information and 
authorised FP trajectory. 

Figure 36. Example INDRA-SIM platform interface. Mode of operation 2. 
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UPV Drones 

The second part of the equipment needed for this Validation Exercise will be the UAS used in the test-
flights. The operator, in this case the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV), uses with the following 
UAS: 

• DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise (x2): a small multirotor weighting less than 1.1 kg. Can be equipped with 
a parachute for urban operations. 

• DJI Matrice 300 RTK (x1): a medium-sized multirotor with 9 kg MTOW. Can be equipped with 
a parachute for urban operations. 

As these UAS do not have electronic identification capabilities by default, in order to feed the U-space 
services with UAS information (ground speed, location, course, height, etc.), the Ground Control 
Station (GCS) software will be modified so that telemetry data is directly sent to the platform. 

To integrate the drones used during the test-flights into the INDRA-SIM IBP, it has been developed an 
Android App which connects the platform with the GCS of the pilots, functioning as an API. This App 
replaces the App SDK provided by the drone manufacturer, in this case DJI, and allows the pilot to 
control the drone while sending telemetry data to INDRA-SIM IBP and receiving relevant traffic 
information from it, such as tactical conflict alerts or nearby traffic. 

The objectives of the API are: 

• Submit Flight Plans to INDRA for authorization 

o Translate from commonly used formats into INDRA’s FP format. 

• Integrate DJI drones into the platform by creating a new flight app (using DJI SDK) capable of: 

o Activating and terminating the flight plan. 

o Sending drone telemetry. 

o Receiving alerts from the platform. 

The following figure shows the integration architecture: 

 

Figure 37. Integration architecture for Exercise #02 

In order to study the effectiveness of tactical conflict alerts, the app allows users to select if the alerts 
are shown to the pilot or not. 
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As said in section 5.2.4, due to regulatory constraints and the time limitation to develop an API for 
each UAS brand, only DJI drones are used in Validation Phase I, although the UPV operator has the 
capacity to use more drones and other brands. 

5.2.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique 

As mentioned above, the technique used for this Validation Exercise will be the execution of test-
flights, which are designed to be representative of the typical kind of operations performed within U-
space airspace.  

Considering the scenarios described in section 5.2.3.2, a set of sub-scenarios are defined inside each 
of them. These scenarios consists of a relatively small portion of the U-space airspace, where a certain 
amount of UAS are operating simultaneously (2 to 3). During these operations, conflicts are induced: 
flight trajectories are previously defined so that a certain combination of conflicts is expected in each 
use case, as explained in the mentioned section. 

The simulated U-space platform, which receives telemetry information from all UAS, shall detect all 
conflicts and provide alerts to the pilots. Once the alert is received in the controller, the pilots shall 
solve the conflicts. 

All telemetry data are recorded and carefully analysed after the test-flight campaign, in order to detect 
that the alerts have raised at the appropriate distance and to measure the delay times (between the 
time the platform detects the conflicts and the messages arrive to the controller) and the pilot’s 
reaction time. 

At the end of each flight, each pilot will fill in a questionnaire for the HP assessment. 

5.2.7 Analysis Specification 

5.2.7.1 Data collection methods  

The following methods will be used to collect the required data to evaluate the validation metrics: 

• Conflict detection quality: Percentage of correctly detected and classified conflicts, according 
to the breached separation distances. 

o Each conflict detected by the U-space platform during test flights will be registered. 

• Delay measurement. 

• Characteristics of the conflict, including the identification of the drones involved, the time 
duration and the distances at which it was detected. 

• Questionnaires to collect information and feedback from pilots about the platform and the 
impact on mission efficiency of the U-space services provided, in particular the Tactical Conflict 
Resolution service. 

The INDRA-SIM IBP Platform will collect these data in a log, and then it will be exported in .CSV format. 

5.2.7.2 Analysis method 

As conflicts are induced, the correct conflict classification is part of flight planning, and thus known 
prior to flights. The recorded data regarding conflict detection and classification are compared to 
planned conflicts for each set of test flights. Statistical average and standard deviation for the 
percentage of correctly detected conflicts are computed to evaluate overall performance. 

System delays related to position reporting, conflict detection and evasive manoeuvre start are 
assumed to be statistical variables according to normal distributions. As such, data regarding these 
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delays are analysed statistically to determine average and standard deviation values for the performed 
simulations. 

5.2.8 Exercise Planning and management 

5.2.8.1 Activities  

Validation Exercise #02 consists of 9 test-flights involving 2-3 UAS in each mission. Four missions take 
place in scenario 1 and the other five in scenario 2. The activities to prepare and carry out the test-
flights are divided in Preparatory Phase (planned between June and September 2021), Execution Phase 
and post-Execution Phase (planned between September and October 2021). 

 
Activities Resp. 

Platform/ 
Tool used 

Output 

P
re

p
ar

at
o

ry
 P

h
as

e
 

A0.1 Document preparation for authorisation UPV  Document 

A0.2 Scenarios and missions planification UPV  Document 

A0.3 Apply for authorisation UPV  Document 

A0.4 Drones’ preparation/modification (autopilot, …) UPV   

A0.5 
Development of the API to connect the drones with 
INDRA-SIM IPB platform 

UPV Android APP 

A0.6 Test of the API 
UPV, 
INDRA 

INDRA-SIM 
Drones 

Document 

A0.7 Flight Plans preparation for scenario 1 UPV BB-Planner JSON 

A0.8 Test Flight Plans for scenario 1 in INDRA-SIM IBP  INDRA INDRA-SIM   

Ex
ec

u
ti

o
n

 P
h

as
e 

A1.1 Flight-trials scenario 1 
UPV, 
INDRA 

INDRA-SIM 
Drones 

Data 

A1.2 Test-flights scenario 1 
UPV, 
INDRA 

INDRA-SIM 
Drones 

Data 

A1.3 Test-flights scenario 2 
UPV, 
INDRA 

INDRA-SIM 
Drones 

Data 

P
o

st
-e

xe
cu

ti
o

n
 

P
h

as
e

 

A2.1 
Evaluate the number of conflicts obtained by INDRA-
SIM IBP platform and the warnings sent to the pilots 

UPV 
  

Document 

A2.2 Evaluate pilot response delay measurements UPV   Document 

A2.3 Evaluate questionnaires UPV   Document 

A2.4 Validation Exercise report D5.4 INDRA   Document 

Table 24. Detailed list of activities Exercise #02 

5.2.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise  

The participants involved in Exercise #02 and their roles and responsibilities are described in the table 
below. 

Participants 
involved 

Rol Responsibility 

Norberto Vera 
Ex#02 coordinator and 
pilot 

Prepare documentation to organise the test-
flights, coordinate activities and fly the drones. 

Jordi Vidal Pilot Fly the drones  

Pablo Morcillo Pilot Fly the drones 

Joaquín Vico Software developer Develop the API 
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Cristian Martín 
INDRA-SIM 
coordinator 

Coordinate activities assigned to INDRA 

Javier Quero 
INDRA-SIM IBP 
developer 

Monitor the INDRA-SIM IBP during test-flights 

Diego Herce INDRA-SIM IBP Write the Validation Report D5.4 

Juan Vicente 
Balbastre 

Project and WP5 
Coordinator 

Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Cecilia Claramunt WP5 Coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Table 25. Roles and Responsibilities Exercise #02 

5.2.8.3 Time planning 

The following table shows the time planning of each activity of the preparatory, execution and post-
execution phases. Following the BUBBLES Validation Plan calendar, Validation Exercise #02 is planned 
between June and October of 2021, so the first week is the week of the 1st of June 2021 and the week 
22 is the week of the 31st of October 2021. The month of August (between week 10 and 13) is removed 
due to holidays. 

Activity Week Resp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22  

A0.1                    UPV 

A0.2                    UPV 

A0.3                    UPV 

A0.4                    UPV 

A0.5                    UPV 

A0.6                    UPV, INDRA 

A0.7                    UPV 

A0.8                    INDRA 

A1.1                    UPV, INDRA 

A1.2                    UPV, INDRA 

A1.3                    UPV, INDRA 

A2.1                    UPV 

A2.2                    UPV 

A2.3                    UPV 

A2.4                    INDRA 

Table 26: Detailed time planning Exercise #02 

5.2.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions 

The identified risks and mitigation actions of Validation Exercise #01 are described in the table below. 
The values of Impact and Probability columns corresponds to 1-Very Low, 2-Low, 3-Medium, 4-High, 
5-Very High. 

Risks Impact Probability Mitigation Actions 
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The tracking of INDRA-SIM IBP 
platform de Indra performs 
noise filtering and smoothing, 
and this may reduce potential 
tactical conflicts. 

3 2 The platform will be refined to 
avoid this problem and to adapt 
it to the rest of platforms/tools. 

Bad meteorological 
conditions. 

4 3 1 week reserved for test-flights 
for each scenario. For each 
scenario we only need 1 day to 
flight, the other four are reserved 
in case it was necessary. 

Problems with the connection 
between the drones and the 
INDRA-SIM IBP platform (API). 

5 3 1 week reserved for testing the 
API and fix possible bugs. 

Problems with the INDRA-SIM 
IBP platform availability due to 
other validation activities (not 
for BUBBLES). 

5 3 Alternative planning for the test-
flights. 

Unexpected Issues with the 
platform or drones. 

4 2 Back-up people to fix urgent 
issues. 

Delay on the Civil Aviation 
Authority response for flights 
authorisation. 

5 4 Possibility to postpone the date 
of the flights depending on when 
the response to the Civil Aviation 
Authority arrives. 

Table 27: Risks and mitigation actions Exercise #02 
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5.3 Validation Exercise #03 Plan 

5.3.1 Validation Exercise description and scope 

Validation Exercise #03 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-003) addresses the third Validation Objective (OBJ-
BUBBLES-V1-VALP-01.0), which aims at validating the impact of surveillance degradation, considering 
abnormal and faulty conditions, on CNS performance and conflict metrics.  

This exercise will use real-time simulation tools. Different abnormal and faulty conditions will be 
simulated in U3 scenarios by injecting communication and positioning errors, as well as system induced 
faults, to validate the safety assessment performed in MEDUSA analyses in non-nominal, abnormal 
and faulty conditions. 

To this purpose, a Gazebo/PX4 simulation platform enhanced with a fault/failure injection tool is 
developed, the Simulation Environment (SE 001), and a Communications impairment and shaping tool 
(COMMIS) that adds degradation in a U-space communications network architecture. 
Validation Objective #3 is split into the four sub-objectives defined in section 5.3.2. These Validation 
sub-objectives are addressed by two specific exercises using different simulation procedures/tools. 

• Validation Exercise #3.1, addressing Validation Sub-objectives OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.1, 
OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.2 and OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.3 and using Communications 
impairment and shaping tool (COMMIS). 

• Validation Exercise #3.2, addressing Validation Sub-objective OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.4 and 
using Simulation Environment 001, Surveillance Performance Monitoring tool (SPM) and BB-
Planner tool. 

5.3.1.1 Validation Exercise 3.1 

The verification of the BUBBLES sub-objectives 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 focuses on evaluating communications 
platform capacity under nominal conditions, as well as to evaluate the impact of faults and abnormal 
conditions. For this purpose, the communications disturbance and shaping tool (the network emulator 
virtual bridge) will provide the means to constrain/disturb the traffic in a transparent and controlled 
way. 

Tests will be performed using the UAV agent implemented in the scope of the BUBBLES 
communications platform development effort. The validation effort will pursue the following 
approach: 

• Both network disturbance and scalability test profiles are considered. 

• Network link emulation will consider several different scenarios, namely: specific bandwidth 
rates, packet loss and Round-trip-time (RTT) latency. 

• The different scenarios for the validation purposes will be run multiple times with different 
communication profile configurations. 

Tests will be performed using the native communications agent developed by the UC team, which is 
part of the BUBBLES communications architecture. Network emulation parameters will be configured 
by means of a control agent (sidekick) which allows for remote configuration of the network emulator 
parameters by the fault configuration tool. 
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Figure 38. Communications Platform Monitoring Instrumentation concept 

Communications Performance Monitoring is implemented by means of platform instrumentation, at 
the UAV agent, and edge and core brokers (see Table 28). 

Considering the communications test rounds, a set of tests for nominal and non-nominal conditions 
are undertaken, whose specific profiles are listed in the table below. 

Scalability tests UAV instances Broker mix Objective 

1 topic 1,5,10,20 1 Edge, 1 Core 
Measure message throughput, for 

capacity estimation  
(sub-objectives 3.1 and 3.2) 

 

2 topics (2 edge 
brokers, 1 topic per 

each) 

1,5,10,20 per DDS 
topic 

2 Edge (1 topic 
each), 2 Core 

  

  

RTT Latency UAV instances Broker mix Objective 
 

UAV to edge 
1,5,10,20 1 Edge, 1 Core 

Round-trip-time latency measurement 
for message propagation  

(sub-objective 3.3) 

 

UAV to core 

 

  

Table 28: Communications platform evaluation use cases 

For faulty conditions, tests for sub-objectives 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are undertaken for faulty conditions 
described in Table 29. 

Emulator tests Values Scenario Objectives 

Packet Loss 
0.5%; 1%; 5%; 10%; 

20% 
1 UAV; 1 Edge; 1 

Core 

Message loss impact; throughput impact 

Latency 10ms; 30ms; 50ms RTT latency impact; throughput impact 

Bandwidth  
(Kbit/s UP/DOWN) 

100, 500, 1000 Message throughput impact 

Table 29. Test scenarios for validation sub-objectives 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3, under fault conditions 

These tests aim at obtaining information about the specific characteristics of the communications 
platform which are deemed relevant for ensuring correct operation of U-Space services. The reasons 
for this are manyfold: for instance, without adequate scalability properties, it won’t be possible to 
manage several UAV instances simultaneously; if platform latency exceeds expected update delays it 
may become impossible to provide reliable tracking services. Moreover, tests are executed under 
nominal and faulty conditions, to understand to which extent such conditions may degrade telemetry 
update performance. 

This validation exercise is based on a two-step approach (see Figure 39. Layout for Exercise #3.1): first, 
nominal KPIs for throughput, scalability and latency (in line with the scope of sub-objectives 3.1, 3.2 
and 3.3) are assessed under nominal conditions, to understand which is the normal performance 
behaviour of the platform. Afterwards, the same test profiles (except for scalability) are evaluated for 
abnormal conditions, in order to understand to which extent such degradation impairs the 
communications platform performance. 
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Figure 39. Layout for Exercise #3.1 

For sub-objectives 3.1 and 3.2, throughput tests are divided into two sections: tests with one topic 
and with two topics. With one topic, 1, 5, 10, or 20 DDS Publishers all simulating an unlimited number 
of drones sending telemetry to one Edge broker that is listening to one DDS topic, and sending the 
messages received to one Kafka broker. Finally, a Kafka Consumer instrumentation agent receives 
these messages and monitor the reception counters. 

For scalability evaluation (to infer to which extent a second broker improves performance, accordingly 
with sub-objective 3.2), tests with two topics, 1, 5, 10, or 20 DDS Publishers produce messages, but 
per topic and using two edge brokers. Both send messages to the same Kafka topic, shared by two 
Kafka. In the end, there are two Kafka Consumer instrumentation agents of the same consumer group, 
consuming the messages sent by the Edge brokers and keeping track of the reception counters. 

For sub-objective 3.3, latency tests are focused on Round Trip Time (RTT) latency measurements for 
message propagation. By measuring the timestamp when the UAV sends a message and comparing it 
to the timestamp when it receives the message, RTT latency can be measured. This approach avoids 
the need to deal with clock synchronization and precision issues that are involved when two different 
hosts are involved in a test run. 

UAV-to-core Latency tests for nominal conditions use sets of 1, 5, 10, or 20 Drones, all producing a 
controlled number of messages via DDS topics to the broker layers. The edge broker sends the 
messages to a core Kafka broker, where an instrumentation agent forwards the messages to another 
Kafka topic. The counterpart component on the edge broker sends, by its turn, those messages to an 
UAV instrumentation agent, allowing to compare the timestamp deltas. Latency tests use a controlled 
telemetry message rate fixed at 50 Hz (which was chosen to stress the platform).  UAV-to-core RTT 
latency tests are executed using with a limited number of messages per second to understand how the 
system would behave under normal conditions. These are be executed with using simplest broker 
topology: one edge and one core broker. For abnormal conditions, tests are executed for single-
telemetry links, with delay, loss and bandwidth restrictions, to infer to which extent such impairments 
affect he behaviour of the platform. 
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5.3.1.2 Validation Exercise 3.2 

The activities that can be performed in the SE001 platform can be divided in two groups, according to 
the goal of such activities: 

• Studies designed to verify and validate specific safety assumptions or architectural decisions. 
• Exercises meant to collect faulty behaviour data in order to produce realistic (statistical) data 

that can be used to define input parameters of analytical modelling approaches used for safety 
assessment. 

The set of controlled experiments planned in the context of Exercise #3.2 allows the actual injection 
of realistic abnormal and faulty conditions to support achieving the following experimental evaluation 
and validation goals: 

• Validation of assumptions used in the analytical safety assessment. 
• Verification of component/sub-systems failure modes (i.e., the expected performance 

degradation and/or erroneous behaviour that may result from abnormal and faulty conditions 
in system components/sub-systems) and experimental verification of the actual impact of such 
component/sub-systems failures in the whole system. 

• Estimate conditional probabilities for safety criteria violation that may occur due to abnormal 
and faulty conditions. 

To achieve the aforementioned validation goals, this exercise aims at creating a software-based fault 

injection framework providing all necessary tools for running experiments in faulty and abnormal 

conditions. To do so, the following steps are required: i) definition and characterization of the system 

under assessment (SUA) and its environment (i.e., required for the definition of the missions); ii) 

identification and characterization of failure scenarios, helping create a representative and possibly 

complete fault model; iii) definition of safety assessment metrics for analysis of the obtained results, 

and finally iv) design and implementation of fault injection framework that can be served in diverse 

types of UAV systems withing diverse missions. 

To realize the first step, it is important to identify diverse representative drone models in terms of 

hardware and software suitable for different application scenarios. It is also necessary to analyse, 

compare and identify the critical components of autonomous drones. Then, for each application 

scenario, it is needed to identify the most important environmental parameters. This help define a set 

of realistic and representative missions, which are used as workload for the experiments.  

In the second step, a field data analysis is performed to identify and characterize the failure scenarios 

in SUA, resulting in the definition of a fault model. 

The third step is to identify the metrics allowing us to qualify and quantify the impact of each injected 

fault/failure/threat. This step is done by adapting the concept of surveillance performance monitoring 

from manned aviation to the U-space framework. As a result, we defined a set of metrics that evaluate 

the surveillance system performance quality. In parallel, a computation of the number of conflicts is 

done to assess and set safety thresholds for these metrics.  

Finally, the last step is focused on the definition, design, and implementation and required techniques 

and tools for i) definition of fault injection campaigns (e.g., software faults, security attacks, and 

network issues), ii) running the missions, iii) injecting the faults, iv) obtaining the results, and analysis 

of the results. 
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When these essential requirements are met, experiments can be run. To assess the impact of each 

fault/failure/threat, two sets of experiments need to be executed: fault free runs (Golden runs) and 

Faulty runs. The results obtained from gold runs are used as an oracle to assess the impact level of the 

injected faults. 

The following figure presents a general view of the process followed to run the whole experiment from 

the definition of flight plans to analysis of the results. 

The BB-Planner generates flight plans/missions for a given scenario. This flight plans are simulated by 

the Simulation tool and then, the generated missions are executed within the fault injection 

environment. 

The generated telemetry in this simulation environment (SE001) is then transmitted to the Conflict 

Computation module (running on BB-Planner-Conflict) through a generic tracker (named BB SPM – 

Tracker Mode in the figure) and to the Surveillance Performance Monitoring Tool for calculation of the 

safety assessment metrics.  This setup intends to emulate a non-real-time U-space architecture with 

the minimum modules and interfaces needed to make a safety assessment. 

 

 

Figure 40. Layout for Exercise #3.2 

In order to define a representative scenario with representative missions, the characteristics of the 

scenario must be defined, including i) dimensions of the area, ii) number of UAS per hour, and iii) type 

of trajectory to be followed. These features are introduced in a trajectory generation software, namely 

BB-Planner, which generates a trajectory for each selected UAS. A file with all the necessary 

parameters and Waypoints (WPs) should be generated for each trajectory. 

For each scenario, a set of runs, named Golden runs, are previously performed to record the behaviour 

in nominal conditions (i.e., in the absence of faults or abnormal conditions) and such data are used as 

reference to evaluate the global impact of the injected faults/failures and abnormal conditions in 

subsequent experiments (faulty runs). For example, it is possible to determine if an injected fault leads 

to a conflict through the analysis of the data logged in each experiment run. 
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The injected faults/failures and abnormal conditions follow established fault models consolidated in 

the fault injection literature for the different types of faults/failures, namely for communication 

failures and communication performance disturbances ([9], [10], [11]), security attacks ([12], [13]) and 

software faults ([14], [15]). This is a key aspect to assure that the injected faults/failures are 

representative of real faults and lead to realistic faulty conditions. Furthermore, the fault type 

distributions selected for the different experiments included in Exercise #3.2 must assure adequate 

and balanced fault coverage. 

5.3.2 Validation objectives 

This Validation Exercise is related to the general Validation Objective (VO) OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-
03.0: validate the impact of surveillance degradation, considering abnormal and faulty conditions, in 
the CNS performance and conflict metrics. 
 
This general VO is split into the following sub-objectives: 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.1 

Objective Evaluation of the throughput KPIs for the communications platform, for 
nominal and abnormal conditions. 

Title Throughput KPIs for the communications platform 

Category <safety> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-03.1-001 

The throughput under nominal conditions allows for support telemetry 
sources, accordingly with a predefined threshold, on the simplest 
communications system topology (1 core and 1 edge broker). For abnormal 
conditions, individual telemetry links should perform adequately within 
established packet loss and delay boundaries. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.2 

Objective Evaluation of the scalability of the communications platform, for nominal 
conditions. 

Title Scalability of the communications platform 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal conditions 

V Phase V1 
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Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-03.2-001 

The throughput improvement under nominal conditions allows to demonstrate 
the benefits of added replication in terms of overall capacity. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.3 

Objective Evaluation of the end-to-end and UAV-to-edge latency for the communications 
platform, in nominal and abnormal conditions. 

Title UAV-to-edge latency for the communications platform 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-03.3-001 

The latency overhead under nominal conditions should allow to support 
telemetry sources, both for UAV-to edge and UAV-to-core tests, accordingly 
with a predefined threshold, on the simplest communications system topology 
(1 core and 1 edge broker). For abnormal conditions, individual telemetry links 
should perform adequately within established packet loss and delay 
boundaries. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-03.4 

Objective Validation of the impact of GPS accidental failures and GPS Spoofing attacks in 
the surveillance performance monitoring service and conflict rate metrics. 

Title Surveillance performance monitoring service and conflict rate 

Category <safety> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and nonnominal conditions 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-03.4-001 

The number of conflicts generated as a consequence of faults/failures/threats 
injected is lower than a predefined threshold. Also, the impact of 
faults/failures/threats injected on aeronautical surveillance 
service is less than a predefined threshold. 

Table 30: Validation Objectives and Success Criterion Exercise #03 
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5.3.3 Validation scenarios 

5.3.3.1 Reference Scenario(s) 

Validation Exercise #03 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-003) uses the three validation scenarios already 
defined in the BUBBLES project in section 4.6. See Section 4.6.1 Reference Scenarios. 

5.3.3.2 Solution Scenario(s) 

The first sub-exercise is simulated agnostically to the scenario since it is a quantitative and qualitative 
assessment related to the throughput for a given number of drones. 

The second sub-exercise uses the same ‘chaotic’ Solution Scenarios as Validation Exercise 1 (EXE-
BUBBLES-V1-VALP-001), defined in section  5.1.3.2. For the golden runs, the three ‘chaotic’ scenarios 
are going to be used and for the Faulty runs, only the third ‘chaotic’ scenario is used. 

5.3.4 Exercise Assumptions 

Identifier Title Description Justification Impact on Assessment 

A#31 Strategic conflict 
resolution is 
available 

Strategic conflict 
resolution 
assures no 
conflicts in 
nominal 
conditions. 

To assure that 
reference 
experiments (with 
no injected faults or 
abnormal 
conditions) do not 
experience 
conflicts. 

High 

A#32 Tactical conflict 
resolution 
service is not 
available in the 
experiment 
platform 

The effects of 
faults/failures 
and abnormal 
conditions may 
result in 
conflicts 
without  

having tactical 
conflict 
resolution in the 
experiment 
platform.  

To focus the 
evaluation on the 
impact of 
faults/failures and 
abnormal condition 
into the conflict 
rate. The 
effectiveness of 
tactical conflict 
resolution and 
mitigation 
measures is not 
included in the 
evaluation.  

High 

A#33 Waypoints must 
be separated by 
less than 2 Km. 

The definition of 
the scenarios 
should assure 
that waypoints 
are not 

This is a limitation 
of the PX4 version 
currently being 
used. 

Very low 
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separated by 
more than 2 Km. 

Table 31: Validation Exercise #03 Assumptions 

5.3.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance 

In this exercise, the most important limitation could be the computation time for both golden and 
faulty runs due to the large number of UAS and the data storage capacity of the computer. To decrease 
the computation time, it has been decided to perform the faulty runs exercise only with one scenario, 
the third one, which is the most critical and representative. In order to preserve the level of 
Significance, the number of errors in each trajectory is increased.  

5.3.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique 

5.3.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics 

To support the execution of this Validation Exercise, the BUBBLES team developed a mock-up 
consisting of three components: 

• The BUBBLES Communications impairment and shaping tool (COMMIS) prototype. This 
prototype is used for performance and faulty conditions assessment to validate part of the 
Safety Requirements. 

• The BUBBLES simulation environment 001 (SE 001), composed of the Gazebo/PX4 simulation 
tool version 001 and the Fault Injection tool version 001. This prototype is used in Validation 
Exercise#3 to validate part of the Safety Requirements. 

• BUBBLES Surveillance Performance Monitoring tool (SPM) version 001, named BUBBLES 
tracking & evaluation system in exercises performed in WP7, this prototype is used to evaluate 
surveillance performance. It has two operating modes; the first mode allows this tool to able 
to operate as a non-real time tracker. The outputs of this mode are drone tracks. Regarding 
the second operating mode, this tool is able to operate as a surveillance performance 
monitoring tool. First, it computes the reference trajectories and then it can compute the 
performance metrics. In this mode, outputs can be the reference trajectories and the metrics. 

• BB-Planer-Conflict toolbox tool prototype version 001, which applies the collision model 
developed to compute collision rates. It is described in Section 5.1.6.  

BUBBLES Communications impairment and shaping tool (COMMIS) 

This tool allows to impair and shape the communication channel between the UAS and the tracker in 
order to assess the effects of communication performance on the surveillance processing function 
supporting the provision of separation. 

This tool has the following functionalities: 

1. Configure the perturbations to be applied by the channel emulator (which can be set 
independently for the uplink and the downlink), namely: 

a.  specific UL/DL (upload/download) rates,  
b. jitter,  
c. packet loss, and  
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d. latency.  
2. Inject telemetry data into the channel emulator. Two options are possible: 

a. From a communication agent simulating the operation of a UAS in real time. 
b. From a telemetry trace replay agent replaying a previously recorded flight session 

(using actual or simulated UAS). 
3. Apply the perturbations previously configured. 
4. Inject the impaired telemetry data into the tracker. 
5. Create or import reference trajectories. 
6. Compute performance metrics. 
7. Generate performance assessment reports. 

Regarding the introduction of communications-related disturbances, evaluation is undertaken with a 
focus on understanding how such issues may affect the quality of the tracking, as well as the operator 
feedback. Also, several test runs are focused on the performance and robustness aspects of the 
proposed communications platform. The communications evaluation strategy is based on the 
approach depicted in Figure 41. 

  

Figure 41. Communications Evaluation Strategy 

The Network Emulator virtual/physical appliance provides the means to constrain/disturb the traffic 
in a transparent way, so that both sides of the communication are aware of its existence. Tests are 
performed using the UAV agent implemented in the scope of the BUBBLES communications platform 
development effort (albeit a telemetry trace replay agent, which was also developed, may be used to 
replay a previously recorded flight session telemetry feed). The validation effort pursues the following 
approach: 

• Both network disturbance and scalability test profiles are considered. 

• Network link emulation considers several different scenarios, namely: specific UL/DL 
(upload/download) rates, jitter, packet loss and latency. The network emulator allows to 
configure these parameters independently for the uplink and downlink directions. 

• The different scenarios for the validation purposes are run multiple times with different 
communication profile configurations. 

Tests will be performed using the native communications agent developed by the UC team, which is 
part of the BUBBLES communications architecture. A telemetry replay agent, developed for testing 
and third-party integration purposes was also developed – this agent can read telemetry data from a 
JSON file containing the logs of a past flight and re-send it with the same period between messages as 
the actual flight, or it can send data coming directly from an actual simulated flight. If reading from a 
file, its structure should be composed of an array of JSON entries including the timestamp of the 
original messages, as well as the corresponding payload. This replay agent can also serve as proxy, 
sending data from an actual simulated flight to an MQTT-based platform – in such case, the MQTT 
clients receive messages via a Kafka Subscriber and will re-send the information to the tracker, thus 
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creating a bridge between the communication system and the tracker. The agent is prepared to handle 
MQTT authentication, to protect communications. 

Network emulation parameters are configured by means of a control dashboard which allows for 
edition and testing of the network emulator parameters/rules. Actual test triggering and management 
will be undertaken with the help of a specialized agent, next presented in Figure 42. 

To integrate these capabilities within the fault injection framework, an agent (named sidekick) was 
created to provide the means to remotely control the communications impairment and shaping tool 
for integrated experiment management purposes. This agent provides the following capabilities: 

• Remote scheduling for time-triggered network shaper profile activation 

• Integration with standard MQTT brokers, using a custom command syntax for easy scripting 

• Easy-to-use JSON profile configuration file 

• Can operate in foreground or in daemonised/background mode 

• Trigger precision around 0.02s, on average (for overall system load <20%) 

 

Figure 42. Network Emulator Configuration Dashboard 

Thus, the fault injector configuration app is able to communicate with the sidekick agent API by posting 
requests to a “bubbles/scheduler” MQTT topic and getting responses via a “bubbles/status” topic. 
This agent was designed to allow for experiments to be scheduled, by supplying an ID for a group of 
affected IP addresses (obtained from a configuration file), the starting moment for the test (encoded 
in UNIX timestamp/epoch format - UTC) and the test duration (in seconds). Figure 43 depicts the 
configuration for a scheduled test, by sending a MQTT plaintext message with the format 
“groupID:start:duration”. 
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Figure 43. Test scheduling example 

Tests can be configured either dynamically (pushing new configurations, on-the-flight, using special 
MQTT messages – see Figure 44) or statically, by means of a JSON file that establishes the nominal and 
faulty conditions, for groups of IP addresses (see Figure 45). 

 

Figure 44. Dynamic (push) Network emulator configuration 

 

Figure 45. Network emulator configuration (initial/static) 
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The full control capabilities for the network emulation platform are listed in the following table. The 
shaping algorithm makes use of two components: a queue discipline controlling the packet flow at the 
egress of a network interface and a network emulator which is chained into the shaping hierarchy tree 
leaves, providing differentiated policies for specific traffic flows or host-to-host communication paths. 

HTB Parameters (separate UP/Down) 

Category Parameter Type Units/Enum Required 

Token 
Bucket Filter 
Shaping 
Control 

Rate Uint SI/IEC units MANDATORY 

burst Uint SI/IEC units MANDATORY 

peakrate Uint SI/IEC units 
OPTIONAL (and only if 
BURST defined) 

mtu/minburst Uint SI/IEC units 
OPTIONAL (and only if 
peakrate defined - should 
be MTU) 

latency Uint ms OPTIONAL, MUTUALLY 
EXCLUSIVE limit Uint SI/IEC units 

     

netem control (separate UP/Down) 

Category Parameter Type Units/Enum Required 

Delay and 
jitter 

delay uint, min =1 ms OPTIONAL 

delay_distribution 
String; uniform, normal, 
pareto, paretonormal 

list 
OPTIONAL (if delay 
defined) 

jitter uint, min =1 ms 
OPTIONAL (if delay and 
distribution defined) 

jitter_correlation uint, minimum=1 percentage 
OPTIONAL (if delay, jitter 
and distribution defined) 

Packet Loss 

loss_type String; random, bernoulli list OPTIONAL 

loss_value 
float, smallest value=2^-
32 = 0.0000000232%; 
reasonable minimum=0,01 

percentage OPTIONAL 

loss_state_p32 
float, smallest value=2^-
32 = 0.0000000232%; 
reasonable minimum=0,01 

percentage 
OPTIONAL (only for 
loss_type=bernoulli) 

loss_state_p23 
float, smallest value=2^-
32 = 0.0000000232%; 
reasonable minimum=0,01 

percentage 
OPTIONAL (only for 
loss_type=bernoulli) 

loss_state_p14 
float, smallest value=2^-
32 = 0.0000000232%; 
reasonable minimum=0,01 

percentage 
OPTIONAL (only for 
loss_type=bernoulli) 

Duplicates 
and 
corruption 

duplicate 
float, reasonable 
minimum=0,01 

percentage OPTIONAL 

duplicate_correlation uint, minimum=1 percentage 
OPTIONAL (only if 
duplicate defined) 

corrupt 
float, reasonable 
minimum=0,01 

percentage OPTIONAL 

corrupt_correlation uint, minimum=1 percentage 
OPTIONAL (only if 
corrupt defined) 

Reordering 

reorder reasonable minimum=0,01 percentage 
OPTIONAL (only if delay 
defined) 

reorder_correlation minimum=1 percentage 
OPTIONAL (only if 
reorder defined) 
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reorder gap minimum=0 integer 
OPTIONAL (only if delay 
or reorder defined) 

Rate control 
(used in 
alternative to 
TBF) 

rate int SI/IEC units OPTIONAL 

packet_overhead int SI/IEC units 
OPTIONAL (only if rate 
defined) 

cell_size uint integer 
OPTIONAL (only if rate 
and packetoverhead 
defined) 

cell_overhead int integer 
OPTIONAL (only if 
cell_size defined) 

Table 32: Network emulation control capabilities available to inject communication performance 
degradation failures. 

To limit outgoing traffic on a network interface, a Token Bucket based queue discipline is used, namely 
the Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB). In the HTB stochastically fair queuing discipline, egress traffic 
bytes are serviced by tokens. Such tokens are refreshed at an established output rate, controlled by a 
clock source. Tokens are saved up in a bucket of limited size, allowing for a bandwidth credit, since 
smaller bursts of traffic can be handled at a higher rate. 

On a HTB arrangement, the class hierarchy expands upon the basic token bucket concept, allowing for 
the creation of a tree-like topology where subclasses (who have their own token buckets) can borrow 
tokens from the upper classes, if they are available. 

 

Figure 46. Traffic shaper class hierarchy 

The deployment of the HTB + netEm tandem forms the basis for the Network Emulator tool, which is 
hosted on a Virtual Machine (VM), fine-tuned for a real-time profile, with locked CPU and memory 
reservations and configured to behave as a transparent layer 2 bridge (thus being completely invisible 
for any communications parties). The design of the network emulator allows for it to be packaged as 
an Open Virtualization Format (OVF) appliance to be seamlessly deployed in scenarios involving 
network communications between 2 or more nodes. 
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BUBBLES simulation environment 001 (SE 001) 

BUBBLES simulation environment 001 allows to reproduce UAS operations in a simulated, although 
realistic, environments and to introduce controlled perturbations in order to assess their impact of the 
UAS performance in faulted conditions. This simulation environment has the following functionalities: 

1. Introduction of environmental parameters allowing the definition of the simulation 
environments described above in this section. 

2. Selection of UAS and definition of missions (flight plans generated BB-Planner Tracker 
prototype can be loaded). 

3. Definition of faulted modes, covering: 
a. Communication failures.  
b. Security attacks.  
c. Software component/service failures.  

4. Execution of simulation campaigns, encompassing: 
a. Execution of golden runs (without errors) leading to reference trajectories. 
b. Execution of faulty runs (with errors) leading to simulated trajectories. 
c. Calculation of differences between reference and simulated trajectories leading to 

performance metrics. 
d. Report generation. 

This simulation environment mainly comprises: a UAV simulator (Gazebo), including its environment; 
a flight controller software (PX4 in the current implementation); and the fault/failure injection tool.  

The following figure shows a high-level view of the simulation environment SE 001. This can be 

regarded as a building block to simulate more complex (and complete) experimental environments. 

The system includes a tracker and a simplified instance of U-Space services, particularly services 

related to separation minima. 

Fault Injection Environment, whose overall view is presented in the following Figure 47, contains all 

required components for the definition of fault injection campaign, injection of faults, execution of the 

missions on several UAVs, extraction of flight logs, and analysis of the trajectories. All these 

components are completely developed, deployed, and running within a VMware ESXi virtualized 

environment. 

The fault injection campaigns are defined on the fault inject tool (VM1). The defined faults are injected 

either into the UAVs flight controller (currently only PX4 is supported by our fault injection 

environment) or into communication network (not done in this study) through the network emulator 

(VM3) which is triggered after receiving the fault injection command through a communication 

middleware (VM2). The UAVs are all running on a simulation environment created using Gazebo and 

PX4. Currently four machines (VM4 to VM8), each one with the capacity of running multiple UAVs, are 

dedicated to the UAVs. The tracking system (including a tracker, core brokers, edge brokers are running 

on VM9 to VM11) consumes the generated telemetry of UAVs for the calculation of the safety 

assessment metrics. 
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Figure 47. BUBBLES Framework considered for the simulation and fault injection tools 

Gazebo + PX4 

To simulate the UAVs within this environment, we use the Gazebo open-source 3D robotics simulator 
software. Gazebo is a widely used simulator for robotic vehicles in general, allowing the accurate 
reproduction of environments (scenarios) that can be traversed by robots, which consist of UAVs in 
our case. As our goal is to support multiple flight controllers, the environment is being developed with 
modularity and compatibility in mind. 

The experimental environment also includes DroneKit, a python framework that allows direct 

communication with MAVLink vehicles. Additionally, the communications impairment and shaping 

tool (see details further on) developed to insert communications disturbances and communications 

fault/failures is also integrated with the fault injection tool to allow the injection of realistic 

communications abnormal and faulty conditions. 

The following figure presents the detailed architecture of the simulation environment with PX4 flight 
controller. 
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Figure 48. Architecture of the Gazebo/PX4 simulation environment used for fault injection 

Moreover, the BUBBLES communications architecture proof-of-concept was also integrated with the 
Gazebo/PX4 experiment platform. From an integrated service perspective, the BUBBLES 
communications architecture pursues a decoupled approach, relying on publisher-subscriber message 
queue mechanisms for supporting the communication flows between U-Space service components, 
which can easily accommodate asynchronous communication patterns. From a simplified high-level 
perspective (next depicted in Figure 49), it is assumed that the UAV includes a soft-transponder in its 
embedded software stack, in the form of a communications agent, which provides a continuous and 
regular telemetry feed to the U-Space services. This telemetry feed, together with other U-Space 
service-related messages, is transported by means of message queues. 

The specific implementation for the BUBBLES communications architecture (see Figure 49) develops 
the concept into more detail. The proposed solution identifies some of the key components and 
characteristics of the underlying communications backbone for service integration, namely: 

• Clear separation between edge and core communications/processing mechanisms. Edge 
brokers will provide the first communications endpoint, possibly within a 1-hop radius from 
the UAV. The core broker infrastructure is designed from the ground up, in order to provide 
scalability and reliability properties by means of distributed partitioning mechanisms that also 
brokers to be spread across geographically distinct areas. 

• Adoption of the Data Distribution Service (DDS) protocol, for UAV-edge communications. DDS 
is a mature protocol which makes use of a UDP transport to provide flexible, reliable and low-
latency message transport capabilities.  
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Figure 49. BUBBLES Service Integration Concept 

Exercise #03 also pursueS the study of the scalability and capacity aspects of the communications 
platform, to better understand its specific performance characteristics. More details on the 
communications architecture can be found in the document D2.1 Separation Management Concept of 
Operations Formulation Ed. 00.02.00. 

Fault Injection Tool 

Fault injection is a widely accepted technique for the evaluation of the impact of faults in computer 
systems and is a natural choice for experimental evaluation of UAV systems safety. In the scope of this 
work, it is important to stress the differences between a fault and a failure. Every imperfection, defect 
and flaw introduced during the system lifecycle can be considered as a fault. In the case that these 
faults are not found/detected and treated, they have a high chance of later manifesting themselves as 
errors. As errors, they can cause unpredictable behaviour and propagate throughout the system giving 
rise to failures. In other words, a fault is the phenomenological cause of component and/or system 
failures, while a failure is a deviation from the expected correct behaviour. An error in a change in the 
state of the system that may cause failures [16]. 

Since it is quite impossible to guarantee that all possible faults are taken into consideration in 
controlled experiments (the well know problem of experiment coverage), BUBBLES fault injection 
approach also includes the emulation of representative failures, knowing that each failure may 
represent a large set of possible faults. The fault/failure injection tool addresses the emulation of four 
types of failure scenarios, which are identified as the primary sources of safety issues in UAVs in the 
context of BUBBLES:  

• Communication failures such as failures caused by communication performance degradation, 
message delays, jitter disturbances or communication channels closing unexpectedly. 
Communication failures and performance degradation in UAV systems represent the most 
likely form of operational system-generated hazards. 

• Security attacks such as the ones performed by malicious attackers that may lead to failures 
that may cause safety issues. In the context of BUBBLES (and particularly for Exercise #3), only 
security issues that may have impact on safety are considered. Other aspects such as 
confidentiality or privacy with no expected effect on safety will not be considered. 

Edge brokers will act as repeaters
for the core broker infrastructure,
designed to the constitute the
backbone of the communications
interfaces for the U-Space services.

The core broker infrastructure will
be designed to be redundant,
geographically dispersed (across

different physical points-of-
presence) and resilient.
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• Software component/service failures that may have a multitude of effects such as wrongly 
estimating position or many other malfunctions. Software faults (i.e., bugs) are unanimously 
considered the major cause of computer systems malfunctions, especially in complex software 
with million lines of code in which it is virtually impossible to assure fault free behaviour. 

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) failures caused by inherent features of AI models (e.g., quality of the 
training set or features of specific AI models such as reinforcement learning) that may result 
in non-deterministic outputs or outputs whose correction/accuracy is probabilistic. These well-
known AI limitations assume paramount importance when AI models are used in safety critical 
applications, which is precisely the case of BUBBLES. 

These four failure categories cover most of the possible faults that may affect UAVs systems and, more 
specifically, cover all the failures scenarios that are considered relevant in the context of the BUBBLES 
project. For some of these failures categories, such as failures caused by security attacks and software 
component failures, there are extensive databases with field data on failures observed in real UAVs 
systems. These datasets are quite useful to support the definition of realistic failure models that 
emulate real fault and failure scenarios as much as possible.  

In the context of the BUBBLES, we aim to achieve a practical way of performing fault injection in UAV 
systems through the injection of realistic faults and/or failures into systems running real UAVs missions 
in a simulation environment. Our experimental environment provides an effective way to observe the 
impact of faults or failures through the output logs of the executed simulations.  

The proposed UAV simulation and fault injection environment includes all the elements needed to 
execute the UAVs missions in the scenarios defined in BUBBLES for validation purposes and perform 
the injection of a large variety of fault and failures during the execution of each mission. An experiment 
campaign is composed by a (large) set of runs, and each run includes the execution of one mission with 
the injection of one or more faults/failures (or disturbances that represent non-nominal conditions). 
The impact of such failures and disturbances are collected in each experiment run and stored in files 
for posterior analysis, after the experiment campaign.  

It is worth noting that the faults and failures are injected into real software (e.g., Px4 flight controller) 
and real communication system, while the drones execute planned missions in the simulation 
environment to allow effective (and safe) execution of experimental campaigns.  

The fault injection tool includes a graphical interface through which the user defines the experiment 
campaigns and controls the fault injection process in the system under assessment. The graphical user 
interface was implemented using the Qt framework, a framework known for its ability to provide users 
with tools to easily build graphical user interfaces as well as providing the ability of making applications 
cross-platform with little or no change in the underlying base code. Apart from this, the tool is being 
implemented with the mindset of allowing other developers to make their own additions to the 
environment. Different injection features and flight control software hardly have a need to interact 
with one another, making extending the environment very accessible and rarely damaging. By 
modifying PX4’s base code we provide the user with ways to reflect values and options chosen in our 
tool interface in a simulated UAV. In the future, we also hope to support Ardupilot, another autopilot 
software that is used in a wide variety of UAVs.  

The overall view of the graphical interface of the tool is shown in the following figures that depict 
successive screens presented to the user during the definition of experiment campaigns and the fault 
injection process.  
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Figure 50. Entry screen of the Fault Injection Tool 

In the beginning, the user can use experiments campaigns that have already been created or can create 
a new campaign, as seen in Figure 50. If the user selects to upload an existing experiment campaign, 
he/she goes directly to the step where the campaign overview is shown to the user for confirmation. 
After that the user can start the execution of the fault injection campaign (see Figure 53) and all the 
process will be executed automatically, without user intervention. If the user selects the definition of 
a new experiment campaign, the first step consists of choosing the target flight controller software 
(currently only PX4 is available), as shown in Figure 50. 

 
Figure 51. UAV model and Environment setup 
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Then, the user can choose the UAV model under assessment. Then, the mission and the scenario 
(Gazebo world) in which the experiments should be performed are selected. Both the mission and the 
scenario are described in files and the user simply indicate the right files to the fault injection tool.  

Figure 52. Definition of experiment campaigns 

In the next step, the injection campaign must be configured. In this step, the fault type and sub-type, 
fault injection target, fault value, injection interval, and number of times each experiment should be 
run are identified. The tool is designed in a modular way, so the choice of types of faults and failures 
available will be subsequently enlarged and updated. 

 
Figure 53. Review and execution of experiment campaign 

Finally, the user can see an overview of the choices defined for the experiment campaign (see Figure 
53), and after that the user can either chose to save the campaign and run it later or can chose to run 
the campaign immediately. In the latter case, the fault injection campaign start running. 

An experiment campaign always starts with the execution of a given number of fault free runs (one or 
more runs called golden runs) to obtain the reference trajectories in nominal conditions (see Figure 
44). The objective is to allow comparison between the golden runs and the faulty runs, in order to 
understand (and measure) the impact of faults. After the golden runs, the fault injection process starts. 
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As mentioned before, the execution of a fault injected campaign includes the execution of a sequence 
of runs. In each run, the UAV executes the mission defined for the campaign and the fault/failure (or 
communication disturbance) is injected in a predefined injection time window. In general, the injection 
moment is selected randomly inside the injection window (although other injection policies can be 
defined). The entire system is initialized before each run to assure error free state. When the execution 
is finished, the log files of reference run and faulty runs are available for being downloaded for further 
analysis. This analysis is done using common statistical tools such as R, Matlab or Excel. 

 

Figure 54. General Process of Injection Result Analysis 

The current version of the fault injector tool implements a first set of faults/failures belonging to three 

fault categories: 

• Security attacks: emulate GPS spoofing attacks to inject the security attacks described in Table 
33. 

• Software component/service failures: emulate GPS accidental failures to inject the 
positioning failures described in Table 34. 

• Communication fault/failures: these fault/failures are provided through the integration of the 

communications impairment and shaping tool. The fault injector tool allows the injection of all 

the communication fault/failures (and performance degradation scenarios) using the network 

emulation and shaping capabilities described in Table 32 (see next section).  

 

Nowadays, GPS is the only surveillance system regulated for drones. At the same time, it has been 

shown that GPS is a highly vulnerable component whose failures can lead to many conflicts, crashes, 

and even casualties. 

In the U-space framework, GPS information encapsulated in a surveillance data packet transmitted 
through the Network identification service is the only source of surveillance available for UTM. For 
these reasons, we selected GPS as the most critical component of UAV systems to be used as target 
for our fault injection campaigns.  

GPS spoofing attacks are emulated through changing the readings from the GPS receiver. The trigger 
of the attack injection module is time-based and is the same for all the experiments. For each flight, 
after T1 seconds of the beginning of the mission, the GPS readings starts to be tampered. The duration 
of each attack, goes from T2 to T3 seconds, defined by the user with a resolution of one second. The 
type of attacks defines how the attack influences the GPS readings, and is defined as follows: 
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GPS spoofing attack Description 

 Fixed Valid values  Fixed valid value as GPS sensor input for Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. 

 Fixed Invalid values  Fixed invalid value as GPS sensor input for Latitude, Longitude and 
Altitude. 

Random Position  Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Latitude, 
Longitude and Altitude. 

 Random Latitude  Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Latitude. 

 Random Longitude  Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Longitude. 

 Slow Force Landing  Forcing a drone to land by slowly increasing it's GPS sensor input values for 

Altitude. 

 Hijack  Forcing the drone to move/land by tampering with its GPS sensor input 

values for Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. 

Table 33. GPS spoofing attacks 

Concerning software component/service failures, faults can be injected in nearly all software 
components (or services), allowing the realistic emulation of the effects of the activation of realistic 
software bugs. This is a well-established verification and validation technique (see a detailed survey 
on this topic here [21]).  

In Exercise #3.2 we start with the injection of UAV positioning failures. For each failure type, the user 
can select the instant T1 when the failures injected and the duration of the failure in seconds through 
the input of the instants T2 (start) and T3 (end). The set of failures currently available are the following: 

GPS failure Description 

 Fixed Valid values Fixed valid value as GPS sensor input for Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. 

 Fixed Invalid values  Fixed invalid value as GPS sensor input for Latitude, Longitude and 
Altitude. 

 Missing Values  Not receiving input values from GPS sensor. 

 Freeze values  Receiving same frozen GPS sensor input values for Latitude, Longitude and 
Altitude. 

Random value Receiving valid random GPS sensor input values for Latitude, Longitude and 
Altitude. 

Min value Receiving valid minimum GPS sensor input values for Latitude, Longitude 
and Altitude individually per fault. 

Max value Receiving valid maximum GPS sensor input values for Latitude, Longitude 
and Altitude individually per fault. 

Fixed Noise Receiving a fixed value of noise in GPS sensor input values for Latitude, 
Longitude and Altitude. 

Random Noise Receiving a random value (in range) of noise in GPS sensor input values for 
Latitude and Longitude. 
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Random Latitude Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Latitude. 

Random Longitude Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Longitude. 

Random Position Receiving a random value in GPS sensor input values for Latitude, 
Longitude and Altitude. 

Delayed Value Receiving GPS sensor input with delay 

Table 34: GPS accidental failures 

BUBBLES Surveillance Performance Monitoring tool (SPM) 

This tool, also known as BUBBLES tracking & evaluation tool, is developed in order to evaluate 
surveillance performance. This functionality is implemented in its monitoring mode. Thus, the main 
objective in this mode is to assess the effects of degradation on the surveillance data. This degradation 
might be the result of multipath, signal shadowing, spoofing or hardware/software failures. All these 
effects are modelled in a realistic way by the team at University of Coimbra in the BUBBLES simulation 
environment and in the BUBBLES communication impairment and shaping tool. 

Therefore, the purpose of the exercise is to determine the effects of failures or degradation in the GPS 
module and the effects of communication failures on the surveillance performance. 

The input of the system is faulty surveillance data. This data can be received by means of an internet 
protocol such as TCP or can be generated locally as it can be seen in Figure 55. This figure presents the 
main functional blocks of this tool. 

• Reference trajectory reconstruction block: this block computes (if needed) the reference 
trajectory from the measurements received in the input and some configuration parameters. 
The need to calculate the reference trajectory depends on the type of analysis to be 
performed. Since the verification of the tool is already done, in this exercise, it is necessary to 
calculate a reference trajectory. 

• Performance metrics computation block: designed to compute the metrics from the reference 
trajectory reconstructed, the measurements received and configuration parameters. 

A text file is generated as the output of the tool. This report contains the evaluation of the metrics in 
terms of compliance with the requirements defined in the configuration data. 
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Figure 55. BUBBLES tracking and evaluation system architecture 

A more detailed description of every architecture component is described next: 

1. Configuration data, defines input parameters as: 
a. the volume where the assessment will be conducted. 
b. the applicable metrics to be computed. 
c. the metrics parameters such as the update interval or the position error threshold. 
d. metrics requirements for the evaluation and qualification of the results. 
e. the data to be processed (Reference Trajectory – RT, Trajectories Under Test – TUT, Target 

Reports - TRs). 
2. Inputs: 

a. TCP/IP: a TCP/IP interface is defined. This interface was implemented in line with the Kafka 
approach made by UC. The BUBBULES tracker and evaluation system acquires the role of 
Kafka Subscriber and receives messages from the MQTT-based platform developed by UC. 
Thus, telemetry information can be received. 

b. Local: This tool also supports local input. Surveillance information can be read from a .json 
or .csv file. 

3. Reference trajectory computation: Once the tool has received the necessary amount of data.  
4. Metrics computation: once a reference trajectory is available, metrics are computed using this 

reference trajectory, the measurements and the configuration data. The considered metrics 
are: 

a. Probability of update: probability that a True Target Report is associated to a reference 
trajectory within the OSV within an update interval. 

b. Probability of long gap = n: probability that a True Target Report is not associated to a 
reference trajectory within the OSV within an update interval within a number of consecutive 
update intervals (Long Gap, which is a parameter that is defined by the configuration 
function). 
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c. Probability of long gap >=n: probability of that a True Target Report is not associated to a 
reference trajectory within the OSV within an update interval and above a number of 
consecutive update intervals. 

d. Horizontal and vertical position Accuracy RMS: root mean square value of the True Target 
Reports error to the corresponding RT. 

e. Density of false and ghost detection: quantifies the False Target Reports in relation to all the 
Target Reports. 

f. Probability of false and ghost tracks: probability of having a number of false/ghost Target 
Reports associated and correlated that contribute to a false/host track in relation to the total 
number of update intervals. 

These metrics and its computation methods are detailed in deliverable D7.3. 

5. Output: The main output of the performance assessment is a report file. This file contains all 
the information needed for the interpretation of the results and it’s divided in two sections: 

a. Main section: This section contains the information required for the evaluation of the 
performance: metrics and qualification. Specifies metrics results and the qualification 
obtained. It also presents the initial configuration considered for the assessment (volume, 
requirements, update interval, thresholds, etc.). 

b. Reconstruction block information: data related to the parameters used in the reconstruction 
of the reference trajectory as well as the most relevant information resulted from the 
reconstruction. 

Figure 56 shows a trajectory reconstructed after the IMM processing. Figure 57 (next) shows an 
example of the metrics computed for one scenario in the surveillance performance monitoring tool 
interface. 

 

Figure 56. Trajectory reconstructed by the SPM tool 
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Figure 57. Performance metrics computed by the SPM tool. 

This tool has also a second mode in which it can be used as a Tracker that, using drone telemetry data, 
generates tracks at a certain rate using a modified and simplified version of the Reference trajectory 
reconstruction block. 

5.3.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique 

The technique used in this Validation Exercise consists of the run of two kind of simulation: simulation 
of a scenario (gold runs) and simulation of that scenario with faults injected (faulty runs). The scenario 
and flight plans are defined and generated in the BB-Planer-Conflict toolbox. In order to use 
representative scenario and to reduce the simulation time only Scenario 3 is used in the analysis. 

Once the scenario is defined the Simulation Environments explained above are used to generate the 
drone telemetry to be analysed. To do so, the BB SPM is used to calculate the surveillance performance 
metrics and the BB-Planer-Conflict toolbox is used to compute the conflict rate. In regard of the BB 
SPM the scenario defined has the enough amount of data to compute them in a statistically 
representative way. 

Faulty and gold runs are compared in terms of surveillance and conflict rate. Gold runs have the ideal 
values of performance metrics and a certain conflict rate and faulty runs will lead to affected metrics 
and a different conflict rate. The goal of this exercise is to stablish a relation between the faults, the 
impact on the metrics and the conflict rate. 

As for the validation aspects concerning the communications platform (related to sub-objectives 3.1 
to 3.3), the approach is based on a two-stage sub-exercise. On a first moment, the communications 
platform is stressed for assessment of throughput, scalability, and latency characteristics under 
nominal conditions, using emulated telemetry sources (UAS) producing telemetry feeds with the same 
data model used in the simulations. For the second stage, the impact of latency, packet loss and 
bandwidth constraints are assessed in terms of impact in the throughput and latency KPIs of the 
communications platform – for this purpose the Communications Impairment and Shaping tool is used 
to introduce controlled disruption in the communications links, in a way that is transparent to the 
communicating parties. 
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5.3.7 Analysis Specification 

5.3.7.1 Data collection methods  

For communications-related tests, data collection involves resorting to logging mechanisms of the 
target platforms. For performance testing purposes, both message queue broker logs and consumer-
side components are used to extract throughput and end-to-end latency data, to estimate the capacity 
of the proposed communications support infrastructure – a similar approach is used to support tests 
involving tracker service components. 

Regarding the BB Planner the outputs are flight plans are exported in .plan format to make them 
readable for the Dronekit framework. The Simulation Environment 1 generates the telemetry drone 
telemetry in a .ulg file per mission. This data is processed into .mat format to be readable by the BB-
Planner and the SPM. That .mat file will have the drone telemetry. There is one .mat file for each faulty 
simulation. There are up to 128 faulty simulations for the scenario.  

As for the sub-exercises developed for assessment of sub-objectives 3.1 to 3.3, data collection takes 
place by means of communications platform instrumentation. For this purpose, both the UAS 
communications agent, as well as the edge and core brokers are instrumented to implement selective 
loopback routing for the messages, as well as timestamping. The UAS agent instrumentation can 
calculate RTT deltas for end-to-end latency measurements, with the edge and core brokers providing 
monitoring indicators to assess throughput and scalability. These measurements are be logged and 
persisted on .csv files, for later analysis. 

5.3.7.2 Analysis method 

The .mat files are processed by the SPM tool which, first, generates the tracks that are the input data 
of the BB-Planer-Conflict toolbox and, second, computes the surveillance performance metrics. After 
the results are generated by the tools, a very sensitive analysis is done in order to evaluate the impact 
of each fault in the metrics (surveillance performance and conflict rate). Finally, an assessment of the 
relation between the performance metrics degradation and the degradation of the conflict rate is 
done. 

The analysis methods for the validation sub-exercises concerning sub-objectives 3.1 to 3.3 are going 
to be focused on differential traffic and timestamp analysis. Differential traffic analysis help determine 
message loss percentages and latency penalties due to scalability limits or controlled degradation, 
aggravated by quality-of-service mechanisms (which may impose added penalty due to confirmation 
and retransmission procedures). Differential timestamping analysis provides the means to assess RTT 
latencies for UAV-to-edge and UAV-to-core message transport, helping establish a baseline for the 
infrastructure overhead, with the same method later being applied to assess latency penalties due to 
packet loss, link delay or constrained bandwidth. 

5.3.8 Exercise Planning and management 

5.3.8.1 Activities  

Validation Exercise #03 consists of several flight simulations using three different components 
(simulation tools) to do the assessment of surveillance and communication errors effect on safety. In 
the simulations it will be injected different communications and positioning errors and system faults. 
The activities to prepare and carry out the test-flights are divided in Preparatory Phase, Execution 
Phase and post-Execution Phase, planned between November 2021 and March 2022). 
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Activities Resp. 

Platform/ 
Tool used 

Output 

P
re

p
ar

at
o

ry
 P

h
as

e
 

A0.1 
Preliminary Fault/failure model definition for the 
groups of faults/failures 

UC SE 001 Document 

A0.2 
Definition of the simulation environment in 
Gazebo/Px4 and testing with a mission 

UC SE 001  

A0.3 
Creation and utilisation of the real-world map 
into the simulated environment  

UC SE 001  

A0.4 
Definition of the communications platform setup 
and basic operational tests 

UC SE 001  

A0.5 
Definition of Communications Impairment and 
Shaping tool profiles and basic operational tests 

UC 
SE 001, 
COMMIS 

 

A0.6 Platform integration (SE 001, COMMIS and SPM) UPV/UC 
SE 001, 
COMMIS, SPM 

 

A0.7 Verification of platform integration UPV/UC 
SE 001, 
COMMIS, SPM 

 

A0.8 
Create the flight plans (and adapt the format to 
the Dronekit framework) 

UPV BB-Planner .plan 

Ex
ec

u
ti

o
n

 P
h

as
e 

A1.1 Execution of the golden runs UC SE 001 .ulg 

A1.2 
Execution of the communications test runs for 
nominal conditions 

UC 
SE001, 
COMMIS 

.CSV 

A1.3 
Transform .ulg data of the golden runs into .csv 
format and then into .mat 

UPV Matlab Script CSV/.mat 

A1.4 Generate tracks of the golden runs from. mat UPV SPM Mode 1 .mat 

A1.5 
Computation of conflict rate of the golden runs 
(reference value) in the validation scenarios 

UPV BB-Planner JSON/CSV 

A1.6 
Execution of the communications test runs for 

abnormal conditions 
UC SE001, CIS .CSV 

A1.7 
Injection of channel and GPS perturbances to the 
golden runs and execution of faulty runs 

UC 
SE 001, 
COMMIS 

 

A1.8 
Transform .ulg data of the faulty runs into .csv 
format and then into .mat 

UPV BB-Planner .ulg 

A1.9 Generate tracks of the faulty runs from. mat UPV SPM Mode 1 .mat 

A1.10 
Computation of surveillance performance 
metrics 

UPV SPM Mode 2  

A1.11 Computation of conflict rate of the faulty runs UPV BB-Planner JSON/CSV 

P
o

st
-e

xe
cu

ti
o

n
 P

h
as

e A2.1 
 Assessment of the capacity and performance of 
the communications platform under nominal and 
abnormal conditions 

 UC 
 SE001, 
COMMIS 

 

A2.2 
Assessment of the effect of errors on 
surveillance performance metrics 

UPV SPM CSV 

A2.3 
Assessment of the effect of degraded 
surveillance performance on the conflict rate 

UPV 
SPM, BB-
Planner 

CSV 

A2.4 Evaluate all the results UPV  Document 

A2.5 Validation Exercise report D5.4 INDRA   Document 

Table 35. Detailed list of activities Exercise #03 
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5.3.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise  

The participants involved in Exercise #03 and their roles and responsibilities are described in the table 
below. 

Participants involved Rol Responsibility 
Henrique Madeira UC tools coordinator Coordination of UC validation activities  

Tiago Cruz 
Communication performance 
disturbance/faults tool 
developer 

Design and coordination of the 
development of communication 
disturbance/faults tool 

Naghmeh Ivaki 
Simulation setup and general 
fault injector tool 

Design and coordination of the simulation 
setup and general fault injection tool 

Carlos Chuquitarco BUBBLES SPM developer Develop the tracker used in Ex#03 

Pablo Morcillo BB-planner developer Execute activities assigned to UPV 

Juan Vicente Balbastre Project coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Cecilia Claramunt WP5 coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Anamta Khan UC tools developer Execute activities assigned to UC 

Table 36. Roles and Responsibilities Exercise #03 

5.3.8.3 Time planning 

The following table shows the time planning of each activity of the preparatory, execution and post-
execution phases. Following the BUBBLES Validation Plan calendar, Validation Exercise #03 will be 
conducted between November of 2021, so the first week is the week of the 1st of November 2021 and 
the week 22 is the week of the 31st of March 2022. 

Activity Week Resp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22  

A0.1                       UC 

A0.2                       UC 

A0.3                       UC 

A0.4                       UC 

A0.5                       UC 

A0.6                       UPV/UC 

A0.7                       UPV/UC 

A0.8                       UPV 

A1.1                       UC 
A1.2                       UC 
A1.3                       UPV 
A1.4                       UPV 
A1.5                       UPV 
A1.6                       UC 
A1.7                       UC 
A1.8                       UPV 
A1.9                       UPV 
A1.10                       UPV 
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A1.11                       UPV 

A2.1                       UC 
A2.2                       UPV 
A2.3                       UPV 
A2.4                       UPV 
A2.5                       INDRA, UPV, 

UC 
Table 37: Detailed time planning Exercise #03 

5.3.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions 

The identified risks and mitigation actions of Validation Exercise #01 are described in the table below. 
The values of Impact and Probability columns corresponds to: 1-Very Low, 2-Low, 3-Medium, 4-High, 
5-Very High. 

Risks Impact Probability Mitigation Actions 

Problems in the 
platform’s integration. 

4 3 Long period of time to fix unexpected 
issues. 

Long computation time 
due to the large number 
of drones. 

3 4 Exercise described in Phase I but 
performed in Phase II to have enough 
time to prepare for it. 

Table 38: Risks and mitigation actions Ex#03 
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5.4 Validation Exercise #04 Plan 

5.4.1 Validation Exercise description and scope 

Validation Exercise #04 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-004) addresses the fourth Validation Objective (OBJ-
BUBBLES-V1-VALP-04.0), which consists of the validation of the BUBBLES ConOps through real-time 
simulations in pre-defined scenarios. 

This exercise uses real-time simulation tools and different typical U3 scenarios covering nominal and 
non-nominal conditions to compute the effectiveness of the mitigation barriers. To this purpose, 
strategic and tactical deconfliction processes are included in the simulation tool to evaluate the 
performance-based separation model proposed in the ConOps. A set of separation minima, related to 
a theoretical effectiveness (i.e.: risk ratio), and a set of SPR/INTEROP are defined for each scenario. In 
simulations, strategic and tactical deconfliction processes are modelled according to the established 
SPR/INTEROP. The simulation results are checked against the theoretical effectiveness of the 
Separation Provision mitigation barrier through the Risk Ratio, obtained by comparing the results of 
simulations executed with and without deconfliction processes. 

The effectiveness of the airspace structure based on vertical layers addressed in the ConOps will also 
be assessed through the obtained conflict ratios, compared to conflict ratios in airspaces without a 
layered structure, both with and without deconfliction processes. The comparison of the frequency of 
conflicts between a layered airspace and an airspace without a layered structure will allow the 
evaluation of the benefits and costs related to layered airspaces and their subsequent rejection or 
recommendation. 

For this exercise, the BB-Planner tool will be used with a new component, the CC toolbox, which can 
simulate both strategic and tactical deconfliction processes according to the principles set by the 
BUBBLES ConOps. This new toolbox will be explained in section 5.4.6.1. 

5.4.2 Validation objectives 

This Validation Exercise is related to the general Validation Objective (VO) OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-
04.0: validate the performance-based separation concept developed in the BUBBLES ConOps through 
real-time simulations. 
This general VO is split into the following sub-objectives: 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-04.1 

Objective Validate through real-time simulations the theoretical effectiveness of the 
mitigation barrier of the separation provision, through the parameter defined 
as Risk Ratio, as a function of a series of requirements applicable to systems 
(SPR-INTEROP) and humans and of the separation distances. 

Title Separation provision barrier effectiveness 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled 
and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas). 

V Phase V2 
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Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-04.1-001 

The Risk Ratios (RRs) for tactical deconfliction obtained in simulations are 
similar to the theoretical RRs. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-04.2 

Objective Test the effectiveness of a horizontal, layer-based structure for the U-space 
airspace, when combined with vertical manoeuvres for tactical deconfliction. 

Title Effectiveness of the layered airspace 

Category <safety>, <capacity> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Simulated scenarios (including Controlled 
and Uncontrolled airspaces, Rural and Urban areas). 

V Phase V2 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-04.2-001 

The number of conflicts generated as a consequence of the resolution of 
another conflict should be much lower when a layered airspace structure is 
used. 

Table 39. Validation Objectives and Success Criterion Exercise #04 

5.4.3 Validation scenarios 

5.4.3.1 Reference Scenario(s) 

Validation Exercise #04 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-004) uses the three validation scenarios already 
defined in the BUBBLES project in section 4.6. For more details, see Section 4.6.1 Reference Scenarios. 

5.4.3.2 Solution Scenario(s) 

This exercise uses ‘Chaotic’ scenarios where drones will fly in a random way, as defined in EXE-
BUBBLES-V1-VALP-001 (section 5.1.3). Next, the three proposed scenarios are explained. 

• Scenario 1: a rural area of 25 km2, representing a low-density environment, with 250 drones 
flying randomly for a long period of time. Other characteristics are: 

o GNSS/basic GALILEO accuracy (The values of NSE and FTE will be adjusted at the time 
of the simulations). 

o Automation mode 2-U: The USSP, via tactical conflict resolution service, is in charge of 
conflict detection, for which process it shall use the information provided by the traffic 
information service and ground-based surveillance systems (if available), and the 
separation minima provided by the separation management service. Then, the USSP 
formulates a suggestive solution according to the available methods and the 
applicable conflict horizon, and communicates it to the RPIC, who is in charge of the 
implementation of the solution. The RPIC might ask the USSP for a different solution 
or might propose an alternative solution, always according to the limitations required 
by the separation mode. The monitorization of the solution shall be performed by the 
USSP providing the tactical conflict resolution service. 
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o Effectiveness of the tactical mitigation barrier of 95%. 
o Number of FL: 2. 

• Scenario 2: an urban area of 25 km2, representing a medium-density environment, with 250 
drones flying randomly for a long period of time. Other characteristics: 

o EGNOS OS accuracy (The values of NSE and FTE will be adjusted at the time of the 
simulations). 

o Automation mode 3-U: The USSP, via tactical conflict resolution service, is in charge of 
conflict detection, for which process it shall use the information provided by the traffic 
information service and ground-based surveillance systems (if available), and the 
separation minima provided by the separation management service. Then, the USSP 
formulates a directive solution according to the available methods and the applicable 
conflict horizon, and communicates it to the RPIC, who is in charge of the 
implementation of the solution via consent. The monitorization of the solution shall 
be performed by the USSP providing the tactical conflict resolution service. 

o Effectiveness of the tactical mitigation barrier of 95%. 
o Number of FL: 3. 

• Scenario 3: an urban area of 25km2, representing a high-density environment, with 250 drones 
flying randomly for a long period of time. Other characteristics: 

o EGNOS OS accuracy (The values of NSE and FTE will be adjusted at the time of the 
simulations). 

o Automation mode 5-U: The USSP, via tactical conflict resolution service, is in charge of 
conflict detection, for which process it shall use the information provided by the traffic 
information service and ground-based surveillance systems (if available), and the 
separation minima provided by the separation management service. Then, the USSP 
formulates a direct solution according to the available methods and the applicable 
conflict horizon, and communicates it to the APIC, which is in charge of the automatic 
implementation of the solution. The monitorization of the solution shall be performed 
by the USSP providing the tactical conflict resolution service. 

o Effectiveness of the tactical mitigation barrier of 95%. 
o Number of FL: 6. 

Each scenario will be simulated 10 times with a timestep of 0,1 sec. 

5.4.4 Exercise Assumptions 

Identifi
er 

Title Description Justification Impact on 
Assessment 

A#41 Separation 
method: 
vertical 
manoeuvres 

According to BUBBLES 
concept described in 
D2.1, the separation 
method used in the 
simulations for tactical 
deconfliction will be 
vertical manoeuvres. 

To simplify the simulator, all 
drones will solve tactical 
conflicts through vertical 
manoeuvres. 

Very low 

A#42 Narrow conflict 
horizon 

The conflicts are solved 
in a pair-wise approach, 
without considering the 

To simplify the simulator and 
the time of computation, no 
checks regarding proposed 

Low 
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surrounding traffic, 
according to the narrow 
conflict horizon defined 
by the BUBBLES 
concept. 

separation manoeuvres and 
the probability of generation 
of new tactical conflicts are 
performed. 

A#43 Simple 
trajectories 

Trajectories flown by 
aircraft will be 
rectilinear and 
horizontal (except when 
performing tactical 
manoeuvres). 

Previous sensitivity studies 
have shown that conflict 
frequencies are barely affected 
if simpler trajectories are used. 

Low 

     

Table 40: Validation Exercise #04 Assumptions 

5.4.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance 

As in Validation Exercise #01, the main limitation of this validation exercise is the use of a simulation 
tool for generating data that is a necessary condition due to the lack of real data and to the need of 
collecting many data (considering also many Monte Carlo simulations) that would be not feasible with 
a realistic simulator. To mitigate this limitation, we used realistic models to generate UAS trajectories, 
including typical noise on sensors and actuators. 
Another limitation is the use of a simple tactical deconfliction, as time-saving chaotic trajectories will 
be used and only vertical manoeuvres will be performed to resolve conflicts. But previous sensitivity 
studies have shown that conflict frequencies are hardly affected if simpler trajectories are used [17], 
so it will not affect the results and conclusions. 

5.4.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique 

5.4.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics 

To support the execution of this Validation Exercise, the BUBBLES team developed a mock up 
consisting of: 

• The BB-Planer tool prototype version 002 applies the collision model developed in Task 4.1 
and a trajectory simulator to compute collision rates. In that version, another toolbox with a 
new functionality has been developed to implement both strategic and tactical conflict 
resolution with vertical manoeuvres. 

 
As the BB-Planner is already explained in Validation Exercise #01, only the new toolbox will be 
explained here. 

BB-Planner tool prototype – CC toolbox 

The CC toolbox is a 3D Monte Carlo simulator that runs simple (I.e.: mainly horizontal and lineal), 
randomized trajectories in a pre-defined scenario and counts the number of separation events 
occurring among involved aircraft, differentiating their severity according to the AIM model defined 
by BUBBLES ConOps.  
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The CC toolbox includes optional strategic and tactical deconfliction processes. The strategic 
deconfliction tool has been developed according to the Guidance Material described by EASA in NPA 
2021-14, this means, the tool detects overlap of 4D volumes with 95% probability of containing each 
operating aircraft, and rejects any flight that causes such overlap. The tactical deconfliction tool is 
based on BUBBLES ConOps, more specifically using a narrow conflict horizon and a vertical separation 
method. In case of tactical conflict, involved aircraft perform a coordinated vertical manoeuvre after a 
certain time lapse, which models the inherent delays present in the process (e.g.: detection, 
communication, solution formulation, etc.). Once the closest point of approach (CPA) is passed, aircraft 
manoeuvres back to their original height. 
 

The CC toolbox consists of a combination of MATLAB (.m) and EXCEL (.xlsx) files. The workflow of this 
toolbox is arranged as follows: 

• A primary EXCEL file is used to define all input parameters that describe a given scenario, such as 
the traffic mix, traffic performances, the size of the airspace, the number of simultaneously 
operating aircraft, the duration of the simulation, the simulation time-step, or the applicable 
separation minima. The file allows for the pre-definition of given sets of parameters to allow easier 
scenario configuration. 

• The simulation process is entirely executed in MATLAB environment, using a main script and 
support functions. The simulation process executes the following steps: 

1. Read the scenario to be simulated from the primary EXCEL file. 
2. Initialize all relevant parameters. 
3. Create an aircraft, according to the specified traffic mix, and place it on a border of the 

scenario. Optionally, its height can be restricted according to a horizontal airspace structure 
based on flight layers. 

4. (Optional) Strategic deconfliction is performed. If a strategic conflict is found, the process goes 
back to step 3. 

5. Advance the simulation a reduced time step (i.e.: update aircraft positions according to speed 
and heading). Then return back to step 3 and repeat steps 3 & 4 until the number of aircraft is 
equal to the desired number of simultaneously operating aircraft.  

6. Compute the distance between all aircraft pairs and detect any separation event. Occurrences 
of separation events are stored. 

7. (Optional) If a tactical conflict has been detected, start a timer that models the tactical 
deconfliction process delay. 

8. Advance the simulation a time-step (i.e.: update aircraft horizontal positions according to 
speed and heading and subtract time-step to the defined timers). Once a tactical timer reaches 
zero, the associated aircraft will start a vertical manoeuvre. 

9. In case of aircraft which are performing vertical manoeuvres, update their vertical position 
according to the status of the manoeuvre (e.g.: ascend previous to the CPA, descend back after 
the CPA). 

10. Check if any aircraft has left the defined airspace volume. In that case, replace exiting aircraft 
with newly generated ones, this means, execute steps 3 & 4 once per each exiting aircraft. This 
process ensures the number of simultaneously operating aircraft remains constant throughout 
the simulation. 

11. Check if the elapsed simulation time has reached the target simulation time. If negative, return 
back to step 6 and repeat steps 6 to 10 until the target simulation time is reached. 
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12. Compute the ratios for the different separation events and store the relevant data in the main 
EXCEL file. Additional support information, such as the status of aircraft and the time and 
distance to the CPA when a separation event is detected, can also be exported. 

• The results of the simulations are loaded in the primary EXCEL file, where a statistical assessment 
is performed, outputting confidence intervals for the different frequencies of separation events. 
The primary EXCEL file also includes a comparation tool, which allows comparison of the results of 
two different simulations, in order to facilitate sensibility assessments. 

• Two additional tools are included in the CC toolbox, which are mainly used for debugging and post-
analysis purposes: 

1. A support EXCEL file which plots the time left to the CPA and the distance in the CPA, at the 
moment a separation event is detected. 

2. A support MATLAB file which plots the aircraft involved in a separation event, as well as their 
protection volumes (a.k.a. BUBBLES). 

The CC toolbox is optimized to compute the frequencies of separation events, both unmitigated and 
with the use of strategic/tactical deconfliction processes. The toolbox does not generate nor store any 
data that is not essential to this purpose, such as the trajectories followed by the operating aircraft 
during the simulations. This allows the execution of large simulations (i.e.: large number of 
simultaneous aircraft and/or high amounts of flight hours) without extensive memory usage. 
Nonetheless, the toolbox allows the optional storage of specific data for debugging purposes. 

Figure 58 shows an example of the storage of optional data to check the proper functioning of the 
strategic deconfliction tool. In this image, the 4D volumes associated to 9 aircraft are drawn. In the top 
centre, it can be seen that the volumes of two aircraft intersect, and thus the flight plan proposed by 
the new aircraft is rejected. 

 
Figure 58. CC toolbox - strategic deconfliction example 

Figure 59 shows the 3D position of 25 aircraft which have been previously deconflicted. This figure is 
generated prior to the first execution of step 6 of a given simulation and represents the formal initial 
state of the simulation process, which is the moment after which separation events will start being 
counted. 
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Figure 59. CC toolbox - 3D position of deconflicted UAS (scale in m, axis are spatial axis) 

Figure 60 shows the height profiles of a simulation performed with 2 aircraft and tactical deconfliction 
(no strategic deconfliction was performed in this case). The ‘broad’ steps signal the exit of the aircraft, 
being replaced by another aircraft at a different height. Three tactical deconfliction events can be seen 
in this graph, one at the beginning of the simulation and two more towards the end. Note how aircraft 
execute vertical manoeuvres in order to reach the desired height in each of the three cases in which 
apart from vertical overlap, also horizontal overlap occurs, which cannot be seen in this graph. 

 
Figure 60. CC toolbox - tactical deconfliction example [x axis time (s), y axis height (m)] 

Finally, Figure 61 shows the distribution of the time to the CPA and the distance in the CPA for each of 
the separation events that were recorded during a simulation. 
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Figure 61. CC toolbox - CPA distribution of the excel file 

5.4.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique 

This exercise consists of real-time Monte Carlo simulations of a large number of UAS flying for a long 
period of time. Since the starting position and heading of any generated aircraft are randomized, the 
Monte Carlo approach is used to obtain statistically relevant results. During the simulation, conflicts 
are detected based on the proximity between the aircraft, defined by the Separation Minima distances 
defined in the BUBBLES conflict model. The results of this validation exercise will be derived from the 
comparison between the execution of a given set of specific simulations in three different scenarios. 
The characteristics of these simulations are defined in the following table: 

Simulation no. Strategic deconfliction Tactical deconfliction Airspace structure 

1 No No No 

2 Yes No No 

3 No Yes No 

4 Yes Yes No 

5 No No Layered 

6 Yes No Layered 

7 No Yes Layered 

8 Yes Yes Layered 
Table 41. Simulation planning for Exercise #04 

The Risk Ratios (RRs) that describe the effectiveness of the mitigation barriers will be computed via 
comparison of the different simulations and compared to those given by the theoretical model. In 
addition, the results from the layered structure will be compared to the previous, in order to draw any 
relevant conclusion. 

5.4.7 Analysis Specification 

5.4.7.1 Data collection methods  

The trajectory data used for this validation exercise are produced by the BB-Planner-Tracker toolbox, 
whose output data are explained in Validation Exercise #01. Then, the BB-Planner-CC toolbox saves 
the output data in an Excel file and as Matlab data archives, for further post-analysis. 
 
The simulation tool saves the following data: 
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• Frequency of separation events (expressed as confidence intervals) 
o MACs 
o NMACs 
o Imminent Collisions 
o Losses of Separation 
o Tactical conflicts 

• Status of aircraft when a separation even occurs 
o Position and heading of involved aircraft 
o Applicable separation minima 
o Time to the CPA  
o Distance in the CPA 

• Parameters related to the performance of mitigation barriers 
o Frequency of rejected strategic deconflictions 
o Frequency of conflicts induced by a tactical manoeuvre 
o Frequency of conflicts occurring during another conflict 

5.4.7.2 Analysis method 

The main target of this exercise is the computation of the RRs for the separation provision barrier. To 
this purpose, the frequency of separation events obtained from simulations in which the separation 
provision barrier is used is compared to those in which is not, deriving the corresponding RRs. These 
results will be compared to the theorical values of RR given by the analytical method used to define 
the separation minima and applicable SPR/INTEROP. 

The parameters related to the performance of mitigation barriers obtained in simulations for airspaces 
with a layered structure will be compared to those obtained from airspaces without any defined 
structure. 

5.4.8 Exercise Planning and management 

5.4.8.1 Activities  

The activities have been divided in Preparatory Phase, Execution Phase, and post-Execution Phase, all 
of them done between March and April 2021. 

 
Activities Resp. 

Platform/ 
Tool used 

Output 

P
re

p
ar

at
o

ry
 

P
h

as
e

 

A0.1 Definition of scenarios UPV  Document 

A0.2 Performances definition (delays, FTE, NSE,…) UPV  Document 

A0.3 
Recalculate Separation Minima with the new 
performances 

UPV  Document 

A0.4 Model the strategic deconfliction process UPV CC toolbox Code 

A0.5 Model the tactical deconfliction process UPV CC toolbox Code 

Ex
ec

u
ti

o
n

 

P
h

as
e

 A1.1 
Simulations to calculate the number of NMAC, 
Imminent collision and Loss of separation without 
mitigations nor layered structure. 

UPV 
BB-Planner 

Data 

A1.2 
Simulations to calculate the number of NMAC, 
Imminent collision and Loss of separation without 
mitigations with a layered structure. 

UPV 
BB-Planner 

Data 
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A1.3 
Simulations to calculate the number of NMAC, 
Imminent collision and Loss of separation with tactical 
deconfliction but no layered structure. 

UPV 
BB-Planner 

Data 

A1.4 
Simulations to calculate the number of NMAC, 
Imminent collision and Loss of separation with tactical 
deconfliction with a layered structure. 

UPV 
BB-Planner 

Data 

P
o

st
-e

xe
cu

ti
o

n
 

P
h

as
e

 

A2.1 
Evaluate the simulated Risk Ratios and compare it 
with the theoretical value in order to obtain the 
effectiveness of the tactical mitigation barrier. 

UPV 
 

Document 

A2.2 
Assess the effectiveness of the layered airspace 
structure. 

UPV 
 

Document 

A2.3 Validation Exercise report D5.4 
UPV, 
INDRA   

Document 

Table 42. Detailed list of activities Exercise #04 

5.4.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise 

The participants involved in Exercise #04 and their roles and responsibilities are described in the table 
below. 

Participants 
involved 

Rol Responsibility 

Pablo Morcillo BB-planner developer Execute activities assigned to UPV 

Norberto Vera CC toolbox developer Develop CC toolbox 

Juan Vicente 
Balbastre 

Project and WP5 
Coordinator 

Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Cecilia Claramunt WP5 Coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Table 43. Roles and Responsibilities Exercise #04 

5.4.8.3 Time planning 

The following table shows the time planning of each activity of the preparatory, execution and post-
execution phases. Following the BUBBLES Validation Plan calendar, Validation Exercise #04 is planned 
between March and April of 2022, so the first week is the week of the 1st of March 2022 and the week 
9 is the week of the 30th of April 2022. 

Activity Week Resp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

A0.1          UPV 

A0.2          UPV 

A0.3          UPV 

A0.4          UPV 

A0.5          UPV 

A1.1          UPV 

A1.2          UPV 

A1.3          UPV 

A1.4          UPV 
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A2.1          UPV 

A2.2          UPV 

A2.3          UPV, INDRA 

Table 44: Detailed time planning Exercise #04 

5.4.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions 

The identified risks and mitigation actions of Validation Exercise #04 are described in the table below. 
The values of Impact and Probability columns corresponds to: 1-Very Low, 2-Low, 3-Medium, 4-High, 
5-Very High. 

Risks Impact Probability Mitigation Actions 

Simulations for generating 
data require much more time 
than expected. 

3 3 Scenarios will be refined to avoid 
conditions related to high 
computational costs. 

The simulation tool does not 
work properly. 

3 4 validation tests in the previous 
validation phase and tests for the 
new toolbox. 

The results obtained are not 
appropriate for drawing 
conclusions. 

4 2 Mitigated with the development 
of the validation plan, adapting 
it to the results of previous tests. 

Table 45: Risks and mitigation actions Exercise #04 
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5.5 Validation Exercise #05 Plan 

5.5.1 Validation Exercise description and scope 

Validation Exercise #05 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-005) address the fifth Validation Objective (OBJ-
BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.0), which consists of the validation of the operational feasibility and 
acceptability of U-space services simulated in the BUBBLES mock-up II and their impact on human 
performances in test-flights performed in relevant scenarios under nominal and abnormal conditions. 

This validation exercise is focused on the realisation of test-flights with a larger number of drones than 
in the previous test-flights. The flights are planned in a real scenario under nominal and abnormal 
condition. Conflicts are induced in a controlled way to validate the safety assessment performed in 
MEDUSA analyses. CNS performance degradation are manually induced in order to obtain abnormal 
conditions. In particular, this includes GPS positioning errors, packet losses and communication 
channel latencies. 

During the operations, traffic information is sent to a U-space simulated platform, the BUBBLES mock-
up II named in this case Separation Management Environment (SME), which shall detect any conflict 
and arise the required alerts, including relevant information for pilots to solve the conflicts. 
Performance of the platform regarding conflict detection and alert declaration will be assessed post-
flight.  

As in Validation Exercise #02, an elementary Human Performance (HP) assessment will be performed 
using questionnaires based on the ones developed for Validation Phase I. The goal of the 
questionnaires is to receive feedback from the pilots on different factors affecting the tactical conflict 
management. Pilots will fill in the forms just after the end of the flights. 

The test flights will involve 6 to 9 different UAS operators flying 8 to 12 drones simultaneously. 
Operations are planned in Open Category, and in Specific Category under National Standard Scenarios, 
named STS-ES (similar to EU STS, but without CE marked UAS).  

The actors from the consortium involved in this validation exercise are: 

• UAS operator: WUAS-UPV, an operator from Polytechnical University of Valencia. The 
operator is in charge of flight planning and execution, as well as performing all necessary 
arrangements to obtain all required permissions and authorizations. The operator has a wide 
assortment of DJI multicopters (the biggest commercial UAS brand in terms of market share) 
and also two fixed-wing VTOL UAS. 

• Tactical separation service provider: BUBBLES uses their mock-up II, the BUBBLES Separation 
Management Environment (SME) to simulate the provision of a U-space-based separation 
service. An SDK-modified version of UAS GCS APP will be used to send telemetry data to the 
platform, as a simulation of network identification and flight information services. This data 
will be used to evaluate conflicts, acting accordingly. 

Other relevant actors involved from outside the consortium are: 

• Competent authority: AESA (Spanish Civil Aviation Authority) will handle operational 
declaration and authorization processes. 

• UAS operators: other UAS operators will participate in the test flights, providing external pilots 
as well as DJI or self-built drones. In appreciation of their collaboration, the external operators 
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involved in the flights are named: AsDron Spain, UAV Works, ASD drones, General drones, 
Local police of Benidorm, Local police of Valencia and Firefighters of Valencia. 

5.5.2 Validation objectives 

This Validation Exercise is related to the general Validation Objective (VO) OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-
02.0: validate the operational feasibility and acceptability of U-space services simulated in BUBBLES 
mock-up II and their impact on human performances in test-flights performed in relevant scenarios 
under nominal and abnormal conditions. 

This general VO is split into the following sub-objectives: 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.1 

Objective Testing the BUBBLES Separation Management Environment (SME), the 
integration of the components and their proper functioning, supporting a larger 
number of drones. 

Title Platform’s integration 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.1-001 

The BUBBLES SME platform timely detects almost all the conflicts and issue the 
appropriate alerts to pilots to solve them. 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.1-002 

Acceptable percentage of the detected conflicts that are correctly classified 
according to their severity. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.2 

Objective Ensure that when performance of CNS services degrades, the separation 
minima are updated accordingly. 

Title Correct updating of separation minima 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.2-001 

The BUBBLES SME platform must change the separation minima appropriately 
when there is a degradation of the CNS performance. 
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CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.2-002 

The BUBBLES SME platform shall detect the conflicts at the appropriate 
distance to the situation. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.3 

Objective To check the difference between layered and non-layered structured airspace. 

Title Layered airspace test 

Category <safety>, <operational feasibility> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.3-001 

Number of new conflicts generated by trying to solve a previous one is lower in 
a layered airspace. 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.3-002 

Solve conflicts in a layered airspace should be easier than in a non-layered 
airspace, so the duration of conflicts should be shorter. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.4 

Objective Check the ease of use of the BUBBLES SME through questionnaires. 

Title Ease of use of the UTM platform. 

Category <human performance>, <acceptability> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 

V Phase V1 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.4-001 

Pilots should get acquainted with the functioning of the BUBBLES SME platform 
and give positive feedback. 

Identifier OBJ-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-05.5 

Objective Receive feedback from pilots on their experiences in using the BUBBLES SME 
and their needs for U-space services or improvements of existing ones. 

Title Questionnaires for pilot’s feedback. 

Category <operational feasibility>, <human performance>, <acceptability> 

Key environment 
conditions 

Nominal and abnormal conditions, Uncontrolled airspaces in Rural 
environment. 
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V Phase V2 

Identifier Success Criterion 

CRT-BUBBLES-V1-
VALP-05.5-001 

Pilots must fill a survey after each mission with their views and comments about 
the U-space services provided and another needs.  

Table 46. Validation Objectives and Success Criterion 

5.5.3 Validation scenarios 

5.5.3.1 Reference Scenario(s) 

Validation Exercise #05 (EXE-BUBBLES-V1-VALP-005) uses one of the validation scenarios already 
defined in section 4.6 (Scenario 1). For more details, see Section 4.6.1 Reference Scenarios. 

5.5.3.2 Solution Scenario(s) 

In this exercise, flights are planned in a rural area of 20 km2 in the north of Valencia (Spain) in 
uncontrolled airspace, representing the first reference scenario.  

In this scenario most operations have low risk, such as agricultural operations, linear inspections, or 
transport between towns. In this scenario, BVLOS operations can be performed under the scope of an 
operational declaration (STS-ES-02).  

To execute this validation exercise, a series of representative missions have been defined in the 
following table. 

iD Mission Dron Operator Operational 
Category 

Dron 

1 Railway inspection  UPV STS-ES-02 DJI Mavic 2 enterprise 

2 Road Inspection  Local Police of 
Benidorm 

A3 DJI Mavic Enterprise 
Zoom 

3 Agricultural tasks UPV  A3 DJI Air 2S 

4 Agricultural tasks Asdrón Spain A3 DJI Phantom 4 PRO 

5 Transport between 
towns 

UPV  STS-ES-02 DJI Matrice 300 RTK 

6 Transport between 
industrial parks 

UAV Works A3 Valaq Patrol 

7 Beach town surveillance Local Police of 
Benidorm 

A3 Quaternium Hybrix 

8 Surveillance of a 5k race Local Police of 
Valencia  

  

9 Surveillance of orchards 
due to fire risk 

Firefighters of 
Valencia 

STS-ES-02 DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise 
Advance 
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10 Fire brigade action to 
rescue a trapped animal 

Firefighters of 
Valencia 

STS-ES-02 DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise 
Advance 

11 Agricultural tasks ASD drones  DJI 

12 Lifeguard drone General Drones A3 Auxdron LFG 

Table 47: Missions to be conducted during the test-flights II. 

It should be noted that this is a provisional list of participants and missions. It is possible that due to 
problems with the integration of non-DJI drones, which therefore do not support the Android APP 
developed by the UPV, this list may suffer modifications and some drones may not be able to 
participate in the flight tests. Therefore, a window of missions and participants has been left: between 
8 and 12 drones will fly simultaneously and between 6 and 9 operators will participate. 

The next figure shows the area where flights will be performed, and the trajectories planned. 

 
Figure 62. Operational volume and trajectories of test-flights II 

To gather the required data, conflicts are not be spontaneously generated but induced. To this 
purpose, a narrative has been added next, explaining a plausible cause of the provoked conflict. 

Drone 4 is following a scanning path and, at two different times, it deviates from its route (e.g. 
Navigation failure due to electromagnetic interference) and approaches the other drones 1 and 2, 
which are following linear inspection paths, causing them to conflict. 

Drone 8 is a police drone that monitors the situation during a 5 km race. At one point, the run passes 
through an area that cuts off the path of drone 6, which is transporting material between two industrial 
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parks, and passes close to drone 11, which is spraying. Both drones 6 and 11 must change their 
trajectories to solve the conflict and let drone 8 pass. 

Then, drone 10, which is a rescue drone of the Firefighters of Valencia, receives an alert to rescue an 
animal that is trapped in a ravine. This drone begins a priority flight that causes conflict with other 
drones: drones 5, 9 and 12. The latter drones must keep the priority drone free of conflict. 

For better representativeness, each mission is flown several times with different configurations of the 
initial Flight Plan, one of them flying the ideal trajectories (trajectories shown in Figure 62) and other 
ones with deviations (conflicts mentioned above). 

In addition, in a first series of flights, the drones will fly without flight layers (FL), with free altitudes, 
and in a second series of flights, different FLs will be assigned to each drone, depending on its traffic 
class and mission. 

NOTE: for each use case a preliminary location has been chosen, according to the local environment 
and the constraints imposed by the simulated operations’ objectives (to maintain representativeness). 
Although flights are intended to be performed in the locations described below along with the 
mentioned aircraft models, availability issues could arise due to unforeseen circumstances. Thus, in 
the case any of the flights could not be performed according to planned parameters, new similar 
parameters will be chosen to perform such flights. In addition, UAS operations performed in Spain 
must comply with strict limitations due to a national regulation previous to EU regulation.  

The Separation Minima applicable to this exercise are being recalculated at the time of writing this 
document. These separations will be adjusted with the outputs of exercise #04 and the preliminary 
results of exercise #05, so the tables with the final numerical values of Separation Minima will be 
included in the D5.4 Validation Report, to be delivered at the end of April 2022. 

5.5.4 Exercise Assumptions 

Identifier Title Description Justification Impact on 
Assessment 

A#51 U-Space 
availability 

Operations are not 
performed in actual 
U-Space airspace. 

Currently there is no defined U-
Space airspace, so all provided 
services will be simulated. 

Low 

A#52 No strategic 
deconflictio
n 

 No flight 
authorisation service 
will be provided 

The generation of tactical 
conflicts with strategically 
deconflicted traffic would 
require more time and 
experienced pilots. 

Low 

A#53 Operational 
constraints 

Operations will be 
performed in Open 
category or in 
Specific category SAIL 
I-II under national 
standard scenarios 
(STS-ES). 

Procedures to authorise Specific 
operations with SAIL higher than 
II are being developed, causing 
operational authorisations to 
require excessive workload and 
time. 

Low 
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A#54 No manned 
aircraft 

The scenarios only 
include UAS. 

Adding manned aircraft greatly 
increases the complexity and risk 
of operations.  

Medium 

A#55 Automation 
mode 1-U 

According to 
BUBBLES concept 
described in D2.1, 
the automation 
mode used in test 
flights will be 1-U. 

The USSP, via tactical conflict 
resolution service, is in charge of 
conflict detection, and it shall 
communicate the tactical 
conflict situation to the RPIC, 
who is in charge of proposing the 
solution and implementing it. 

Very low 

A#56 Separation 
method: 
vertical 
manoeuvre
s 

According to 
BUBBLES concept 
described in D2.1, 
the separation 
method used in test 
flights will be vertical 
manoeuvres. 

For safe and organised 
operations, all drones will solve 
conflicts through vertical 
manoeuvres, in order to avoid 
unexpected conflicts as traffic 
information will not be available 
at the pilots' control units. 

Very low 

A#57 Unique CNS 
performanc
e 

All the scenario 
(operational volume) 
has the same CNS 
performance. 

To avoid introducing an increase 
in the computation time, the CNS 
performance degradation is 
assumed to be the same in all the 
operational volume. 

Low 

A#58 Narrow 
conflict 
horizon 

The conflicts are 
solved in a pair-wise 
approach, without 
considering the 
surrounding traffic, 
according to the 
narrow conflict 
horizon defined by 
the BUBBLES 
concept. 

It is expected that a human pilot, 
without dedicated HMI and 
detailed traffic information, will 
not be able to formulate a 
solution with a conflict horizon 
other than narrow. Hence, 
during the validation exercise 
only the narrow conflict horizon 
will be tested. 

Low 

A#59 HMI only 
shows the 
most critical 
active 
conflict 

In case of multiple 
simultaneous 
conflicts, the HMI is 
only able to display 
the most critical 
conflict and will 
therefore be the one 
to be solved by the 
pilot. 

The scenario used for the 
validation exercise features a low 
density of aircraft in which the 
occurence of multiple 
simultaneous conflicts is rare. To 
minimize its impact on risk, the 
most prioritary conflict will be 
the one shown to the pilot. 

Low 

Table 48: Validation Exercise #05 Assumptions 
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5.5.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance 

Assumption #51 may affect the level of significance when translating the results to actual U-space 
services. In order to minimize this impact, all relevant U-space services related to Tactical Separation 
service are simulated, using a common platform which a similar architecture to what is expected in the 
future. 

Assumption #52 means this Exercise cannot obtain information regarding the effectiveness of the 
tactical mitigation barrier when strategic deconfliction is provided. This is a minor issue, as these are 
not the main objectives of Exercise 2. 

In order to minimize impact from Assumption #53, certain operational aspects shall be simulated. 
During test flights, UAS are purposely considered as different traffic classes so the capacity of the 
service to detect conflicts using different separation distances for each UAS is validated. When needed, 
BVLOS conditions are simulated, using Visual Observers for such purpose. 

Because of Assumption #54, results are be applicable to manned aircraft in terms of separations to be 
applied.  The integration of manned aviation with unmanned aviation is a complex matter and VFR 
cannot participate in the flights. 

Assumptions #55 and #56 do not affect to the results of the validation exercise, they are only the 
theoretical part of the exercise that comes from the BUBBLES Concept of Operations for Separation 
Provision. 

Assumption #57 is made to simplify the calculations of separation minima, which are values that are 
needed quickly in real time during flights. This hardly affects the significance level of the 
results/conclusions of the exercise. 

5.5.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique 

5.5.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics 

To support the execution of this Validation Exercise, the BUBBLES team developed a mock-up 
consisting of: 

• The BUBBLES Separation Management Environment (SME) platform version 001. This 
platform is made up of 7 different components which will be explained below. 

• Several drones flying simultaneously in a real environment with missions assigned and causing 
conflicts. 

BUBBLES Separation Management Environment platform version 001 

The BUBBLES SME platform is an environment developed to monitor drones in real-time. It is based on 
the Indra’s UTM platform used in Validation Exercise #02 but including new components of Separation 
Management service. This platform includes the basic U-space services required for BUBBLES test 
flights and the enhancements necessary to provide the separation management service defined by 
BUBBLES ConOps. 

The basic functions of the BUBBLES SME are shown in the following figure. These basic functions are 
provided by the U-TraC, that will be explained next. 
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Figure 63. Configuration of BUBBLES SME version 001 

Figure 63 shows the configuration of the BUBBLES SME version 001. When operating, the platform: 

1. Receives telemetry and trajectory information that the drones Ground Control Station (GCS) 
transmits to the tracker, named U-TraC, via MQTT server. 

2. U-TraC processes the received UAS reports and generates drone tracks using the tracker built-
in in the platform. 

3. Assign to each aircraft the separation minima applicable according to the type of traffic, the 
sector type where the flight will take place and the CNS performance status. 

4. The platform monitors and detects conflicts of different severity (up to 4 types of conflict as it 
is defined in the BUBBLES ConOps) computing the pairwise separation between UAS. 

5. When a conflict is detected, it transmits an alarm/warning to the GCS via MQTT server. 
6. Records telemetry data, tracks, conflicts, and the information about the involved UAS for post-

processing. 

This platform has a graphical interface where tracks, relevant traffic information and conflict messages 
generated in an operational volume can be viewed in real time. 

The BUBBLES SME platform used includes the following U-space services: 

• Registration: This service enables the registration of the different users in the platform 
(operators, pilots, drones, authorities…). This registration is role based and provides 
information to the rest of U-space services in order to use it during its their procedures and 
calculations. 

• Network e-Identification: Enables drone information and other relevant information to be 
verified without physical access to the unmanned aircraft. 

• Tracking service: BUBBLES SME platform will provide a tracking service able to receive, process 
and fuse all the cooperative and non-cooperative tracking information obtained from the 
drone GCS, third party systems, external sensors or other devices. After processing and fusing 
all the information, the service calculates an accurate unique track. 

• Traffic Information: this service provides all the traffic information included in the U-space 
platform. It receives the information form tracking service, conformance monitoring service 
and conflict management service. The information provided depends on the role and the 
ownership of the operations. 
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• Conflict Management: this is the main U-space service used to validate the separation modes, 
methods and distances. This U-space service checks for potential tactical conflicts in real-time 
and provides the necessary information to the respective U-space users to solve them.  

The service is able to detect drone-vs-drone conflicts. If the distance between them is less than 
the minimum separation distance, the tactical conflict alert is triggered. The minimum 
separation distance is defined as the sum of the distances of each drone (its own protection 
bubble) defined according to its drone class, the CNS performance of the operational volume 
and the environment (sector type as defined in the OSED) where it is flown. The tactical conflict 
shall be detected when the protection bubble of both drones comes into contact. 

• Legal Recording: During the validation activities, a service to record the information of the 
flights include, at least, UAS information, telemetry and track information. 

In order to assess the CNS performance status and to adapt Separation Minima accordingly, it has been 
developed different components/tools which are integrated into the U-TraC. The following figure 
contains the integration architecture of all the components of the SME platform. 

 

Figure 64. Architecture of the BUBBLES SME platform 

Each component of the platform and the drones used will be described. 

Next, the functionality of each of the components is described. The detailed description and their 
architecture are written in deliverable D5.3 Mock-up for the BUBBLES concept validation. 

• Pilot APP: An Android APP developed by the UPV team which connects the drones with the 
UTM platform, in this case, the U-TraC. This App replaces the App SDK provided by the drone 
manufacturer, in this case DJI, and allows the pilot to control the drone while sending 
telemetry data to the U-TraC and receiving relevant traffic information from it, such as tactical 
conflict alerts or nearby traffic. 

• CSFIME: The Communication and Surveillance Fault Injector and Monitoring Environment is 
developed by UC to add degradation into the telemetry data sent by the drone to the U-TraC 
(uplink). The degradation includes GPS position errors, latencies and loss of packages. 

• U-TraC: BUBBLES U-space tracking & Conflict detection is a platform developed by UPV team 
to provide some UTM services for the test-flights of the second validation phase. The U-TraC 
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has two parts: the backend, which includes the U-space services of Tracking, Conflict 
Management and Legal Recording, and the frontend, which consists of an HMI to monitor the 
flights. 

• SPM: The Surveillance Performance Monitoring (SPM) tool has been developed by UPV team. 
The main function of this tool is to compute performance metrics to assess and evaluate the 
effects in the surveillance performance due to degradation of surveillance data. 

• SMS: The Separation Minima Service developed by the UNIROMA1 and UPV teams consists of 
a service that, given a CNS performance status, returns to the tracker (U-TraC) the Separation 
Minima adapted to the situation. This component is based on the BUBBLES-AI tool developed 
in Validation Exercise #01, but in this case it works in real-time, the AI algorithms compute the 
Separation Minima based on the Performance metrics and the CNS performance sent by the 
SPM. 

• CFIME: The Communication Fault Injector and Monitoring Environment is developed by UC to 
add degradation into the alert messages sent by the U-TraC to the drone (downlink). The 
degradation includes latencies and loss of packages.  

• CPM: The Communications Performance Monitoring (CPM) tool has been developed by UC 
team. The tool is used to measure and assess the communications performance for validation 
purposes. In particular, this tool evaluates the quality of the communication channel in the 
downlink (U-TraC -> drones) and sends the communication performance alerts. 

Drones 

The second part of the equipment needed for this Validation Exercise will be the UAS used in the test-
flights. In this case, as mentioned in previous sections, the list of operators and drones are still open 
due to the dependency with the integration, so a provisional list is provided: 

• Operator 1:  WUAS-UPV, which uses the following UAS: 

o DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise (x2): a small multirotor weighting less than 1.1 kg. It is possible 
that one of these drones will be exchanged for a DJI Air 2S, a small multirotor with 
595g MTOW. 

o DJI Matrice 300 RTK (x1): a medium-sized multirotor with 9 kg MTOW. 

• Operator 2:  Local Police of Benidorm (PLB), with the following UAS: 

o DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Zoom (x1): a small multirotor weighting less than 1.1 kg. 
o Hybrix 2.1 (x1): a multirotor built by Quaternium with a long endurance, up to 4 hours 

of operational flight time, with 25kg MTOW. The use of this drone is pending on how 
its integration with the SME platform evolves, as it is not compatible with the Android 
APP developed by UPV. 

• Operator 3:  AsDrón Spain, with the following UAS: 

o DJI Phantom 4 PRO (x1): a small multirotor weighting less than 1.4 kg. 

• Operator 4:  UAV Works, with the following UAS: 

o Valaq Patrol (x1): a fixed-wing UAS with 4.5 km MTOW. A drone with up to 60 minutes 
endurance and 70 km range built by UAV Works. 

• Operator 5:  Firefighters of Valencia, with the following UAS: 

o DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Advance (x2): a small multirotor weighting less than 1kg. 
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• Operator 6:  Local Police of Valencia (PLV). The UAS that they are going to use are still pending 
to agree. If other operators are unable to participate, the PLV will fly between 1 and 4 drones 
to compensate, from among the following: 

o DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Zoom (x2): a small multirotor weighting less than 1.1kg. 
o DJI Mavic Enterprise Dual (x2): a small multirotor weighting less than 1kg. 
o DJI Mavic Air (x1): a small multirotor weighting around 0.5kg. 

• Operator 7:  ASD drones. The UAS that they are going to use are still pending to agree. 

• Operator 8:  General drones, with the following UAS: 

o Auxdron LFG (x1): a multirotor drone with artificial intelligence to be used for rescue 
operations and to ensure safety on beaches. The use of this drone is pending on how 
its integration with the SME platform evolves, as it is not compatible with the Android 
APP developed by UPV. 

If integration with the PLB's Hybrix drone is achieved in time, a ninth operator, Quaternium, may be 
involved with another Hybrix. 

As these UAS do not have electronic identification capabilities by default, in order to feed the U-space 
services with UAS information (ground speed, location, course, height, etc.), the Ground Control 
Station (GCS) software is modified so that telemetry data is directly sent to the SME platform. 

An Android App for DJI drones is used during the test-flights to integrate the drones into the platform. 
This App replaces the App SDK provided by the drone manufacturer, in this case DJI, and allows the 
pilot to control the drone while sending telemetry data to U-TraC and receiving relevant traffic 
information from it, such as tactical conflict alerts or nearby traffic. This App has been developed in 
Validation Phase I and tested in test-flighs I. For Validation Phase II it has been improved with the 
feedback from the pilots in the questionnaires. 

For other non-DJI drones, the UPV team is studying how to connect these drones into the SME platform 
to send their telemetry and receive conflict alerts and other information necessary for the correct 
development of the flights. 

5.5.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique 

The technique used for this Validation Exercise consists of the execution of test-flights, which are 
designed to be representative of the typical kind of operations performed within U-space airspace.  

In the scenario described in section 5.5.3.2, which is a relatively small portion of the U-space airspace, 
a certain amount of UAS operate their missions simultaneously. During these operations, conflicts are 
induced: flight trajectories are previously defined so that a certain combination of conflicts is expected, 
as explained in the mentioned section. 

The simulated U-space platform, which receives telemetry information from all UAS, shall detect all 
conflicts and provide alerts to the pilots. Once the alert is received in the controller, the pilots shall 
solve the conflicts. 

All telemetry data are recorded and carefully analysed after the test-flight campaign, in order to detect 
that the alerts have raised at the appropriate distance and that separation minima has been correctly 
updated according to CNS performance status. 

At the end of each flight, each pilot will fill in a questionnaire for the HP assessment. 
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5.5.7 Analysis Specification 

5.5.7.1 Data collection methods  

The following methods are used to collect the required data to evaluate the validation objectives: 

• Conflict detection quality: Percentage of correctly detected and classified conflicts, according 
to the breached separation distances. 

o Each conflict detected by the U-space platform during test flights is registered. 

• Characteristics of the conflict, including the identification of the drones involved, the time 
duration and the distances at which it was detected as well as the CNS performance status at 
that moment to check that Separation minima has been updated accordingly. 

• Questionnaires to collect information and feedback from pilots about the platform and its 
impact on mission efficiency, in particular the part involved in tactical conflict resolution. 

The BUBBLES SME Platform collects these data in a log, and then they are exported in .CSV format. The 
data of the questionnaires will be dumped into an excel file where they will be analysed. 

5.5.7.2 Analysis method 

As conflicts are induced, the correct conflict classification is part of flight planning, and thus known 
prior to flights. The recorded data regarding conflict detection and classification is compared to 
planned conflicts. Statistical average and standard deviation for the percentage of correctly detected 
conflicts will be computed to evaluate overall performance. 

Data from the questionnaires are presented in the form of percentages and tables with more relevant 
comments. 

5.5.8 Exercise Planning and management 

5.5.8.1 Activities  

Validation Exercise #05 consists of test-flights involving 8-12 UAS in a rural environment, 
representative of scenario 1 of the Reference scenarios defined. The activities to prepare and carry out 
the test-flights have been divided in Preparatory Phase (planned in March 2022), Execution Phase and 
post-Execution Phase (planned in April 2022). 

 
Activities Resp. 

Platform/ 
Tool used 

Output 

P
re

p
ar

at
o

ry
 P

h
as

e
 

A0.1 Search for participants (other operators and drones) UPV  Document 

A0.2 Operational volume and missions planification UPV 
Google 
Earth 

Office 365 
Document 

A0.3 
Integration of the UPV-UNIROMA1 components of 
BUBBLES SME 

UPV, 
UNIROMA1 

Pilot APP, 
U-Trac, 

SMS, SPM 
Platform 

A0.4 
Integration of the UC components into the BUBBLES 
SME 

UPV, UC 
CSFIME, 
CFIME, 

CPM 

BUBBLES 
SME 
Platform 

A0.5 
Improve the Android APP to connect drones with 
BUBBLES SME platform 

UPV Android APP 
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A0.6 
Development of software for communication with 
drones based on MAVLink protocol 

UPV 
MAVLink 
libraries 

Code 

A0.7 Test the connection of all drones with the platform UPV 
BUBBLES 
SME  
Drones 

 

A0.8 Flight Plans preparation  UPV BB-Planner JSON 

A0.9 
Train ML models and computes Separation Minima for 
a given CNS performance 

UNIROMA1 
BUBBLES-
AI 

Data 

Ex
ec

u
ti

o
n

 P
h

as
e A1.1 Flight-trials 

UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

BUBBLES 
SME 
Drones 

Data 

A1.2 Test-flights with non-layered airspace 
UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

BUBBLES 
SME 
Drones 

Data 

A1.3 Test-flights with layered airspace 
UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

BUBBLES 
SME 
Drones 

Data 

P
o

st
-e

xe
cu

ti
o

n
 

P
h

as
e

 

A2.1 
Evaluate the number of conflicts obtained by BUBBLES 
SME platform and the warnings sent to the pilots 

UPV 
  

Document 

A2.2 
Evaluate CNS performance and Separation minima in 
the conflicts recording 

UPV 
  

Document 

A2.3 Evaluate questionnaires UPV   Document 

A2.4 Validation Exercise report D5.4 INDRA   Document 

Table 49. Detailed list of activities Exercise #05 

5.5.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise  

The participants involved in Exercise #05 and their roles and responsibilities are described in the table 
below. 

Participants 
involved 

Rol Responsibility 

Juan Vicente 
Balbastre 

Project Coordinator Coordinate Validation activities 

Cecilia Claramunt WP5 Coordinator 
Define the validation plan and coordinate 
Validation activities 

Carlos 
Chuquitarco 

Software developer 
Develop the SPM and coordinate the 
integration actions of BUBBLES SME 

Pablo Morcillo 
Pilot of UPV and 
software developer 

Develop software to connect drones via 
MAVLink protocol and fly a UPV drone. 

Joaquín Vico Software developer Develop the Android APP 

Tiago Cruz Software developer 
Design and coordinate of the development of 
CPM, CSFIME and CFIME 

Naghmeh Ivaki Software developer 

Design and coordinate of the simulation setup 
and general fault injection tool and participate 
in the UC components integration into the 
BUBBLES SME platform 

Damiano Brunori BUBBLES-AI developer Execute activities assigned to UNIROMA1 
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Norberto Vera 
Pilot of UPV and 
responsible of WUAS-
UPV operator 

Coordinate activities and fly a UPV drone. 

Jordi Vidal Pilot of UPV Fly a UPV drone. 

AsDrón Spain Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

Local Police of 
Benidorm – Aerial 
Unit 

Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

General drones Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

UAV Works Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

Firefighters of 
Valencia 

Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

ASD drones Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

Local Police of 
Valencia 

Test-flights participant Drone Operator and pilot 

Cristian Martín INDRA coordinator Coordinate activities assigned to INDRA 

Diego Herce D5.4 coordinator Write the Validation Report D5.4 
Table 50. Roles and Responsibilities Exercise #05 

5.5.8.3 Time planning 

The following table shows the time planning of each activity of the preparatory, execution and post-
execution phases. Following the BUBBLES Validation Plan calendar, Validation Exercise #05 are planned 
between March and April of 2022, so the first week is the week of the 1st of March 2022 and the week 
9 is the week of the 30th of April 2022. The test-flights are planned between the 11th and the 13th of 
April. 

Activity Week Resp. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

A0.1          UPV 

A0.2          UPV 

A0.3          UPV, 
UNIROMA1 

A0.4          UPV, UC 

A0.5          UPV 

A0.6          UPV 

A0.7          UPV 

A0.8          UPV 

A0.9          UNIROMA1 

A1.1          UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

A1.2          UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

A1.3          UPV, UC, 
UNIROMA1 

A2.1          UPV 
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A2.2          UPV 

A2.3          UPV 

A2.4          UPV, INDRA 

Table 51: Detailed time planning Exercise #05 

5.5.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions 

The identified risks and mitigation actions of Validation Exercise #01 are described in the table below. 
The values of Impact and Probability columns corresponds to: 1-Very Low, 2-Low, 3-Medium, 4-High, 
5-Very High. 

Risks Impact Probability Mitigation Actions 

Bad meteorological 
conditions. 

4 3 3 days reserved for test-flights. Only 1 
day morning needed, the other days 
are reserved in case it was necessary. 

Problems with the connection 
between the drones and the 
BUBBLES SME platform. 

4 4 Definitive missions will be planned the 
week before of the test-flights, when 
the connexions should be solved. The 
collaboration of some participants is 
subject to this. 2 less participants will 
not affect to the validation results. 

Unexpected Issues with the 
platform or drones. 

4 2 Back-up people to fix urgent issues. 

Table 52: Risks and mitigation actions Ex#05 
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